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Outline and scope of the thesis
Most tumors are extremely heterogeneous, consisting of a mixture of genetically 

and phenotypically distinct tumor cells surrounded by stromal cells and secreted factors. 
It has been thought that complex interactions between different cell types in these 
heterogeneous tumors contribute to tumor progression. To fully understand how tumors 
are growing and how they metastasize, and to be able to translate biological findings 
to the clinic, cellular behavior has to be studied in unperturbed tumors. In the studies 
described in this thesis we use fluorescent mouse models and intravital microscopy, a 
technique by which individual cells inside a living organism can be visualized, to study in 
vivo dynamics of single cells within heterogeneous tumors. 

In chapter 1 we give a detailed overview of the various intravital imaging 
techniques and tools and describe the development of fluorescent mouse models that 
can be used for high-resolution intravital microscopy.

In chapter 2 we investigate the fate of mammary stem cells and their progeny 
during pubertal mammary gland development. A better understanding of tissue hierarchy 
under non-pathological conditions may lead to novel insights into tumor biology. 
 In chapter 3 we study the hierarchical organization of breast tumors. We 
demonstrate the presence of cancer stem cells and cancer stem cell plasticity in 
unperturbed tumors. These results may have important clinical implications, for example 
in the context of anti-cancer therapies. 
 In chapter 4 we describe the development of a method, based on the Cre-LoxP 
system, to study extracellular vesicle transfer between different cell types in an in vivo 
setting. This technique allows to directly track and study cells that take up extracellular 
vesicles released in vivo by a defined population of cells and to compare their behavior to 
cells that did not take up these extracellular vesicles.
 In chapter 5 we use the Cre-LoxP system and high resolution intravital 
microscopy to demonstrate extracellular vesicle exchange between tumor cells with 
differing metastatic capacities in living mice. We show that highly metastatic breast 
tumor cells phenocopy their malignant behavior to less metastatic cells via the transfer 
of extracellular vesicles. These results add another layer of complexity to the role of intra-
tumor heterogeneity in tumor progression.
 In chapter 6 I conclude this thesis with a summarizing discussion.
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Abstract 

High-resolution intravital imaging (IVM) has proven to be a powerful technique 
to visualise dynamic processes that are important for tumour progression, such 
as the interplay between tumour cells and cellular components of the tumour 
microenvironment. The development of IVM tools, including imaging windows and 
photo-marking of individual cells, has led to the visualisation of dynamic processes 
and tracking of individual cells over a time span of days. In order to visualise these 
dynamic processes, several strategies have been described to develop fluorescent 
IVM tumour models. Genetic tools to engineer fluorescent tumour cell lines have 
advanced the applications of cell line-based tumour models to study, for example, 
changes in behaviour or transcriptional and differentiation state of individual cells in 
a tumour. In order to study tumour progression, fluorescent genetic mouse models 
have been engineered that better recapitulate human tumours. These technically 
challenging tumour models are key in visualising dynamic processes during cancer 
progression and in the translational aspects of IVM experiments. 

Introduction

 Tumours are complex tissues composed of multiple distinct cell types (including 
tumour cells, stromal cells and immune cells) and extracellular factors (e.g., growth factors 
and extracellular matrix), collectively referred to as the tumour microenvironment (TME). 
Since all factors of the heterogeneous TME interact with and influence each other, the TME 
changes over time. Together with the accumulation of genetic alterations in tumour cells, 
a changing TME enables tumours to acquire all the known hallmarks of cancer including 
the ability to sustain proliferative signalling, evade growth suppressors and immune 
destruction, resist cell death, induce angiogenesis, reprogramme energy metabolism, and 
metastasise [1, 2].
 Most studies investigating tumour progression rely on techniques, such as 
histochemistry, that only provide a static view of dynamic tumour processes. Moreover, 
many biochemical techniques analyse large numbers of cells, thereby obscuring the 
adaptive properties of individual tumour, stromal and immune cells. Recent developments 
in optical methods have made it possible to study the dynamic interplay between individual 
tumour cells and their TME by visualising this process in living animals, a technique often 
referred to as intravital microscopy (IVM) [3]. For example, simultaneous visualisation 
of individual tumour cells and macrophages in mammary tumours contributed to the 
discovery of a growth factor-mediated paracrine loop between these cell types. This 
paracrine loop defines a TME that induces tumour cells to become invasive, enter the 
vasculature and metastasise [4, 5]. The influence of stromal cells on tumour cell behaviour 
can also be indirect. For example, tumour cells and cancer-associated fibroblasts have been 
shown to remodel the interstitial extracellular matrix (ECM), through both peptidase- and 
force-mediated matrix remodelling [6, 7]. This remodelling results in the formation of tracks 
through the matrix, which enable tumour cells to collectively move into the surrounding 
tissue [6–9]. IVM has also been used to directly link cellular behaviour to transcriptional 
and differentiation state, e.g., enhanced motility of melanoma cells has been correlated to 
low pigment status [10]. Examples of these and other IVM studies illustrate the strength of 
IVM to visualise the dynamic behaviour of individual tumour, immune and stromal cells in 
various TMEs in a progressing tumour (e.g., [8, 11–13]).
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 The latest IVM techniques enable tracking of cells over days or even weeks and 
therefore future research is expected to provide important new insights into dynamic 
processes, such as primary tumour growth, tumour cell movement, metastatic outgrowth 
and the role of the TME in these processes. From a clinical perspective, treatment with anti-
cancer drugs can be assessed in real time in vivo, and therapeutic resistance mechanisms 
might be elucidated. Here, we will review high-resolution IVM techniques and the relevant 
fluorescent mouse tumour models for IVM studies.

IVM platforms

Various IVM platforms allow imaging of specific dynamic processes

 Several IVM platforms with specific applications have been developed. The 
preferred platform depends on the spatial and temporal resolution that is required to 
measure dynamic processes in the studied system. For example, tumour cells move in the 
order of tens of micrometers per hour in vivo [14], and therefore imaging and tracking of 
these cells does not require high temporal resolution. By contrast, immune cells migrate in 
the order of micrometers per minute [15, 16]. Tracking these cells requires high temporal 
resolution, unless the cell density is low or specific cells can be marked.
 The simplest, yet powerful, IVM technique to visualise tumour dynamics is whole 
body imaging. The microscope used for this method consists of a light-emitting diode 
(LED) flashlight to excite and a CCD camera to collect the emission of fluorescent proteins 
(FPs) [17]. This technique has been used to image tumours throughout the entire mouse 
for multiple days [18–20]. However, the resolution of whole body imaging is limited (at 0.5 
mm imaging depth the resolution is ~60 μm and at 2.2 mm the resolution is ~1900 μm 
[21]) compared to the confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) and other commonly 
used point-scanning microscopes that scan an image point by point. The spinning disk 
confocal microscope combines high spatial resolution and fast scanning by recording 
fluorescence emission light simultaneously from multiple excitation spots. This fast 
scanning allows the visualisation of very fast dynamics, and is accompanied by reduced 
phototoxicity and photobleaching. Moreover, fast scanning is important when tissue 
motion (e.g., respiratory movements) causes serious distortion of images [11, 22]. Using a 
spinning disk microscope, the group of Werb and Egeblad was able to image fast-moving 
lymphocytes present in the TME continuously for 40 hours [11, 22].
 Both CLSM and spinning disk microscopy utilise visible light (400–650 nm) for 
excitation. Since visible light is highly scattered in tissue, the imaging depth of these 
platforms is limited. Increased imaging depths can be obtained with two-photon 
platforms that excite fluorophores by low-energy infrared (IR) light (wavelength of >700 
nm) [23–25]. Fluorophores are excited by the (almost) simultaneous absorption of two IR 
photons and subsequently emit fluorescence in the visible range [24]. IR light has minimal 
scattering in tissue and therefore two-photon microscopes have been used to visualise the 
behaviour of individual cells deep inside tumours (e.g., [4, 8, 13, 26]). Reduced excitation 
of surrounding tissue, efficient detection and low-energy IR light give the additional 
advantage of low phototoxicity and low photobleaching [28]. 
 In addition to the most commonly used IVM platforms described above, 
many other fluorescent and non-fluorescent imaging platforms for various specialised 
applications exist which are beyond the scope of this review (for an overview see Refs. [29, 
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30]). The choice for a specific microscopy technique depends on the required experimental 
parameters, such as the required imaging depth, and the required spatial (imaging 
subcellular structures) and temporal (imaging fast-occurring processes) resolution.

Imaging windows allow long-term intravital imaging

 As the imaging depth of fluorescent high-resolution IVM techniques is limited to 
1 mm, either superficial tissue such as the skin, or sites that have been surgically exposed, 
can be visualised. For example, several groups performed IVM on the lung, a vital organ 
that is often the target of both primary tumour growth and metastases [31–33]. However, 
this method requires invasive surgery, thereby limiting the duration of IVM experiments 
to a few hours. The duration of IVM experiments performed on a non-vital organ, such as 
the breast, has been extended to a maximum time period of 40 hours when the vital signs 
of anaesthetised mice are closely monitored (e.g., breath rate, blood oxygen levels and 
heart rate) [11, 22]. In order to study cell dynamics over time periods of days and weeks, 
such as tumour cells that migrate and invade surrounding tissue, several research groups 
have developed imaging chambers or windows to repetitively image the same animal. 
For example, the vascularisation of a primary tumour has been studied in the dorsal 
skin fold chamber [34], a chamber containing a glass coverslip clamped around a skin 
fold on the back of a mouse [35] (Fig. 1). The use of dorsal skin fold chambers, however, 
limits IVM experiments to tumour models based on subcutaneously injected cell lines, 
which, for many tumours, is not their natural environment. For example, invasion and 
intravasation of breast tumour cells is highly dependent on the specific mammary gland 
microenvironment, which does not exist at non-breast sites (e.g., [4, 36–38]). Therefore, 
other imaging windows that are orthotopic (in the natural environment) have been 
developed, including the mammary imaging window to study breast cancer [12, 26, 39] 
and the cranial imaging window to study brain [40], bone or bone marrow cancer [41] 
(Fig. 1).
 In order to track individual cells over prolonged times using an imaging window, 
an imaging field has to be retraced in subsequent IVM sessions. For this retracing, 
internal landmarks such as blood vessels [18], ECM structures [42] or injected fluorescent 
beads [43] have been used. For example, Perentes and co-workers retraced regions 
of subsequent imaging sessions by registering the second harmonic generation (SHG) 
signal [44]. The SHG signal is generated from non-centrosymmetric structures with highly 
ordered repeats (such as type I collagen) by IR light [45] and can therefore be used to 
image ECM landmarks. However, the architecture of ECM landmarks in tumorigenic tissue 
may change over time due to remodelling of the ECM by tumour, stromal and immune 
cells. For the retracing of tumorigenic tissue, photo-marked tumour cells have been used 
as landmarks [12]. For example, tumour cells expressing the photoconvertible fluorophore 
Dendra2 can be marked by switching Dendra2 from its green to red emitting state using 
a violet laser [3, 12, 26, 46]. By specifically marking and tracing a subpopulation of cells 
around blood vessels, we showed that tumour cells surrounding major blood vessels are 
motile and intravasate, in contrast to tumour cells surrounding microvessels, which only 
display intratumoral motility [12].
 In conclusion, the above-described overview of recent IVM studies illustrates the 
importance and possibilities of (1) the choice of a microscopic technique to obtain (sub)
cellular resolution images of a tumour, (2) optical accessibility of a tumour and (3) retracing 
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Figure 1 | Schematic overview of the most commonly used fluorescent mouse tumour models for IVM. 
In order to image tumour cells intravitally, mice bearing fluorescent tumours have to be generated. The vast 
majority of IVM experiments are based on tumours that develop within weeks after the injection of fluorescent 
tumour cells (upper left). Alternatively, fluorescent tumours that develop upon overexpression of oncogenes 
have been generated by crossing several genetically modified mice (upper right). Note that it takes years to 
generate mice with the correct genotype, and that for most genetic tumour models the onset of tumours also 
takes months. To image fluorescent tumours with high resolution, the tumours can be surgically exposed to the 
objective (lower left). Alternatively, a tumour can be visualized through an imaging window (lower right). The 
cartoon illustrates three widely used imaging windows in tumour biology. Importantly, a surgically dissected 
tumour can only be imaged in the time range of hours, while a tumour can be visualised for days when imaged 
through an imaging window.
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regions of interest over multiple imaging sessions. However, to apply IVM in cancer 
research, suitable animal models are required in which dynamic tumour progression can 
be visualised.

Mouse models

 In order to visualise and track individual cells over time in living mice, cancer 
and stromal cells should be fluorescently labelled. Several strategies have been described 
including the injection of synthetic fluorescent probes [47–50], cell type-specific 
fluorescent antibodies [11] or other targeted tracers (e.g., [29, 51, 52]). However, these 
signals are often short-lived. By contrast, cells can also be genetically marked by the 
expression of FPs, such as the green fluorescent protein (GFP), which enables continuous 
labelling (Fig. 1). Below, we will discuss tumour models based on fluorescent cell lines or 
fluorescent genetically engineered mice (GEMs) and their advantages and disadvantages 
regarding their use in IVM.

Tumour cell lines

 The ability to transplant human tissue in living mice gives the opportunity to 
study human tumours in an in vivo setting. Most human tumour models, commonly used 
for IVM, are based on the injection of human cell lines (Fig. 1). Cell line-based tumour 
models have been the model of choice for IVM studies because these tumours have a 
relatively short onset and a wide variety of genetic tools are available to engineer and 
manipulate fluorescent cell lines (Fig. 1). This has allowed the engineering and imaging of 
tumour cells that express a fusion of an FP with a receptor (e.g., ErbB2 [53]), an adhesion 
molecule (e.g., E-cadherin [54]), or an actin- or myosin-binding protein [55, 56] in order 
to study intracellular signalling in single tumour cells. However, cell lines are a selected 
subpopulation of cells, isolated from a primary source, that are able to grow in tissue 
culture conditions, in which the concentration of growth factors and CO2 and O2 is 
different from the natural environment. Moreover, most cell lines originate from late-stage 
tumours and therefore the tumour growth does not represent the natural progression of 
cancer [57]. In addition, recipient mice should have a compromised immune system to 
prevent an adaptive immune response against human cells, and therefore lack key players 
in the TME such as T cells [58, 59]. Lastly, to reduce imaging artifacts caused by respiratory 
movements, many non-skin cell lines are injected subcutaneously and therefore lack the 
natural environment that is crucial for their behaviour. Thus, these types of tumours do 
not recapitulate the natural development and morphology of cancers commonly found 
in the clinic [60]. This can be partially overcome by injecting cell lines orthotopically in 
syngeneic mice [61]. For example, we imaged a tumour model based on the injection 
of the mammary tumour cell line 4T1 in the mammary fat pad of syngeneic Balb/c mice, 
in which adaptive immune cells are part of the TME (Fig. 2A). As can be seen in Fig. 2A, 
both intratumoral cell motility and cell division can be observed. Another interesting 
model is the melanoma cell line B16, isolated from a C57BL/6 mouse. This C57BL/6 genetic 
background is of particular interest for IVM studies, since many strains are available that 
express FPs in a subpopulation of the TME, including dendritic cells [62], mononuclear 
phagocyte lineages [63], CD4 T cells [64], granulocytes, monocytes and macrophages [65]. 
Obviously, fluorescently labelled tumour cells can also be imaged simultaneously with 
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4T1 cell line-based tumor model MMTV-PyMT genetic tumor model 
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Purple: SHG (Collagen 1)
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Figure 2 | IVM of individual moving tumour cells in cell line-based and in genetic tumour models. 
To visualise motility of individual tumour cells in mammary tumours, tumours were surgically exposed and 
imaged with a two-photon microscope. Every 30 min, IVM images were acquired. Merged images of the green and 
purple channel, which represent tumour cells and type I collagen (SHG) respectively, are shown.(A) IVM images 
of a cell line-based tumour model. CFP-expressing mammary tumour cells of the 4T1 cell line were injected into 
the mammary fat pad of Balb/c mice. Three weeks after injection, tumours were palpable and imaged. (B) IVM 
images of a genetic tumour model. Twelve weeks after birth, MMTV-PyMT;MMTVCre;R26-fl STOPfl -YFP mice 
developed palpable tumours. The centre images represent overview images and the upper and lower images 
show a zoom of regions of interest (as indicated with white squares). Note the different architecture of cell line-
based 4T1 and genetic PyMT tumour, both growing in the mammary TME. Zoom images are consecutive, as 
shown by the time indications, and show migration (all zoom images) and cell division (lower zoom images). The 
initial position of a moving cell has been indicated with a white dashed circle. Scale bars: 25 μm.

exogenously labelled stromal cells, e.g., fluorescent dextran-labelled macrophages [3, 
66]. For human xenograft models, tumour cells can be visualised simultaneously with 
host cells when immune-compromised mice are used that express, for example, GFP in 
all nucleated cells [67].
 In conclusion, fluorescent tumour cell lines can be used for IVM to study important 
aspects of dynamic tumour cell biology, such as intra- and intercellular signalling events, 
and differentiation and expression status; however they do not represent the progression 
of the disease and often lack relevant TME factors.
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Genetic tumour mouse models

 Tumour mouse models that strongly resemble human tumour development and 
progression are often based on the development of tumours upon the overexpression of 
oncogenes or the depletion of tumour suppressors. For example, the overexpression of 
the mammary tumour oncogene polyoma middle T (PyMT) in mouse mammary epithelial 
cells results in mammary carcinoma formation that closely resembles the progression 
of human breast cancer [68]. However, the incorporation of fluorophores in these GEMs 
is time-consuming, expensive and technically challenging (Fig. 1). A few IVM labs have 
invested in generating genetic mouse models in which the tumour cells are fluorescent. 
For example, the Tsarfaty lab has generated transgenic mice in which the ubiquitous 
expression of the GFP-tagged oncoprotein Met, a tyrosine kinase receptor, results in 
the formation of sebaceous tumours [69]. Therefore, tumour cells in the spontaneously 
developing adenomas, adenocarcinomas and angiosarcomas are labelled with GFP. We 
crossed several transgenic mouse strains to obtain tumour-specific YFP expression in 
mice that develop mammary tumours driven by the oncogene PyMT (Fig. 2B). Similar 
to the cell line-based tumour models, we observed in these tumours individual tumour 
cells that were motile (Fig. 2B). Importantly, the morphology of cell line-based and 
genetically induced mammary tumours is different (Fig. 2B). The labs of Condeelis and 
Werb have used similar models to also fluorescently label TME components [11, 70]. For 
example, Wyckoff and colleagues crossed mice with a similar CFP-labelled PyMT tumour 
with mice in which GFP is driven by a macrophage-specific promoter [70]. The offspring 
formed highly metastatic mammary tumours in which the tumour cells were labelled 
with CFP and the macrophages with GFP. Although it takes years to finish these types 
of expensive breeding schemes, existing fluorescent models can be used without the 
need to genetically engineer a new mouse strain. Once a fluorescent tumour model is 
established, transplantation of tumour pieces is an effective approach to upscale the 
number of mice bearing a fluorescent tumour, since numerous mice can receive a tumour 
piece from a single fluorescent tumour. Although the transplantation of late-stage 
tumour pieces precludes the ability to study the natural progression of cancer, it greatly 
reduces breeding time and costs. For example, Huang et al. transplanted GFP-expressing 
tumour pieces from a spontaneously developed osteosarcoma back into mice with the 
same genetic background [71]. This isograft transplantation technique resulted in GFP-
expressing tumours with histopathology and metastatic properties similar to the initial 
tumour, providing an alternative source to generate mice that express FPs exclusively in 
tumour cells.
 In summary, the generation of genetic mouse models that contain fluorescently 
labelled tumours is time-consuming and technically challenging, but it allows the 
visualisation of the dynamic processes that are important for the progression of tumours 
that recapitulate human cancer.

Future directions

 In this review, we have described microscopy techniques and fluorescent mouse 
models that have been used to study dynamic processes important for cancer using IVM. 
Recent developments in optics have led to new types of high-resolution IVM techniques, 
such as optical frequency domain imaging (OFDI), that further extend IVM applications. 
Although OFDI cannot visualise fluorescent probes, it enables the visualisation of 
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angiogenesis, lymphangiogenesis and tissue viability without the need for contrast 
agents [72].
 Using the recently developed IVM techniques, such as OFDI and two-photon 
microscopy, dynamic processes can be visualised at subcellular resolution. However, most 
IVM studies have only described dynamic processes at the cellular level. Future research of 
tumour progression and metastasis should therefore aim to characterise the underlying 
molecular processes, such as intracellular signalling in individual cells and cell–cell 
communication. IVM of fluorescent biosensors gives the opportunity to explore this 
field. Many new biosensors have recently been developed that are based on a change in 
energy transfer between a donor and an acceptor fluorophore, referred to as fluorescent 
resonance energy transfer (FRET). A few pioneer studies have already used FRET sensors 
in vivo to measure changes in calcium levels in artery smooth muscle cells during small 
blood pressure changes [73] and to determine the activation status of calpain in muscle 
tissue during a calcium influx [74]. In the field of tumour biology, a FRET sensor has been 
used to study apoptosis resistance during chemotherapy [75]. Other currently available 
FRET probes of interest for the cancer research field are probes to measure protease 
activity in tumours [47, 49] and a reactive oxygen species (ROS)-sensitive FRET probe 
to monitor hypoxia [76]. Nevertheless, many other available FRET biosensors are not 
sensitive enough to be used in IVM experiments. Next-generation probes should increase 
the signal to-noise ratio to study dynamic molecular processes in individual cells in vivo. 
Moreover, IVM of (FRET) biosensors in cell line-based tumours should only be the first 
step. In the next step, similar experiments should be performed in clinically relevant 
genetic tumour models by engineering new genetically modified animals that express 
fluorescent biosensors or by crossing already available GEMs. Even though this will be 
technically challenging, these models are undoubtedly required to study a more natural 
progression of cancer, including the role of TME factors, and advance the translational 
aspects of future IVM experiments. The development of ‘humanised’ mice, in which the 
murine immune system is replaced by a human immune system [77, 78], may further 
extend the translational aspect of IVM in the near future. With the latest developments in 
optical technologies, fluorescent probes and animal models, IVM will become increasingly 
important to investigate dynamic processes of (human) tumour progression. 
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Abstract

To functionally prepare the mammary gland for lactation, during puberty the 
rudimentary ductal tree expands into a large epithelial branched network by ductal 
elongation and the formation of side branches. Previous studies suggest that 
mammary stem cells (MaSCs) and progenitor cells drive this morphogenesis and 
that proliferation is mainly located at terminal end buds (TEBs). However, so far, a 
lack of exclusive stem cell markers obscured the full characterization of mammary 
epithelial morphogenesis by MaSCs. Here, we perform unbiased genetic lineage-
tracing experiments and clonal cell-fate mapping analyses to characterize the fate 
of MaSCs and their progeny during mammary epithelial morphogenesis. Our data 
indicate that multiple MaSCs located in TEBs alternately fuel ductal elongation by 
alternately replenishing highly proliferative and replicative mortal progenitor cells 
that fuel a short burst of cell divisions. Moreover, our data show that during ductal 
bifurcation, MaSCs are randomly distributed over the two new TEBs and that loss 
of MaSCs in the TEBs is compensated by symmetric divisions. Consequently, upon 
successive bifurcation events, MaSCs in individual TEBs drift towards monoclonality. 
Together, these findings reveal the fate of MaSCs during pubertal mammary 
development.

Introduction

The adult mammary gland consists of a highly branched epithelial network 
of bilayered ducts with an inner layer of luminal cells and an outer layer of basal cells. 
Mammary gland development is initiated during embryonic development when a 
rudimentary ductal structure is formed. This rudimentary ductal tree remains quiescent 
until puberty, when hormones stimulate the ducts to branch and invade into the 
surrounding fat pad in a process termed “branching morphogenesis”. Highly proliferative 
structures, termed “terminal end buds” (TEBs), form the growing tips of elongating ducts. 
Repetitive bifurcations of TEBs result in the formation of new ducts with independent 
TEBs which provide growth until the edges of the fat pad are reached. TEBs disappear at 
the end of puberty when the mammary fat pad is filled with a complex ductal network1.

Although the development of the mammary epithelial network has been studied 
for decades, a detailed understanding of ductal outgrowth and morphogenesis is still 
lacking. Growth of most epithelial tissues is fueled by highly proliferative but replicative 
mortal cells, often referred to as progenitor cells, which can only temporally drive growth 
due to their limited number of successive cell growth and division cycles2. To fuel growth on 
the long-term, progenitor cells are replenished by cells that are replicative immortal, often 
referred to as stem cells2. In developing mammary glands, transplantation3-7 and lineage 
tracing studies8-11 indeed point to such a hierarchical growth model where mammary 
stem cells (MaSCs) drive ductal morphogenesis. However, so far, a lack of exclusive stem 
cell markers obscured the full characterization of mammary epithelial morphogenesis by 
MaSCs and their progeny.

To characterize the fate and the role of MaSCs during mammary epithelial 
morphogenesis, we developed an unbiased lineage tracing approach to trace MaSC 
lineages during the growth and bifurcation of ducts. We show that multiple MaSCs 
reside in TEBs to drive ductal elongation and that they drift towards monoclonality upon 
increasing number of ductal bifurcation events.
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Results and discussion

Actively dividing cells are located in TEBs
During puberty, which in mice lasts from 3 to 8 weeks after birth, a completely 

mature branched network of ducts is formed from a rudimentary ductal structure (Fig. 1A, 
reviewed in 12). This rapid formation of the epithelial structure comprising fully differentiated 
basal and luminal cells has been attributed to MaSCs with a high proliferative capacity. 
To characterize the location of the proliferative cells responsible for this rapid expansion, 
we performed 4-hour EdU incorporation experiments at different stages of pubertal 
mammary gland development (Fig. 1B). Proliferative cells were abundantly present in 
TEBs in contrast to ducts, which contained only a few proliferative cells (Fig. 1B). At the 
beginning of puberty, in 3.5 week-old mice, most TEBs are extensively proliferating (Fig. 
1B, left panels and Fig. 1C; 68% of all TEBs were proliferating). Proliferating TEBs disappear 
when the limits of the fat pad are reached, which was already observed in 5 week-old 
mice (Fig. 1B, middle panels and Fig. 1C; 10% of all TEBs were proliferating). At the end 
of puberty, only 1.5% of all TEBs were still proliferative (Fig. 1B, right panels and Fig. 1C). 
Together, these results suggest that during pubertal mammary gland development most 
of the actively dividing cells are located at TEBs.

Unbiased labeling and lineage tracing of MaSCs
To further characterize the actively dividing cells in the TEBs, and test whether 

TEBs contain cells that can contribute to the long-term development of the ductal tree 
during pubertal mammary gland development, indicating the presence of MaSCs, we 
performed genetic lineage tracing experiments using Cre recombinase (Cre)-inducible 
confetti mice from the beginning to the end of puberty (Fig. 2A). Tamoxifen-inducible 
Cre (CreERT2) was driven by the ubiquitous promoter Rosa26 (R26) instead of a stem cell-
specific promoter since to date no promoter has been identified that exclusively drives 
expression in MaSCs. We inject a low dose of tamoxifen in the early phase of puberty to 
activate Cre-mediated recombination of the confetti-cassette in just a few cells (<1%) 
present in the rudimentary ducts. In this unbiased approach, both MaSCs and more-
differentiated cells will be labeled with one of the four confetti colors, and the color will 
be inherited by progeny of the marked cell. To determine the fate of both populations of 
cells, we sacrificed mice once they have reached adulthood, and imaged the K14-stained 
epithelial adult network in whole mount mammary glands (Fig. 2B).

In line with the EdU labeling data, in the old rudimentary ducts near the origin 
we predominately found single confetti-labeled cells suggesting that these cells comprise 
non-proliferative and more-differentiated founder cells (Fig. 2B and Fig. 3C). As expected, 
when lineage-tracing was initiated at a later stage of puberty (in 5 week-old mice)(Fig. 
S1A), we also found single confetti-labelled cells in ducts more distal to the origin that 
already exist at the time of initiation of lineage tracing (Fig. S1B versus Fig. 2B, red boxes).

When we took a closer look at ductal branches formed at the end of puberty after 
the initiation of confetti labeling at the beginning of puberty, we noticed that confetti+ 
cells in many newly formed consecutive ductal branches were labelled with the same 
confetti color (Fig. 2B, yellow and red boxes and Fig. 2C). Since the same confetti color 
appeared over multiple subsequent ductal branches (Fig. 2C) while the expression of a 
confetti color was only induced initially in a few cells, this data suggest that all unicolored 
confetti+ cells belong to the same lineage and that the founder cell contributed to long-
term development of the ductal tree and is therefore a MaSC. Additionally, we noticed 
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Figure 1 | During pubertal mammary gland development, actively proliferating cells are located in TEBs. 
(A) Whole mount images of fourth mammary glands at indicated stages of pubertal development. K14 staining 
was used to outline the ducts (in white). Dashed lines represent the borders of the mammary fat pad. The origin 
of the mammary gland is indicated with a red arrow. Scale bars represent 5 mm. (B) Confocal images of the 
ductal epithelial network showing proliferative cells (EdU+, red) and nuclei (DAPI, blue) at indicated stages of 
pubertal development. Dashed lines show the outline of the ducts. The yellow-lined boxes indicate the regions 
shown with high magnification in the lower panels. Scale bars represent 300 µm. (C) Bar graph showing the 
quantification of the percentage EdU+ TEBs (n = 2 mice). Data is represented as mean ± SEM.    
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(A) Cartoon depicting the lineage tracing strategy and timeline: expression of the confetti colors was induced 
with a low, clonal dose of tamoxifen at the beginning of puberty (in 3 week-old mice) and subsequently whole 
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mount mammary glands were analyzed at the end of puberty (in 8 week-old mice). (B) Left: Confocal image of 
a whole mount-imaged mammary gland stained for K14 (white) and DAPI (blue). Middle: The ductal network 
was manually reconstructed by outlining the ducts based on the K14 staining (white) and all individual confetti-
labeled cells were outlined with their respective confetti color (yellow symbols: YFP+ cells; red symbols: RPF+ 
cells). The blue-, red- and yellow-lined boxes indicate the regions shown with high magnification in panels 
on the right. The origin of the mammary gland is indicated with a red arrow. Scale bar represent 5 mm. (C) 
Schematic representation of the lineage tree of the whole mount-imaged mammary gland depicted in (B). The 
length of branches in the schematic representation of the lineage tree is proportional to the length of ducts in 
the mammary gland. Branches without any labelled cells are represented as thin black lines. Branches containing 
confetti-labelled cells are represented as thick lines of the dominant color, and branching points show a pie 
chart representing the proportion of each color present in the branch. (D) Representative confocal images of 
a mammary epithelial duct in a mouse lineage-traced as depicted in (A). Clones of RFP+ confetti cells (red) are 
outlined and blue represents E-cadherin. TEBs are located at the right side of the image. Scale bars represent 300 
µm. (E) Cartoon depicting the proposed model of pubertal mammary ductal outgrowth: stem cells are located 
in the TEB and give rise to progenitor cells upon asymmetric division. These progenitor cells undergo a burst of 
cell divisions to produce terminally differentiated ductal cells. Multiple stem cells alternately contribute to ductal 
outgrowth, resulting in the appearance of a “zebra pattern”.

that within a ductal branch, cells labelled with the same confetti color are clustered, 
suggesting a short-time burst of proliferation by a highly proliferative but replicative mortal 
progenitor cell (Fig. 2B, red and yellow boxes, and Fig. 2D). Strikingly, the appearance of 
unicolored clones in the mammary epithelial ducts follows a “zebra pattern”, i.e. unicolored 
clones appear alternately with clones containing cells lacking confetti expression (Fig. 
2D). The fraction of confetti-labelled cells is much smaller than non-confetti-labelled cells 
suggesting the presence of many MaSCs in one TEB and that we induce expression of 
confetti in the minority of MaSCs that reside in a TEB. Our data is in line with a model in 
which ductal growth is driven by multiple MaSCs located in a TEB that alternately replenish 
highly proliferative but replicative-mortal progenitor cells that temporally fuel a burst of 
proliferation giving rise to non-dividing terminally differentiated ductal cells (Fig. 2E).

The fate of MaSCs upon ductal bifurcation
TEB bifurcation is essential for the process of branching morphogenesis. To 

analyze the fate of MaSCs and progenitor cells during TEB bifurcation, we initiated the 
expression of confetti at a sufficiently low density that the vast majority of cells expressing 
the same confetti color in consecutive newly formed ducts are derived from the same 
MaSC, but that two or three independent MaSCs per TEB were differentially color-labeled 
(Fig. 3). We imaged the K14-stained epithelial network and all confetti-labeled cells in 
whole mount mammary glands, and reconstructed the ductal lineage tree, including the 
position of every TEB bifurcation and every confetti cell within this network (Fig. 3B). In 
the resulting lineage tree, the branch level of the ducts is related to their “age”: younger 
ducts have undergone more bifurcation events than older ducts (Fig. S2). Defining the 
localization of every confetti+ cell in the lineage tree enabled us to reconstruct the “history” 
and the contribution of individual founder MaSCs to the development of the fully mature 
ductal tree (Fig. S3). We noticed that differentially color-labeled confetti-clones that co-
existed in older ductal branches were often separated in younger ductal branches after 
multiple TEB bifurcation steps (Fig. S3, notice the pie charts, and Fig. 3C). Interestingly, 
we hardly observed extinction of confetti clones in the fully reconstructed adult ductal 
tree (Fig. S3), suggesting that the multiple MaSCs in the TEB do not display fast neutral 
competition as shown for intestinal stem cells13. The separation of MaSC clones upon 
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Figure 3 | Lineage tracing of multiple MaSCs shows clone enrichment and extinction upon successive 
bifurcations. 
(A) Cartoon depicting the lineage tracing strategy and timeline: expression of the confetti colors was induced 
with a high dose of tamoxifen at the beginning of puberty (in 3 week-old mice) to confetti-label multiple stem 
cells per TEB. Whole mount mammary glands were analyzed at the end of puberty (in 8 week-old mice). (B) 
Left: Confocal image of a whole mount-imaged mammary gland stained for K14 (white) and DAPI (blue). Right: 
The ductal network was manually reconstructed by outlining the ducts based on the K14 staining (white) and 
all individual confetti-labeled cells were outlined with their respective confetti color (blue symbols: CFP+ cells; 
green symbols: GFP+ cells; yellow symbols: YFP+ cells; red symbols: RPF+ cells). This information was used as input 
for a schematic representation of the lineage tree in Supplementary Figure 3. The origin of the mammary 
gland is indicated with red arrows. Scale bar represent 5 mm. (C) Representative confocal images of ducts and 
TEBs from different areas of the mammary epithelial ductal network (as indicated in the cartoon) in a mouse 
lineage-traced as depicted in (A). RFP+ confetti cells in red, GFP+ confetti cells in green and DAPI in blue. Scale 
bars represent 100 µm. Note that confetti-labelled clones can get enriched or extinct.    
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multiple bifurcation events suggests that for every ductal bifurcation the MaSCs get 
distributed over the two daughter ducts. To avoid exhaustion of stem cells, either this 
decrease should be compensated by symmetric MaSC divisions, or the number of MaSCs 
per TEB is sufficiently high to overcome multiple rounds of bifurcation. If there would be 
no symmetric divisions, it is expected that a confetti lineage will only contribute to one of 
the two new ducts at every bifurcation step. By contrast, we observe that confetti-lineages 
contribute to the growth of multiple branches (Fig. 2C and Fig. S3), which excludes a 
model in which MaSCs get exhausted. Instead, our data supports a model in which 
MaSCs can symmetrically divide to compensate for the loss of MaSCs in TEBs upon ductal 
bifurcation. Moreover, the latter model predicts that the density of confetti+ and confetti- 
clones should increase upon multiple bifurcation events. In line with the latter model, in 
the younger ducts (that have undergone more bifurcation events) we indeed observed 
either enrichment or loss (thus enrichment of confetti- clones) of confetti+ clones (Fig. 3C).

Concluding remarks

To elucidate the fate of MaSCs and progenitor cells upon growth and bifurcation 
of pubertal ducts, we established a technique based on multicolor lineage tracing and 
whole mount mammary gland analysis. We demonstrate that multiple MaSCs reside 
in TEBs and alternately contribute to mammary gland development during puberty. 
Moreover, we show that at every bifurcation event, the MaSCs are divided over the two 
daughter ducts, and that the MaSCs in every TEB drift towards monoclonality. Future 
studies combining lineage tracing with biophysical modeling and/or intravital imaging 
experiments will provide a more detailed and quantitative description of cell fate and stem 
cell dynamics during pubertal mammary gland development. Such an approach has been 
already shown to be valuable in elucidating stem cell fate in other tissues including the 
small intestine13,14, the epidermis15 and the airway epithelium16. These types of analyses 
can determine the number of TEB-residing MaSCs, resolve the proliferation kinetics of 
different cell types along the differentiation hierarchy, and resolve whether the pool of 
MaSCs is homogeneous or a mixture of highly proliferative and quiescent stem cells. 
Studies using single cell sequencing techniques have the potential to further characterize 
the pool of MaSCs on a molecular level and to identify novel and exclusive MaSC markers.

Although the mammary gland is considered to be fully mature after pubertal 
development, during the lifetime of the female the mammary gland undergoes many 
more structural and functional changes. These include cyclic expansions corresponding 
to the estrous/menstrual cycle, the formation of secretory alveoli during pregnancy, and 
lactation and apoptosis during the process of involution1,12,17. A detailed understanding 
of the involvement of MaSCs in these processes is still lacking. Evidence from Axin2 and 
Lgr5 promoter-driven mouse models indicates the occurrence of cell fate switches during 
these different developmental stages9,10. For example, it has been suggested that basal-
restricted stem cells in mature virgin mammary glands become bipotent stem cells during 
pregnancy9,18. In addition to answering remaining questions regarding the role of MaSCs 
during pubertal development, future lineage tracing studies using a general rather than a 
cell type-specific promoter will give more insights into potential cell fate switches during 
different stages of mammary development and remodeling.
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Materials and methods

Mice
R26-Confetti and R26-CreERT2 mice were kind gifts from the labs of Prof. Dr. Hans 

Clevers and Dr. Jacqueline Deschamps, respectively. Mice were housed under standard 
laboratory conditions and received food and water ad libitum. All experiments were 
carried out in accordance of the Animal Welfare Committee of the Royal Netherlands 
Academy of Arts and Sciences, The Netherlands.

Induction of Confetti reporter expression
To induce confetti lineage tracing, R26-Confetti;R26-CreERT2 mice were injected 

intraperitoneally (IP) with tamoxifen (Sigma-Aldrich) diluted in sunflower oil. To induce 
lineage tracing at the beginning of puberty (3 weeks after birth) or at a later stage of 
pubertal development (5 weeks after birth), R26-Confetti;R26-CreERT2 mice were injected 
intraperitoneally (IP) with tamoxifen (Sigma-Aldrich) diluted in sunflower oil. To label only 
one cell per duct with a confetti color, allowing tracing of confetti+ cells at a clonal level, 
mice were injected with 0.2 mg tamoxifen. To label multiple stem cells per TEB, mice were 
injected with 1.5 mg of tamoxifen. All lineage-traced mice were sacrificed at the end of 
puberty (mice 8 weeks of age) and the fourth and fifth mammary glands were collected.
 
EdU incorporation experiments

3.5, 5 or 8 week-old mice were injected IP with 0.5 mg 5-ethynyl-2’-deoxyuridine 
(EdU, Invitrogen) diluted in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Mice were sacrificed after 4 
hours after EdU injection and the fourth and fifth mammary glands were collected. 

Whole mount immunofluorescence staining of mammary glands
The lymph nodes were removed from the collected mammary glands. Mammary 

glands were washed in Hank’s buffered salt solution (HBSS) buffer (Gibco) and incubated 
with collagenase I (2.5 mg/ml, Roche Diagnostics) and hyaluronidase (30 μl/ml, Sigma-
Aldrich) for 15-35 minutes (depending on the size of the mammary gland) at 37°C on a 
rocking plate to optically clear the glands from adipose tissue that impedes imaging of 
whole mount mammary glands. Afterwards mammary glands were washed three times 
in HBSS, fixed in periodate-lysine-paraformaldehyde (PLP) buffer (1% paraformaldehyde 
(PFA, Electron Microscopy Science), 0.01 M sodium periodate, 0.075 M L-lysine and 
0.0375 M P-buffer (0.081 M Na2HPO4 and 0.019 M NaH2PO4) (pH 7.4)) for 2 hours at room 
temperature (RT) or overnight at 4°C. Lineage-traced confetti+ glands were incubated two 
times 10 minutes in NH4Cl (0.5 M) to quench the autofluorescence of the tissue. Tissues 
were washed three times in PBS and incubated for 3 hours in blocking buffer containing 
1% bovine serum albumin (Roche Diagnostics), 5% normal goat serum (Monosan) and 
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0.8% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS at RT on a rocking plate. Primary antibodies were 
diluted in blocking buffer and incubated overnight at RT on a rocking plate. Mammary 
glands were washed three times 20 minutes in PBS with 0.2% Tween20 (Sigma-Aldrich). 
Secondary antibodies diluted in blocking buffer were incubated for at least 5 hours on 
a rocking plate at RT. Nuclei were stained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 0.1 
μg/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS/0.2% Tween20 for 30 minutes at RT. Glands were washed 
three times 20 minutes with PBS/0.2% Tween20 and mounted on a microscopy slide 
with Vectashield hard set (H-1400, Vector Laboratories). Primary antibodies: anti-K14 
(rabbit, Covance, PRB155P, 1:700) or anti-E-cadherin (rat, eBioscience, 14-3249-82, 1:700). 
Secondary antibodies: goat anti-rabbit or goat anti-rat, both conjugated to Alexa-647 (Life 
Technologies, A21245 and A21247 respectively, 1:400). For EdU cell proliferation staining 
of whole mount mammary glands, a click-it staining (Click-iT™ EdU, Invitrogen) was 
performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions before staining with the primary 
antibodies as described above. 

Whole mount imaging of mammary glands
Imaging of whole mount mammary glands was performed using a Leica TCS SP5 

confocal microscope, equipped with a 405 nm laser, an argon laser, a DPSS 561 nm laser 
and a HeNe 633 nm laser. Different fluorophores were excited as follows: DAPI at 405 nm, 
CFP at 458 nm, GFP at 488 nm, YFP at 514 nm, RFP at 561 nm, and Alexa-647 at 633 nm. 
DAPI was collected at 440-470 nm, CFP was collected at 470-485 nm, GFP was collected 
at 495-510 nm, YFP was collected at 540-570 nm, RFP was collected at 610-640 nm and 
Alexa-647 was collected at 650-700 nm. All images were acquired with a 20x (HCX IRAPO 
N.A. 0.70 WD 0.5 mm) dry objective using a Z-step size of 5 µm (total Z-stack around 200 
µm). All pictures were processed using ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD, www.nih.
gov): pictures were contrasted (if necessary and only in a linear manner) and smoothened, 
and cropped.
 
Analysis of whole mount imaged mammary glands

Three-dimensional tile scan images of whole mount mammary glands were used 
to manually reconstruct the ductal network of the mammary glands by outlining the 
ducts. Labelled confetti cells were annotated in the schematic outline of the mammary 
tree including information on the confetti color (GFP = green, YFP = yellow, RPF = red, 
and CFP = cyan). In these schematic outline images, the length of all the ducts and the 
position of the labelled cells in ducts and in TEBs was scored, which was used as input 
for a schematic representation of the lineage tree. To depict the topology of the resulting 
tree the Newick format was used, a widely used format to represent hierarchical structures 
using nested parentheses to encode information about the linkage between branches, 
their respective length and number of cells of each confetti color. Custom-made Python 
software and the ETE python toolkit were used for the conversion and visualization of the 
schematic mammary gland lineage tree. 

Quantification of % EdU+ TEBs
Localization of TEBs was determined in tile scans of whole mount mammary 

glands dissected from mice of 3.5, 5 and 8 weeks of age. The total number of TEBs was 
counted based on the DAPI signal. The number of EdU+ TEBs was scored based on EdU 
staining: TEBs containing at least 20 EdU+ cells were considered as EdU+.
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Supplementary Figure 1 | Lineage tracing during later stages of pubertal mammary gland development 
shows that ductal growth is provided by cells in TEBs. 
(A) Cartoon depicting the lineage tracing strategy and timeline where expression of the confetti colors was 
induced with tamoxifen at a later stage of puberty (in 5 week-old mice). Whole mount mammary glands were 
analyzed at the end of puberty (in 8 week-old mice). (B) Top left: Confocal image of a whole mount-imaged 
mammary gland stained for K14 (white). Top right: The ductal network was manually reconstructed by outlining 
the ducts based on the K14 staining (white) and all individual confetti-labeled cells were outlined with their 
respective confetti color (blue symbols: CFP+ cells; green symbols: GFP+ cells; yellow symbols: YFP+ cells; red 
symbols: RPF+ cells). The blue-, red- and yellow-lined boxes indicate the regions shown with high magnification 
in panels below. The origin of the mammary gland is indicated with a red arrow. Scale bar represent 5 mm. Note 
the presence of single-cell clones around the origin and in ducts at the middle of the mammary gland in contrast 
to the presence of multicellular clones in ducts at the edge of the mammary gland.
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Supplementary Figure 2 | The branch level of the ducts is related to their “age”. 
In pubertal developing mammary glands, younger ducts (light gray) that were formed more recently have 
undergone more bifurcation events than older ducts (dark gray) that were formed earlier.
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Supplementary Figure 3 | Lineage-traced 
mammary epithelial tree reveals the 
“history” and contribution of MaSCs during 
pubertal development. 
Schematic representation of the lineage tree 
of the whole mount-imaged mammary gland 
depicted in Fig. 2B. The length of branches in 
the schematic representation of the lineage 
tree is proportional to the length of ducts in 
the mammary gland. Branches without any 
labelled cells are represented as thin black 
lines. Branches containing confetti-labelled 
cells are represented as thick lines of the 
dominant color, and branching points show a 
pie chart representing the proportion of each 
color present in the branch.
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Abstract

It is widely debated whether all tumor cells in mammary tumors have the same 
potential to propagate and maintain tumor growth or whether there is a hierarchical 
organization. Evidence for the latter theory is mainly based on the ability or failure 
of transplanted tumor cells to produce detectable tumors in mice with compromised 
immune systems; however, this assay has lately been disputed to accurately reflect 
cell behavior in unperturbed tumors. Lineage tracing experiments have recently 
shown the existence of a small population of cells, referred to as cancer stem cells 
(CSCs), that maintains and provides growth of squamous skin tumors and intestinal 
adenomas. However, the lineage tracing techniques used in these studies provide 
static images and lack the ability to study whether stem cell properties can be 
obtained or lost, a process referred to as stem cell plasticity. Here, by intravital 
lineage tracing, we report for the first time the existence of CSCs in unperturbed 
mammary tumors and demonstrate CSC plasticity. Our data indicate that existing 
CSCs disappear and new CSCs form during mammary tumor growth, illustrating the 
dynamic nature of these cells. 

Introduction

Tumors are heterogeneous and contain multiple cell types. It has been widely 
hypothesized that, similar to epithelial tissues, mammary tumors are hierarchically 
organized where only a small number of stem-like cells referred to as cancer stem cells 
(CSCs) is able to maintain and provide tumor growth [1–3]. Until recently, evidence for 
the presence of CSCs in primary tumors came from transplantation assays, which study 
the capacity of specific tumor cell subpopulations to reform a tumor identical to the 
parental tumor upon transplantation into immunodeficient mice. Although these studies 
clearly demonstrate the clonogenic capacity of specific cancer cells under transplantation 
conditions, it has been widely disputed whether this assay accurately reflects cell behavior 
required for growth of an unperturbed tumor [1–3]. To overcome this technical limitation, 
lineage tracing techniques have been used to study the hierarchical organization of 
squamous skin tumors [4] and intestinal adenomas [5]. In these studies, CSCs are defined as 
the population of cells that provide tracing and therefore are able to maintain and provide 
tumor growth [4, 5]. Nevertheless, it has been speculated that cells only temporally adapt 
these stem cell properties [6–10]. The gain or loss of these properties, which we refer to 
as stem cell plasticity, include non-CSCs that (temporally) become CSCs, quiescent CSCs 
that become active, CSCs that lose stemness, and CSCs that become quiescent [10–13]. 
Lineage tracing experiments as performed in the above-mentioned studies allow the 
study of the hierarchical organization of tumors; however, they lack the ability to test the 
CSC plasticity hypothesis, since they provide static images. Here, we investigate whether 
the growth of mammary tumors is hierarchically organized and whether this organization 
is dynamic using a genetic mouse model and intravital microscopy techniques. In addition 
to the recent identification of CSCs in squamous skin tumors [4] and intestinal tumors [5], 
we report the presence of mammary CSCs in nonmanipulated primary mammary tumors 
and provide the first experimental evidence for the existence of CSC plasticity.
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Results

We use a genetic mouse model based on the overexpression of Polyomavirus 
middle T antigen (PyMT), which recapitulates human breast tumor progression and 
morphology [14]. As reported before [14], PyMT mice first develop adenomas in which 
the myoepithelial basement membrane is present (Supporting Information Fig. S1, left 
panel), which progress to carcinomas that lack the basement membrane, and contain 
invasive fronts where tumor cells invade the stroma (asterisk in Supporting Information 
Fig. S1, right panel). 

To study whether mammary tumor growth is hierarchically organized, we 
developed intravital lineage tracing tools to trace individual tumor cells and their progeny 
in the same animal over periods of up to 3 weeks (Fig. 1). Through our mammary imaging 
window (Fig. 1 and [15]), we lineage traced the growth of genetic mammary tumors that 
in addition to PyMT also express a Cre-inducible confetti construct. In these mice, Cre 
activity induces expression of one of four confetti colors (cyan fluorescent protein [CFP], 
green fluorescent protein [GFP], yellow fluorescent protein [YFP], and red fluorescent 
protein [RFP]) [16]. Therefore, Cre-expressing cells and their progeny will be genetically 
marked by one of the confetti colors, which allows intravital lineage tracing of these 
cells. We have chosen to drive expression of tamoxifen-inducible Cre (CreERT2) by the 
ubiquitous promoter ROSA26 (R26) - and not a stem cell promoter - since to date no 
definitive markers have been identified that specifically label CSCs in mammary tumors. 
Although tamoxifen stochastically induces expression of one of the four confetti colors in 
both stem cells and differentiated cells, only cells with stem cell properties will maintain 
tumor growth and result in tracing over time. Importantly, this labeling approach includes 
cells that do not express established stem cell markers, including currently unidentified 
subtypes of CSCs, quiescent CSCs, and non-CSCs that become CSCs. 

 

Mammary 
imaging 
window

Mam
imag g

ndowwi

Day 1 Day 21

Cancer stem cell
Di�erentiated cancer cell

Confetti color

Figure 1 | Intravital lineage tracing shows cancer stem cell plasticity in mammary tumors. 
Cartoon of the experimental setup. The four confetti colors (cyan fluorescent protein, green fluorescent protein, 
yellow fluorescent protein, and red fluorescent protein) are randomly expressed in mice bearing genetic 
mammary tumors. By multiple intravital imaging sessions through a mammary imaging window, the progeny 
(which inherits the expression of the fluorescent proteins) of each cancer stem cell (CSC) can be traced. By 
stochastically inducing confetti colors in both non-CSCs and CSCs, plasticity of CSC properties can be visualized 
without excluding subtypes or differentiated cells that do not (permanently) express stem cell markers such as 
quiescent CSCs or non-CSCs that become CSCs.
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At 5 weeks of age, mice developed breast adenomas consisting of millions of cells. 
At this stage, we turned on the confetti color randomizer by tamoxifen administration 
(Fig. 2A) which led to the stochastic expression of confetti colors (Fig. 2B), but did not 
result in detectable changes in tumor morphology, proliferation, apoptosis, and tumor 
growth (Supporting Information Fig. S2). At the carcinoma stage, large lobes consisted of 
a single confetti color (Fig. 2C), demonstrating that of all cells in the adenoma stage, only a 
fraction of tumor cells clonally expanded. To test whether the founder CSC of a clonal lobe 
gives rise to differentiated cancer cells only or additionally forms new CSCs, we induced 
the confetti color randomizer in carcinomas (Fig. 3A). After tamoxifen administration, we 
inserted an imaging window to lineage trace the growth of carcinomas over a period of 
up to 3 weeks. Interestingly, we observed multiple single-colored patches of different 
sizes throughout the clonal carcinoma lobes (Fig. 3B). These data imply the formation 
of new CSCs from the lobe-founding CSC. In line with these results, we observed that 
CSC properties were occasionally acquired and/or activated days after color-induction, 
resulting in a delayed onset of tracing (Fig. 3B). We also observed the regression and 
disappearance of patches, indicating the loss of stem cell properties (Fig. 3B). 

A

B C

1 week after activation 
color randomizer

8 weeks after activation 
color randomizer

Activation of 
color randomizer

Imaging
carcinoma
(Fig. 2C) 

Time (weeks)
5 136

Imaging
adenoma 
(Fig. 2B)

Adenoma stage Carcinoma stage

Figure 2 | Lineage tracing of mammary adenoma growth. 
(A) Cartoon depicting the timeline of the experiment where expression of the confetti colors was induced in the 
adenoma stage and images were acquired at the adenoma and carcinoma stages. (B) Image of an adenoma 1 
week after induction of the confetti randomizer. (C) Image of a carcinoma 8 weeks after induction of the confetti 
randomizer. In all images, blue: CFP+ cells, green: YFP+ cells, red: RFP+ cells. Scale bars = 100 μm.
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Figure 3 | Imaging organizational hierarchy in mammary carcinoma growth. 
(A) Cartoon depicting the timeline of the experiment where expression of the confetti colors was induced in 
the carcinoma stage and the hierarchical organization of carcinoma growth was intravitally imaged over time 
through an imaging window. (B) Series of intravital images of a growing carcinoma at the indicated time points 
after induction of the confetti randomizer. Different growth patterns of clones were observed (indicated by 
I-IV). Region I displays continuous growth, regions II and III show growth before disappearance or regression, 
respectively, and region IV shows a delayed onset of clonal outgrowth. All different growth patterns have been 
observed at least 10 times in four mice. In all images, blue: CFP+ cells, green: YFP+ cells, red: RFP+ cells. White lines 
indicate the outlines of the differently colored clones in the graph. Scale bars = 50 μm.

Discussion and conclusions

Using intravital lineage tracing in a genetic mouse model for breast cancer we 
have shown for the first time the existence of CSCs in unperturbed mammary tumors. 
By activation of a color randomizer, which allows tracing of lineages by the induction of 
confetti colors, at different stages of tumor development we have shown that only a small 
fraction of tumor cells clonally expands. The few cells with stem cell capacities provide 
tumor growth by dividing into differentiated tumor cells but they also give rise to new 
cells with stem cell capacities, again able to clonally expand. These results indicate that
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the stem cell state is plastic, and can be acquired, lost and/or (de-)activated. Since CSCs 
can disappear, loss of a CSC may be compensated by the proliferation of the neighboring 
CSC leading to neutral drift. Whether this explains the clonality of the tumor tissue as 
shown in Fig. 2C is currently under investigation. Moreover, further research will elucidate 
whether our results hold true for breast tumors only or whether plasticity represents a 
more common property of CSCs.
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Materials and methods

Mice

MMTV-PyMT mice were purchased from Jackson Laboratory, Sacramento, CA, 
jaxmice.jax.org. R26-CreERT2 and R26-Confetti mice were kind gifts from the labs of Dr. 
Jacqueline Deschamps and Dr. Hans Clevers, respectively. All mice were housed under 
standard laboratory conditions and received food and water ad libitum. Five milligrams of 
tamoxifen (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, www.sigmaaldrich.com) dissolved in regular sunflower 
oil was injected intraperitoneally in mice bearing PyMT adenomas (mice 5 weeks of age) 
or carcinomas (mice 13 weeks of age); tumor progression stages were determined by 
histological analyses (Supporting Information Fig. S1). All experiments were carried out in 
accordance with the guidelines of the Animal Welfare Committee of the Royal Netherlands 
Academy of Arts and Sciences, The Netherlands.
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Mammary imaging window surgery

To intravitally trace the growth of PyMT tumors over time, a mammary imaging 
window was inserted. Mice were anesthetized using 2% isoflurane/medical air anesthesia. 
Surgical procedures were performed under aseptic conditions. Before surgery, the skin 
overlying the tumor was shaved and depilated, and the skin was disinfected using 70% 
ethanol. An incision was made through the skin overlying the tumor and an imaging 
window was inserted (for details see [15, 17, 18]). The imaging window was secured using 
a nonabsorbable nonwoven purse-string suture (4-0 prolene suture). At the end of the 
surgical procedure, 5 mg tamoxifen was injected intraperitoneally to activate the confetti 
color randomizer.

Intravital imaging

Mice were anesthetized using isoflurane inhalation (1.5%–2% isoflurane/medical 
air mixture) and placed in a facemask within a custom designed imaging box. Isoflurane 
was introduced through the facemask and ventilated by an outlet on the other side of the 
box. The imaging box and microscope were kept at 32°C by a climate chamber surrounding 
the entire stage of the microscope including the objectives. Imaging was performed on 
an inverted Leica TCS SP5 AOBS multiphoton microscope (Mannheim, Germany, Leica-
microsystems.com) with a chameleon Ti:Sapphire pumped Optical Parametric Oscillator 
(Coherent Inc., Santa Clare, CA, www.coherent.com). The microscope is equipped with 
four nondescanned detectors: NDD1 (<455 nm), NDD2 (455–490 nm), NDD3 (500–550 
nm), and NDD4 (560–650 nm). Different wavelengths between 700 nm and 1,150 nm were 
used for excitation; CFP was excited with a wavelength of 840 nm, and GFP, YFP, and RFP 
were excited with a wavelength of 960 nm. CFP and GFP were detected in NDD2, YFP was 
detected in NDD3, and RFP in NDD4. All images were in 12 bit and acquired with a 25x 
(HCX IRAPO N.A. 0.95 WD 2.5 mm) water objective.

Tracing dynamics of hierarchical PyMT carcinoma growth

A mammary imaging window was surgically implanted onto PyMT carcinomas, 
and the hierarchical tumor growth was intravitally imaged over the following weeks 
through the window. Three-dimensional tile scans of large tumor areas (at least 3 x 3 x 
0.3 mm3 [XYZ] with 10 μm Z steps) were made at indicated time points. Typically, three to 
seven tile scans were collected over time periods of up to 3 weeks after induction of the 
confetti color randomizer. Imaging coordinates of the first imaging session were saved 
using Leica Application Suite AF software and used for subsequent imaging sessions to 
retrace the same imaging fields. All intravital images were processed using custom-made 
software (codes on request available from J.v.R.) and ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD, 
www.nih.gov). Custom-made software was used to crop regions of interest from the large 
three-dimensional tile scans, and ImageJ software was used to convert 12-bit images 
from the five channels into a single RGB image and to generate maximum projections of 
the three-dimensional volumes (100–200 μm deep). If necessary, images were smoothed 
and contrasted linearly. 

Clone sizes were measured using the freehand selection tool in ImageJ and divided 
into the following growth patterns: continuous growth (>25% size increase compared to 
earlier time points), disappearance, regression (>25% size decrease compared to earlier 
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time points), and/or a delayed onset of growth (clone which is undetectable at earlier time 
points but can be detected in later intravital imaging sessions). Four mice were analyzed 
to determine PyMT clone growth patterns.

Immunohistochemistry

Tumors were isolated, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, paraffin-embedded, and 
sectioned (4 μm thick) with a Leica microtome RM2235 (Mannheim, Germany, www.
leicabiosystems.com). Sections were stained for hematoxylin and eosin, smooth muscle 
actin (mouse monoclonal antibody; 1:2,000; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, www.sigmaaldrich.
com), Ki67 (mouse monoclonal antibody; 1:300; Monosan, Uden, The Netherlands, www.
monosan.com), or cleaved caspase-3 (rabbit monoclonal antibody; 1:400; Cell Signaling 
Technology, Boston, MA, www.cellsignal.com) according to standard histological 
protocols. Anti-mouse Envision-PO antibody (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark, www.dako.com) 
or anti-rabbit HRP antibody (Immulogic, Woburn, MA) were used as secondary steps. 
Images were acquired using a Nikon Eclipse E600 microscope (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan, www.
nikoninstruments.com).

Statistics

A Student’s t test using Microsoft Excel (Redmond, WA, www.microsoft.com) 
was used to determine statistical significant differences between two means. A two-way 
ANOVA test using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, LA Jolla, CA, www.graphpad.com) 
was used to determine statistical significant differences in tumor growth between two 
groups. Differences were considered statistically significant when p < 0.05.
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Figure S1 | PyMT expression induced the formation of adenomas that progressed to carcinomas. 
Shown are two histological images of sections of a PyMT adenoma (left) and a PyMT carcinoma (right) stained 
for hematoxylin (purple) and smooth muscle actin (brown). Note that in the adenoma the smooth muscle 
actin-positive basement membrane is still present, but is lacking in the carcinoma. Moreover, tumor cells in the 
carcinoma invade the surrounding stroma (marked by the asterisk). Scale bars, 50 μm.
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Figure S2 | PyMT tumor growth was not detectable affected by the induction of the confetti randomizer 
using tamoxifen. 
(A) Shown are histological images of sections of a PyMT tumor treated or not treated with tamoxifen stained 
for hematoxylin and eosin. Scale bars, 50 μm. (B) Other PyMT sections of the same tumors as in A were stained 
with an anti-Ki67 antibody, and the number of proliferative cells per imaging field (i.f.) was analyzed (N=25). The 
average number and standard error of the mean of proliferative Ki67+ cells were plotted. (C) Other sections were 
stained for apoptotic cells with an anti-cleaved caspase-3 antibody. The average number and standard error of 
the mean of apoptotic cells per imaging field (N=25) were plotted. Shown are the average number and standard 
error of the mean. (D) Growth of PyMT tumors in control (gray line) and tamoxifen-treated animals (red line) 
plotted over time. Shown are the average values and standard error of the mean for 4 mice.
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Abstract

Extracellular vesicle (EV) transfer is increasingly recognized as an important mode of 
intercellular communication by transferring a wide variety of biomolecules between 
cells. The characterization of in vitro- or ex vivo-isolated EVs has considerably 
contributed to the understanding of biological functions of EV transfer. However, 
studying EV release and uptake in an in vivo setting remained challenging because 
cells that take up EVs could not be discriminated from cells that do not take up EVs. 
Recently, a technique based on the Cre-LoxP system was developed to fluorescently 
mark Cre-reporter cells that take up EVs released by Cre recombinase-expressing 
cells in various in vitro and in vivo settings. Here we describe a detailed protocol 
for the generation of Cre+ cells and reporter+ cells, which takes ~6 weeks, and 
subsequent assays with these lines to study functional EV transfer in in vitro and in 
vivo settings, which take up to ~2 months.

Introduction

Cells are known to release a heterogeneous population of membrane-enclosed 
extracellular vesicles (EVs) into their surrounding microenvironment. EVs, comprising 
plasma membrane-shed microvesicles and multivesicular body-derived exosomes, 
have been shown to functionally transfer biomolecules between many different cell 
types1-12. Therefore, EVs have been considered as an important microenvironmental 
factor regulating communication between the multiple cell types that are present in 
complex tissues13. Currently, the biological function of EV transfer is mainly studied by 
characterizing EVs isolated from cell cultures or from biological fluids including blood, 
urine, and saliva13-16. The modes of action of these EVs have been studied in vitro and in 
living mice by examining the behaviour of cells that are exposed to these EVs. However, 
this procedure does not reflect the location, concentration and continuous nature of EV 
release in an in vivo setting and cannot discriminate individual cells which have or have 
not received functional EV cargo12,14,17.

To study the relevance and functions of EV transfer in in vitro and in vivo settings 
without the requirement to artificially expose cells to isolated and concentrated pools of 
EVs, a method based on the Cre-LoxP system was developed to fluorescently mark Cre-
reporter cells that take up EVs released from cells that express Cre recombinase (Cre) (Fig. 
1A)12,18,19. For example, the Cre-reporter (reporter+) cells described in Fig. 1A switch from 
DsRed to eGFP expression upon the uptake of EVs released by Cre-expressing cells (Cre+ 
cells). In this protocol, we describe how this Cre-LoxP method can be used to study the 
functional transfer of biomolecules through EVs.

Potential applications

The Cre-LoxP method can be used for a diversity of applications. This method 
is particularly suited to discriminate between reporter+ cells that have (eGFP+) and have 
not (DsRed+) taken up EVs from Cre+ cells, which makes it possible to subsequently study 
differences between these two cell populations, for example in gene expression19 or in 
functional behaviour12. Moreover, the in vivo microenvironment contains a mixture of EVs 
released by the different cell types present, and this method has the potential to study 
uptake of EVs released by only Cre+ cells. Moreover, thus far the uptake of EVs could only 
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be studied by measuring the uptake of fluorescently labelled EVs, which does not enable 
measuring the functional release of EV cargo. The Cre-LoxP system has the potential to, in 
addition to the uptake, report the release of functional cargo (reported as Cre activity) in 
various in vitro and in vivo experiments. 
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C

LoxP LoxP

Unrecombined reporter+ cell EV-mediated 
Cre transfer
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Figure 1 | The Cre-LoxP method to study EV transfer in vitro and in vivo. 
(A) Cartoon showing the Cre-LoxP system as a method to report EV exchange between two experimentally-
defined cell types. (B, C) Cartoons of experimental setups of a co-culture assay (B) and a cell-cell contact-
independent transwell assay (C). (D, E). Cartoons of experimental setups to study in vivo EV exchange between 
tumour cells present within the same tumour (D) or between tumour cells located in tumours at distant sites (E). 

Comparison with other methods

The use of in vitro- or ex vivo-purified EVs has considerably contributed to the 
characterization of their modes of action. EVs can be isolated using a variety of methods, 
including ultracentrifugation, filtration and immunoaffinity techniques. Currently, there is 
no consensus about a ‘gold-standard’ purification method. However, in most protocols, cell 
culture supernatants or biological fluids are subjected to differential centrifugation13-16,20,21. 
This may however result in an incomplete recovery of the full range of different types of EVs, 
the aggregation of EVs, and the co-isolation of contaminants such as protein aggregates 
and lipoproteins20-26. Alternatively, EVs can be isolated by size exclusion methods which are 
based on the use of filters with a specific pore size, and immunoaffinity capture methods 
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based on the expression of certain EV membrane proteins. These latter tools allow the 
purification of subpopulations of EVs based on size or membrane protein expression 
profile respectively. However, selectivity also results concomitantly in lower yields of 
EVs, and potentially loss of biologically relevant sub-populations, thus reducing the 
heterogeneity of EVs. Moreover, isolated EVs may aggregate and therefore may be taken 
up by a different mechanism than individual EVs, resulting in differential downstream 
intracellular processing of the internalized EVs. It is worth to note that the isolated EVs 
can be tested for the presence of a set of defined EV-markers recently described by the 
International Society for Extracellular Vesicles26. However, it should be realized that many 
different types of EVs exist, and therefore not all markers may be applicable to all EVs.

Until recently, the visualization and quantification of EV uptake relied on scoring 
fluorescent or bioluminescent signals in cells or tissues treated with pre-labelled purified 
EVs. Although such experiments have led to valuable knowledge, for example on EV 
internalization mechanisms (e.g. 27,28), some considerations have to be taken into account 
when using pre-labelled purified EVs. Most labelling strategies require the removal 
of excess unbound dye by using a sucrose cushion or filtration, which may result in an 
incomplete recovery of all EVs that were present in the original sample14. Furthermore, 
it is still unknown whether dyes to stain EVs change the composition of the vesicular 
membrane bilayer and the presence of specific target molecules in this membrane bilayer, 
and therefore possibly affect the uptake and/or functions of stained EVs. To be able to 
study the release and transfer of EVs without the need of first purifying and staining EVs, 
fluorescent EV markers have been generated. For example, eGFP or tdTomato was fused 
to a palmitoylation (PALM) sequence29. Since PALM-eGFP and PALM-tdTomato have been 
shown to primarily label the inner EV membrane, it is expected that perturbations to EV 
surface molecules, required for the binding and uptake by recipient cells, are minimized29. 
Alternatively, tetraspanins such as CD63, abundantly present in exosomes, have been 
fused to fluorescent proteins (e.g. 30-32). However, the uptake of fluorescently labelled EVs 
does not discriminate between functional mRNA uptake, i.e. vesicular mRNA transfer 
to the cytosol followed by translation into protein, and non-functional mRNA uptake 
in case of lysosomal degradation of the EV content. Although it has been shown earlier 
that vesicular RNA can be translated into functional protein in recipient cells2,29, these 
methods make use of bulk analyses of cells that were treated with EVs. To study differential 
functional effects between individual cells that have taken up EVs and cells that have not 
taken up EVs present within the same microenvironment, the Cre-LoxP method described 
in this protocol can be used. This method specifically studies functional uptake of EVs 
and the release of the cargo in the cytoplasm since either the Cre protein itself or the 
Cre mRNA transferred via EVs to reporter+ cells has to be functional in order to execute a 
colour switch (Fig. 1A). 

For a long time, research into the physiological functions of EV transfer in an in 
vivo setting was dependent on tools to inhibit the secretion of EVs. Attempts to prevent 
EV release by inhibiting exocytosis of multivesicular bodies only partially reduced 
EV secretion6,33, probably because the release of plasma membrane-derived EVs was 
unaffected. Moreover, in addition to inhibiting the EV release, manipulation of EV-
producing cells may lead to changes in EV-independent factors that are released in the 
microenvironment (as shown for MMP933 and for PlGF-2, PDGF-AA and osteopontin6), 
and therefore the observed effect may well be the consequence of inhibiting an EV-
independent released factor. In contrast, the Cre recombinase-based system allows 
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studying the functions of EV transfer in vivo without the need to inhibit or increase EV 
production. The reporter+ cells that have not taken up EVs are marked with DsRed and 
serve as an internal control for the eGFP-expressing reporter cells that have taken up 
Cre+ EVs released from the a priori-defined Cre+ cells. Since DsRed+ and eGFP+ cells are 
present in the same microenvironment, and they only differ in the uptake of Cre+ EVs, EV-
dependent effects can be directly distinguished from EV-independent effects. Moreover, 
since reporter cells only report the uptake of EVs released from priori-defined Cre+ cells, 
the effect of uptake of EVs released by specific cell types can be studied.

The Cre-LoxP method can be used to study both in vitro and in vivo EV transfer 
(Fig. 1). We observed that the EV transfer as reported by the Cre-LoxP system is much 
more efficient in vivo than in vitro. For example, we observed significant EV uptake by B16 
melanoma tumour cells in vivo, while in vitro no uptake was observed (data not shown). 
In vivo, cells are present in a 3D environment and interact with different cell types and the 
surrounding extracellular matrix, and respond to soluble molecules such as growth factors. 
It is therefore very likely that in vitro EV transfer between two specific cell types differs 
profoundly from in vivo EV transfer. Differences between in vitro and in vivo conditions 
may include 1) the absolute amount of EVs released; 2) the relative amount of different 
types of EVs (e.g. exosomes versus plasma membrane-shed vesicles) released; 3) the 
vesicular content, including potential membrane targeting molecules; and 4) EV uptake 
mechanisms. The Cre recombinase-based method enables to study the physiology of 
exchange of in vivo-released EVs. Considering the differences between in vitro and in vivo 
EV release, it has to be realized that results acquired with the Cre-LoxP method may lead 
to discrepancies compared to results obtained with in vitro-purified EVs.     
   

Limitations of the Cre-LoxP method to study EV transfer

The Cre recombinase-based method uses a permanent genetic switch to mark 
the cells that have taken up EVs, and therefore the methodology described in this protocol 
is not quantitative. To measure the amount of EVs that a particular cell has internalized, 
fluorescently labelled EVs have to be used (reviewed in 34). Upon treatment of cells with 
these EVs, the fluorescent intensities of cells correlate with the amount of EVs internalized.

Another limitation of the Cre-LoxP method includes its current inability 
to specifically direct Cre to certain types of EVs (for example between exosomes, 
microvesicles and even larger membrane-derived EVs termed oncosomes). If desired, 
different EV populations can be examined for the presence of Cre protein and/or mRNA, 
thereby determining whether all types of EVs contain Cre or whether the presence of Cre 
is restricted to specific subtypes of EVs. We want to stress that the loading of Cre into 
(subpopulations of ) EVs is probably cell type-dependent and thus each Cre+ cell line 
has to be tested separately. Since many research groups are currently investigating how 
molecules are specifically loaded in different EV subtypes, future studies may potentially 
target Cre mRNA and/or protein to a specific population of EVs.
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Experimental design

Producing Cre+ cell lines

The Cre-LoxP method allows the detection of cells that take up EVs released by 
experimentally-defined donor cells, i.e. the user determines what cells are used as Cre+ cells 
and what cells are used as reporter+ cells. Using this approach, EV transfer between many 
different cell types has been studied, including EV transfer between highly malignant and 
less malignant tumour cells12, between tumour cells and non-transformed cells12,19, and 
between hematopoietic cells and Purkinje cells in the brain18. In this protocol, we have 
used either the MDA-MB-231 cells or the T47D cells as Cre+ donor cells. The Cre+ cells are 
labelled with CFP to discriminate them from the recipient reporter+ cells in functional in 
vitro and in vivo experiments (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). 

In order to detect the uptake of EVs with the highest efficiency, it is important 
to optimize the EV loading of Cre protein and/or Cre mRNA. In our tumour models, we 
observed mainly vesicular Cre mRNA and therefore we optimized the loading of Cre 
mRNA and not Cre protein using several steps:

Step 1: one should aim for high and stable Cre expression. This can be achieved 
by using an expression vector that contains a strong promoter driving Cre (e.g. the 
ubiquitin C (UBC) or the cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter) along with a selection marker 
to select for only those cells that have stably integrated the transgene into their genome 
(Fig. 1A and Fig. 2). However, in polyclonal cell lines consisting of cells in which the vector 
is integrated at different genomic sites, we found a heterogeneous Cre expression (Fig. 
2A). It is therefore recommended to grow monoclonal Cre+ cell lines and select only those 
clones that express high levels of Cre for subsequent (functional) experiments (Fig. 2A). 

Step 2: use the minimal size of mRNA encoding for Cre, since studies showed that 
small RNA molecules are more abundant in EVs compared to larger RNA molecules35,36. 
We therefore make use of expression vectors in which the Cre transgene is placed shortly 
after its promoter and in which the polyadenylation signal is located directly after the 
Cre stop codon12. The generation of stable cell lines using these types of vectors is less 
efficient than the generation of cell lines using retroviral and adenoviral-based vectors, 
since genomic integration of the vector is not mediated by viral enzymes. Non-viral-based 
expression vectors can therefore not be used for primary cells, or any other cell type 
that cannot be easily transfected or cultured. For these types of cells, one can try to use 
lentivirus-based vectors. It is important to realize that incorporation of resistance markers 
or fluorophores into the Cre expression vector by making use of for example an IRES 
sequence may increase the size of the mRNA, thereby potentially decreasing the loading 
efficiency of the mRNA into EVs. Moreover, lentiviral-based vectors are not recommended 
since they produce large mRNAs that encode for multiple proteins, therefore potentially 
also decreasing EV-loading efficiencies of the mRNA. 

Step 3: the loading of Cre mRNA into EVs can potentially be further increased 
by incorporating zip code sequences in the 3’ UTR of Cre, as has been shown for a 
25-nucleotide sequence that specifically guides mRNA to EVs37. 

 

Analysing EV cargo for the presence of Cre

When the Cre-expressing cells are generated, EVs released by these cells have 
to be tested for the presence of vesicular Cre cargo. To do this, one can isolate culture 
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media and separate the EVs from the non-vesicular secretome for example by differential 
centrifugation (see Supplementary methods). Using this method, EVs can be separated 
from secreted free-floating Cre protein. Next, the presence of Cre protein can be tested 
by Western blot and the presence of Cre mRNA by RT-PCR. In all the cell lines that we 
have tested so far, the levels of Cre protein were below the detection level of Western 
blot, while we could reliably detect Cre mRNA by RT-PCR. Moreover, we did not detect 
any free-floating Cre in the culture media from any of our tested cell lines. If Cre mRNA is 
not present in the isolated EVs, one can try to include small zip codes to direct Cre mRNA 
to EVs (see above). For further controls, we refer to the section “Control experiments” (see 
below). 
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Figure 2 | The generation of Cre+ and reporter+ cell lines. 
(A) Schematic showing the generation of Cre+ cell lines including transfection and selection of Cre-high/CFP-
high cells for subsequent functional assays. Scale bars represent 50 µm. (B) Cartoon showing the generation 
of reporter+ cell lines including lentiviral transduction and selection of reporter+ cell lines that do not show (re)
appearance of background recombination. 

Producing reporter+ cell lines

To reliably detect EV transfer using the Cre-LoxP system, reporter+ cells should 
only report Cre activity (e.g. red-to-green colour switch, see Fig. 1) upon the uptake of EVs 
containing Cre protein or mRNA. However, some reporter+ cell lines display background 
recombination, i.e. a red-to-green colour switch that is not mediated by Cre. The extent of 
background recombination varies significantly amongst different cell lines. For example, 
we observed frequent spontaneous recombination for the mouse tumour cell lines C26, 
4T1 and Kep1-11, and little to no spontaneous recombination for the human tumour 
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cell lines MDA-MB-231, MCF-7 and T47D and the mouse melanoma cell lines B16F1 and 
B16F10. For some lines, the background recombination can be reduced by enriching 
for non-recombined cells using (multiple rounds of ) cell sorting by flow cytometry (Fig. 
2B). To completely eliminate background recombination, monoclonal cell lines should 
be obtained from individual reporter+ cells that were originally present in polyclonal 
cell cultures, and only reporter+ clones that do not display background recombination 
should be used in subsequent experiments (Fig. 2B). Interestingly, we did not observe any 
spontaneous recombination events in reporter+ mice that did not express Cre. Since cell 
lines and mouse models without detectable background recombination can be obtained, 
we speculate that the integration site of the reporter construct determines the likelihood 
of background recombination.

Studying in vitro EV transfer

To study EV transfer in an in vitro setting, Cre+ cells and reporter+ cells can be 
co-cultured for typically two to three weeks (Fig. 1B), and the percentage of reporter+ 
cells that report Cre activity can be quantified. Obviously, the percentages reporter+ cells 
that report Cre activity increase upon increasing ratios of Cre+ cells over reporter+ cells12. 
However, one should try to maintain the initial ratio when the growth rates of Cre+ and 
reporter+ cells are different by e.g. adding more Cre+ cells when cell cultures need to be 
split. In addition to the ratio, the number of reporter+ cells that report Cre activity further 
depends on the cell lines used, on absolute amounts of Cre mRNA present in EVs released 
by Cre+ cells, and on the recombination sensitivity of the Cre reporter construct. 

To investigate donor-reporter cell contact-independent EV transfer, Cre+ and 
reporter+ cells can be physically separated by a porous transwell membrane that allows the 
passage of EVs but precludes the passage of cells (Fig. 1C). The pore size of the transwell 
(e.g. 0.4 µm or 1 µm) determines what population of Cre+ EVs passes the membrane based 
on size, and can be taken up by reporter+ cells present in the bottom well. 

The amount of EV transfer from Cre+ to reporter+ cells in a co-culture or transwell 
experiment can be quantified by determining the percentage reporter+ cells that report Cre 
activity using e.g. flow cytometry and fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 3C). Flow cytometry 
can analyse millions of cells in one session and is therefore less time-consuming than 
fluorescence microscopy analysis, but the latter methodology retains information on for 
example the spatial location of the eGFP+ cells to take into account e.g. clonal outgrowth 
of eGFP+ cells.     

The addition of purified and concentrated Cre+ EV preparations to reporter+ cells 
may also be considered as a method to study EV transfer between different cell types. 
However, based on our experience, exposing reporter+ cells in an in vitro setting to Cre+ 
EVs led to inconsistent results; only some experiments showed a Cre+ EV concentration-
dependent increase in the percentage of eGFP+ cells (Supplementary Fig. 1). We speculate 
that this is due to a single addition of a high concentration of Cre+ EVs as opposed to a 
constant release and uptake of low concentrations of EVs as is present in the co-culture 
and transwell experiments. Alternatively, results obtained with such experiments may 
largely depend on the EV isolation method as it was recently reported that ultrafiltration 
with subsequent liquid chromatography preserves the biophysical properties of EVs in 
contrast to the commonly used differential centrifugation protocol that we used for our 
experiments (Supplementary Methods)38. 
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Studying in vivo EV transfer

To investigate the in vivo functions of EV transfer, Cre+ and reporter+ cells should 
be present in the same animal. This can be achieved by making use of transgenic Cre+ 
and reporter+ mouse models or by injection of Cre+ and reporter+ cells together in the 
same mouse12,18,19. For example, tissues from Cre+ transgenic animals can be transplanted 
in syngeneic Cre reporter mice to study tissue-specific EV transfer. Alternatively, we have 
studied the local and systemic EV exchange between Cre+ and reporter+ breast tumour 
cells by injecting a mixture of these cells in the mammary gland (Fig. 1D), or by injecting 
the two populations separately in contralateral mammary glands (Fig. 1E)12. When the 
two populations of cells are co-injected, differential growth rates may lead to tumours 
in which one population of cells outcompetes the other population of cells. Therefore 
it is recommended to initially (co-)inject the cells in different ratios. The percentage of 
reporter+ cells that report Cre activity depends on 1) the ratio of Cre+ cells over reporter+ 
cells and 2) the sensitivity of the reporter to Cre. For example, different Cre reporter mouse 
lines, including Rosa26-LacZ, Rosa26-EYFP, Rosa26-Confetti and Rosa26-tdTomato, display 
differences in sensitivity to low levels of Cre (more recombined cells were detected in 
Rosa26-tdTomato mice in various Cre-driver lines compared to other Cre reporter mice39 
and data not shown). 

As discussed in the introduction, it is likely that in vitro EV transfer is different 
compared to in vivo EV transfer, and therefore results from in vitro experiments cannot be 
directly extrapolated to the in vivo situation and vice versa. For example, we observed that 
B16 reporter+ melanoma cells report the uptake of EVs released by B16 Cre+ melanoma 
cells in an in vivo but not in an in vitro setting  (data not shown).

Control experiments

The Cre-LoxP system is based on the transfer of Cre proteins or mRNA from a 
Cre-expressing cell to a reporter-expressing cell. It is important to realize that besides 
EV transfer, the Cre-LoxP method may also report other biologically significant modes of 
Cre exchange between Cre-expressing cells and reporter-expressing cells, including cell-
cell fusion, the transfer of molecules through direct cell-cell contact, and through non-
vesicular extracellular Cre exchange. The vast majority of Cre exchange between tumour 
cells appeared to be mediated through EVs12. However, in other systems it may well be 
that other mechanisms may also contribute to Cre exchange. We would like to emphasize 
that the Cre-LoxP method is equally suited to study these other modes of molecule 
exchange. To distinguish between the different modes, several control experiments can 
be performed12.

First, cell-cell fusion can be ruled out by excluding that the reporter+ cells express 
a fluorescent protein (in our experiments CFP) that is exclusively expressed in Cre+ cells. 
Second, as discussed above, transfer of Cre through direct cell-cell contact can be excluded 
by studying Cre+ and reporter+ cells that are physically located at different sites e.g. in in 
vitro transwell cultures or in vivo in different organs. Third, the release of non-vesicular Cre 
can be tested in vitro by examining EV-deprived supernatant of Cre-expressing cells for 
the presence of free-floating non-vesicular Cre protein or Cre RNA. Moreover, the in vitro 
and in vivo uptake of functional free-floating Cre can be tested by adding non-vesicular 
Cre (e.g. recombinant Cre protein or lysate from Cre+ cells) directly to reporter+ cell cultures 
or by injecting non-vesicular Cre in mice containing reporter+ cells. 
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To confirm that cells have the ability to take up Cre-loaded vesicles, reporter cells 
can be exposed to  EVs purified from Cre+ cells (see Supplementary Methods), optionally 
treated with protease and/or RNase to degrade any free-floating protein or RNA. In vitro 
this can be done by adding Cre-vesicles to reporter+ cell cultures (Supplementary Fig. 1) 
and in vivo by injecting EVs in mice containing reporter+ cells. 

When studying EV exchange with the Cre-LoxP approach, it is important to 
realize that background recombination can never be ruled out completely even when 
recombined reporter+ cells are removed prior to the experiment (as described above, Fig. 
2B). Therefore, a negative control condition is recommended where only the reporter+ 
cells and no Cre+ cells are present (Fig. 3A, 3B and Fig. 4B).  

Materials

Reagents

Tissue culture
•	 HEK 293T cells
•	 MDA-MB-231 cells (kind gift of Dr. Jeffrey Segal) 
•	 DMEM, high glucose, GlutaMAX (Life Technologies cat. No. 31966-021)
•	 Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (Sigma cat. No. F7524)
•	 Penicillin-Streptomycin (pen/strep; 5,000 U/mL) (Life Technologies cat. No. 

15070-063)
•	 PBSO
•	 TrypLETM Express Enzyme (1X), phenol red (Life Technologies cat. No. 12605-010)
•	 Opti-MEM® I Reduced Serum Medium, no phenol red (Life Technologies cat. 

No.11058-021)
•	 Lipofectamine® 2000 (Life Technologies cat. No.11668-019)
•	 Puromycin dihydrochloride 10 mg/mL (Life Technologies cat. No. A11138-03)
•	 Zeocin 100 mg/mL (Invitrogen cat. No. 46-0509)
•	 Polyethylenimine (PEI), Linear (MW 25,000) (Polysciences Inc cat. No. 23966)
•	 Ultrapure EDTA (Life Technologies cat. No. 15576-028)
•	 DNase I (Roche cat. No. 10104159001)

 
Plasmids

•	 pRC-CMV-Rev1b (Harvard Medical School, PlasmID Repository)
•	 pHDMG G (Harvard Medical School, PlasmID Repository)
•	 pHDM tat1b (Harvard Medical School, PlasmID Repository)
•	 pHDM HgpM2 (Harvard Medical School, PlasmID Repository)
•	 pLV-CMV-LoxP-DsRed-LoxP-eGFP (Addgene plasmid number 65726)
•	 pcDNA3.1-CFP;Cre25nt;Zeo (Addgene plasmid number 65727)

CRITICAL As discussed in the Experimental design, a minimal size of mRNA 
encoding for Cre is likely to enhance efficient Cre mRNA loading into EVs35,36. 
Therefore, is not recommended to use of a lentiviral vector for establishing the 
Cre+ cell line.

Immunofluorescence
•	 Mouse α-Cre antibody (Millipore cat. No. MAB3120)
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•	 Goat-α-mouse IgG Alexa 594 antibody (Invitrogen cat. No. A11005)
•	 DAPI (Life Technologies cat. No. D1306)
•	 Vectashield soft set (Vector Laboratories cat. No. Y0810)
•	 Clear nail polish

Laboratory animals
•	 NSG mice (JAXTMMice Strain; Charles River)

CAUTION All relevant local guidelines and regulations for animal experiments 
should be taken into account.
CRITICAL STEP For all animal experiments, use age- and gender-matched mice 
when comparing experimental versus control groups. For example, for the 
MDA-MB-231 tumour cell injection experiments, we used female mice of 8-20 
weeks old and age-matched mice in the experimental group (injection Cre+ and 
reporter+ cells) and the control group (injection reporter+ cells).

Chemicals
•	 Sucrose (JT Baker cat. No. 4072)
•	 Demi H2O
•	 HCl (JT Baker cat. No. 6081)

CAUTION HCl is a strong corrosive and HCl fumes can be explosive. Use in fume 
hood and wear appropriate protective gear.

•	 70% (vol/vol) ethanol (Brunschwig Chemicals cat. No. ET0001005P) 
•	 8% paraformaldehyde (PFA) (Electron Microscopy Sciences cat. No. 157-8)

CAUTION PFA is highly toxic and a known carcinogen. Use in fume hood and 
wear appropriate protective gear.

•	 Triton X-100 (Sigma cat. No. T9284)
•	 Bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Roche cat. No. 10 735 086 001)
•	 Tissue Freezing Medium (OCT) (Leica Biosystems cat. No. 14020108926)

Equipment

•	 Humidified incubator 5% CO2
•	 Level 2 biosafety cabinet
•	 Centrifuge
•	 FACS Aria (BD Biosciences) or similar FACS able to sort for CFP+, eGFP+ and DsRed+ 

cells
•	 Tissue culture fluorescence microscope suitable to image CFP, GFP and DsRed 

fluorescence, e.g. EVOS® FL in combination with the LED Light Cubes CFP (445/45 
nm excitation (Ex), 510/42 nm emission (Em)), GFP (470/22 nm Ex, 525/50 nm Em) 
and RFP (531/40 nm Ex, 593/40 nm Em)

•	 Widefield or confocal fluorescence microscope suitable to image DAPI, CFP, GFP 
and DsRed fluorescence

•	 Syringe Filter Unit 0.45 µm (Millex cat. No. SLHA033SS)
•	 Syringe Filter Unit 0.22 µm (Millex cat. No. SLGP033RS)
•	 10 mL syringe (BD Falcon cat. No. 300912)
•	 Falcon® 5 mL Round Bottom Polystyrene Test Tube, with Cell Strainer Snap Cap 

(BD Falcon cat. No. 352235)
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•	 Falcon® 5 mL Round Bottom Polystyrene Test Tube (BD Falcon cat. No. 352058)
•	 96-well plate (Greiner bio-one cat. No. 655180)
•	 48-well plate (Greiner bio-one cat. No.677180)
•	 12-well plate (Greiner bio-one cat. No. 665180)
•	 6-well plate (Greiner bio-one cat. No. 657160)
•	 T75 flask (Greiner bio-one cat. No. 658 170)
•	 Transwell 400 nm (Greiner bio-one cat. No. 662610)
•	 Transwell 1000 nm (Greiner bio-one cat. No. 662641)
•	 18 mm coverslips (MENZEL-GLASER cat. No. CB00180RA1)
•	 Starfrost adhesive slides 76x21mm  (Waldemar-Knittel glaeser)
•	 1 mL syringe (BD cat. No. 3000B)
•	 Needles 25G (BD cat. No. 300600)
•	 KP-disposable molds 24 x 24 x 5 mm (Klinipath cat. No. 3053-P) 

Reagent setup

•	 Full culture medium: Supplement DMEM high glucose, GlutaMAX, with 10% (vol/
vol) FBS and add pen/strep to a final concentration of 50 units/mL penicillin and 
50 µg/mL streptomycin. Store for up to two months at 4°C.

•	 Polyethylenimine (PEI) stock: Dissolve PEI powder in demi H2O and adjust the pH 
to 7.0 with HCl. Note that it may take hours for PEI to completely dissolve. Adjust 
the final volume to 1 mg/mL and filter through a 0.22 µm filter. Dissolved PEI 
can be stored at -80°C for at least one year and once thawed, it should be kept 
at 4°C and can be used for 2 months. It is recommended to test the transfection 
efficiency for each batch of PEI using different ratios of DNA:PEI (wt/wt) (e.g. 1:1 or 
1:3) and use the ratio resulting in the best transfection efficiency for subsequent 
transfections.
CRITICAL STEP Aside from sterility, filtration is necessary to filter undissolved PEI 
particles that may precipitate the DNA, but cannot transfect cells.

•	 Sucrose 30%: Prepare 30% sucrose (w/v) in PBS and store for up to two months 
at 4°C.

Procedure

Steps 1-19: Establish reporter+ cells 

Timing: 2-4 weeks, hands-on time ~7 h

CAUTION Working with 3rd generation lentiviruses requires a level 2 biosafety 
cabinet. Lentivirus present in the culture medium of transduced cells should be diluted 
appropriately before proceeding to a level 1 biosafety cabinet or a level 1 biosafety FACS.

1. Establish stable reporter+ cells that switch from eGFP to DsRed expression upon 
transfer of Cre recombinase from Cre+ cells. Importantly, the reporter+ cells 
are experimentally-defined and this protocol can be applied to any cell line of 
interest. 

2. HEK 293T and MDA-MB-231 cells are maintained in a T75 flask in DMEM 
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supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) FBS, 50 units/mL of penicillin and 50 µg/mL 
of streptomycin (full medium) in a humidified incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2. To 
passage, remove culture medium, rinse the T75 flask with 5 mL PBSO, add 1.5 
mL TrypLE and incubate at 37°C. After cells detached, add full medium to 10 mL 
to inactivate TrypLE, centrifuge at 200 x g for 4 minutes, aspirate medium and 
resuspend pellet in full medium. HEK 293T cells are split 2x a week at a 1:30 ratio 
and MDA-MB-231 cells are split 2x a week at a 1:10 ratio. Optional: The reporter+ 
cells are experimentally-defined and this procedure can be applied to any cell line of 
interest. Use full culture medium and subculture ratios appropriate for the cell line 
used.

3. Day 1: One day before transfection with lentiviral plasmids, seed HEK 293T cells at 
30-40% confluency in a T75 flask. 

4. Day 2: Transfect HEK 293T cells at 80% confluency for lentivirus production. 
Transfect with 3 µg of each of the helper vectors: pRC-CMV-Rev1b, pHDMG G, 
pHDM tat1b, pHDM HgpM2 and 7.5 µg of the Cre reporter vector pLV-CMV-
LoxP-DsRed-LoxP-eGFP. Cells can be transfected with PEI or another transfection 
reagent according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For transfection of HEK 
293T cells using PEI, use the following:

Component Amount (µl)
Opti-MEM 1000
PEI (1mg/mL) 97.5
pRC-CMV-Rev1b (1 µg/µl) 3
pHDMG G (1 µg/µl) 3
pHDM tat1b (1 µg/µl) 3
pHDM HgpM2 (1 µg/µl) 3
pLV-CMV-LoxP-DsR-LoxP-eGFP (1 µg/µl) 7.5
Total volume 1117

5. Mix PEI in Opti-MEM (for Opti-MEM use 10% of end culture volume, e.g. 1 mL of 
Opti-MEM for an end culture volume of 10 mL). Use a ratio of 5 μL PEI to 1 µg of 
total DNA. Incubate diluted PEI for 5-10 minutes at RT.

6. Add DNA to PEI-Opti-MEM mixture, mix well and incubate for 20 minutes at RT.

7. Replace medium of the HEK 293T cells with 9 mL DMEM supplemented with 10% 
(vol/vol) FBS without pen/strep. As HEK 293T cells detach easily it is best to add 
the medium via the side of the flask. Do not pipette the medium directly onto 
the cells.

8. Add transfection mix drop-wise to the HEK 293T cells.

CAUTION From this transfection onwards, the cells will start producing lentivirus 
and level 2 biosafety precautions should be taken into account.

9. Day 3: Replace medium of the HEK 293T cells with medium of your target cell 
line of choice, in this case the MDA-MB-231 cells. As HEK 293T cells detach easily 
it is best to add the medium via the side of the flask. Do not pipette the medium 
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directly onto the cells.

10. Plate the target cell line of choice, in this case MDA-MB-231 cells at 50% confluency, 
so that they are no more than 70-80% confluent at the time of transduction. 

11. Day 4: First lentiviral transduction round. Harvest cell culture medium containing 
lentivirus, set aside and add 10 mL full medium (medium of your target cell line 
of choice) to the virus-producing HEK 293T cells. As HEK 293T cells detach easily 
it is best to add the medium via the side of the flask. Do not pipette the medium 
directly onto the cells.

12. Filter virus-containing medium of the HEK 293T cells through a 0.45 µm filter 
using a 10 mL syringe.

13. Remove medium from the MDA-MB-231 cells and directly add lentivirus-
containing supernatant.

14. Day 5: Second lentiviral transduction round. Harvest cell culture medium 
containing lentivirus and discard the remaining HEK 293T cells.

15. Filter virus-containing medium of the HEK 293T cells through a 0.45 µm filter 
using a 10 mL syringe.

16. Remove medium from the MDA-MB-231 cells and directly add lentivirus-
containing supernatant.

17. Day 6 and onwards: Analyse transduced cells under a tissue culture fluorescence 
microscope to estimate transduction efficiency. For MDA-MB-231 cells this 
is usually between 50% and 75% but this may vary from cell line to cell line. 
Split transduced cells 1:10 and 2-3 days after splitting add puromycin to a final 
concentration of 5 µg/mL. It is recommended to make a puromycin kill-curve 
for the cell line of choice and to use the lowest concentration that kills all cells 
without puromycin resistance. Expand cells while on puromycin selection to 
select for cells that have stably integrated the pLV-CMV-LoxP-DsRed-LoxP-eGFP 
construct. 

PAUSE Freeze down cells.

18. Sort DsRed+eGFP- reporter+ cells using FACS to enrich for cells that have stably 
integrated the pLV-CMV-LoxP-DsRed-LoxP-eGFP construct and to exclude cells 
that have recombined without the presence of Cre. Detach cells as described at 
step 1 and resuspend in FACS buffer (5 mM EDTA/PBS with 25 µg/mL DNase I and 
5% FBS) at 5 x 106 cells/mL. Filter cells through the cell-strainer cap of the FACS 
tube to prepare a single-cell suspension and keep on ice until FACS.

19. After the FACS, plate the sorted DsRed+eGFP- reporter+ cells in an appropriate size 
of culture plate, e.g. 3 x 105 cells in one well of a 6-well plate. The week after FACS, 
let the cells recover and expand cells to larger culture formats as appropriate for 
the cell line used. During expansion, check cells regularly for eGFP and DsRed 
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expression. 

PAUSE Freeze down cells.

CRITICAL STEP Reporter+ cells should be DsRed+ and eGFP- to minimize 
background recombination during experiments.

? TROUBLESHOOTING Low percentage fluorescent reporter+ cells.

? TROUBLESHOOTING High background recombination.

Steps 20-33: Establish Cre+ cells 

Timing: 1-2 months, hands-on time 7 h - 15 h

20. Generation of CFP-labelled Cre+ cells to study EV-mediated Cre transfer. 
Establishment of stable Cre+ cell lines takes longer than making stable reporter+ 
cell lines as Cre+ cell lines are made by transfection instead of transduction, 
and average transfection efficiencies are low.  Importantly, the Cre+ cells are 
experimentally-defined and this protocol can be applied to any cell line of 
interest.

CRITICAL STEP in order to obtain high efficiencies of reporting EV uptake, 
it is important to get a maximum loading of Cre in the EVs. Therefore, it is 
recommended to grow monoclonal Cre+ cell lines that have a high expression 
of Cre. 

CRITICAL STEP As discussed in the experimental design, the vector used here 
is not to be used for cell types that cannot be easily transfected or cultured. For 
these types of cells, one can consider lentivirus-based vectors.

21. MDA-MB-231 cells are maintained in a T75 flask in full medium as described at 
step 1.

Optional: The Cre+ cells are experimentally-defined and this procedure can be applied 
to any cell line of interest. Use full culture medium and subculture ratios appropriate 
for the cell line used.

22. Day 1: Seed the target cell line of choice, in this case MDA-MB-231 cells, at 50% 
confluency in one well in a 6-well plate. 

23. Day 2: Transfect MDA-MB-231 cells at 80-90% confluency with pcDNA3.1-
CFP;Cre25nt;Zeo using Lipofectamine-2000 according to the manufacturer’s 
protocol.

Optional: Use another transfection reagent appropriate for your cell line of interest. 

24. Dilute 4 µg of pcDNA3.1-CFP;Cre25nt;Zeo in 250 μL Opti-MEM.
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Component Amount (µl)
Opti-MEM 250
pcDNA3.1-CFP;Cre25nt;Zeo (1 µg/µl) 4
Total volume 254

25. Dilute 10 μL Lipofectamine-2000 in 250 μL Opti-MEM and incubate for 5 minutes 
at RT.

Component Amount (µl)
Opti-MEM 250
Lipofectamine-2000 10
Total volume 260

26. Combine diluted DNA and diluted Lipofectamine-2000 and incubate for 20 
minutes at RT.

27. Replace medium of cells with DMEM supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) FBS 
without pen/strep.

28. After 20 minutes incubation, add DNA-Lipofectamine-2000 complexes drop-
wise to the medium of the MDA-MB-231 cells.

29. Day 3 and onwards: One day after transfection, reseed the transfected cells in 
a T75 flask and add 250 µg/µL Zeocin selection. It is recommended to make a 
Zeocin kill-curve for the cell line of choice and to use the lowest concentration 
that kills all cells without Zeocin resistance. Untransfected cells and cells that 
have not stably integrated the construct into their genome will die during Zeocin 
selection, and only cells containing the pcDNA3.1-CFP;Cre25nt;Zeo construct 
should survive and grow out (may take up to 2 weeks). In our hands, efficiency 
of stable integration in MDA-MB-231 cells is low and only approximately 0.1% of 
cells stably express Cre and CFP, i.e. approximately 10 clones per T75 flask. 

30. Expand cells while on selection.

PAUSE Freeze down cells.

? TROUBLESHOOTING No CFP-fluorescent cells present.

? TROUBLESHOOTING All cells die or do not grow out in the presence of Zeocin.

31. Sort CFP+ MDA-MB-231 cells using FACS to enrich for cells containing the 
pcDNA3.1-CFP;Cre25nt;Zeo construct. Detach cells as described at step 1 and 
resuspend in FACS buffer (5 mM EDTA/PBS with 25 µg/mL DNase and 5% FBS) at 
5 x 106 cells/mL. Filter cells through cell-strainer cap of the FACS tube to prepare 
a single-cell suspension and keep on ice until FACS.

32. Polyclonal Cre+ cell lines are often heterogeneous in the expression of Cre and 
CFP and in our experience, high Cre expression does not correlate with high 
CFP expression as these genes are driven by different promoters. It is therefore 
recommended to grow the Cre+ cells as monoclonal cultures and select the 
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clone(s) with high Cre and CFP expression. This can be done by (A) sorting all CFP-
high cells and plating them in a limiting dilution after expansion or by (B) sorting 
CFP-high cells directly as single cells into 96-well plates to grow monoclonal Cre+ 
cell cultures. However, the outgrowth efficiency of FACS-sorted single cells may 
be low as the result of poor cell survival. As this is cell line-dependent, the optimal 
method for establishment of Cre+ cell lines should be determined per cell line. 

A. Sort CFP-high-expressing cells using FACS, let the cells recover and seed 
cells in a limiting dilution in a 96-well plate.

I. Sort cells with high CFP expression. After sorting, plate the CFP-
high cells in an appropriate size of culture plate for the number 
of cells sorted, e.g. 3 x 105 cells in one well of a 6-well plate. 
The week after sorting, let the cells recover and expand cells to 
larger culture formats as appropriate for the cell line used.

II. Plate MDA-MB-231 CFP-high cells at a limiting dilution to grow 
monoclonal cell lines. Dissociate cells as described above at 
step 1 and make a dilution to plate one cell every three wells 
(in 100 µL per well) in one or multiple 96-well plates. For MDA-
MB-231 cells, about 50% of the cells grow out monoclonally but 
this varies greatly from cell line to cell line. 

B. Directly sort single CFP-high cells in a 96-well plate to grow monoclonal 
MDA-MB-231 cell lines stably expressing the pcDNA3.1-CFP;Cre25nt;Zeo 
construct.

33. Approximately one week after plating single cells in the 96-well plates, check 
wells for growing clones. Verify that one colony is growing per well to ensure 
monoclonality. Expand cells as appropriate. 

PAUSE Freeze down cells.

Steps 34-42: Stain Cre+ cells for high Cre and CFP expression 

Timing: 2-3 days, hands-on time 3 h - 4 h

CRITICAL STEP Cre+ cells are often heterogeneous in the expression of Cre and CFP. It is 
therefore recommended to stain the monoclonal Cre+ cell lines for Cre and use the clone 
with high Cre and CFP expression for following experiments. High expression of CFP is 
especially recommended if the cell lines are subsequently used for in vivo studies like 
intravital microscopy studies

34. Day 1: Place 18 mm glass coverslips in 70% ethanol for 30 minutes, flame and 
place them in a 12-well plate. Seed monoclonal Cre+ cells at 70% density on the 
coverslips so the cells will be almost confluent the next day. 

35. Day 2: Stain monoclonal cell lines for Cre expression. Aspirate medium and fix 
cells in 4% PFA for 10 minutes at RT.
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CAUTION PFA is highly toxic and is a known carcinogen. Use in fume hood and 
wear appropriate protective gear.

36. Aspirate fixative and permeabilize with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 minutes 
at RT.

37. Wash 3 times in PBS and block with 1% BSA in PBS for 2 h at RT.

38. Add primary mouse α-Cre antibody diluted 1:500 in 1% BSA/PBS. Incubate for 1 
h at RT.

39. Wash 3 times with PBS and add goat-α-mouse IgG Alexa 594 secondary antibody 
diluted 1:500 in 1% BSA/PBS. Incubate for 1 h at RT.

40. Wash once with PBS and add 0.1 µg/mL DAPI in PBS. Incubate for 5 minutes at RT.

41. Wash 3 times with PBS and mount coverslips on slides using Vectashield soft set 
and seal edges with nail polish.

42. Image slides on a fluorescence microscope with a RFP, CFP and DAPI filter or on a 
confocal microscope (Fig. 2A). 

Select clones with high Cre expression and high CFP expression for future 
experiments. Note: if a polyclonal cell line is preferred for subsequent (functional) 
experiments, multiple clones with high Cre and CFP expression can be combined. 

? TROUBLESHOOTING Cells detach from coverslips during staining.

? TROUBLESHOOTING Low Cre expression in Cre+ cells.

Step 43: Studying in vitro EV-mediated Cre transfer between tumour cells

43. To study functional EV mediated Cre transfer in vitro with the previously 
generated reporter+ and Cre+ cells, perform either a co-culture (option A) or a 
transwell assay (option B).

A. Perform a co-culture to study EV-mediated Cre transfer 

Timing: 2 weeks, hands-on time ~3 h

I. Plate the MDA-MB-231 CMV-LoxP-DsRed-LoxP-eGFP reporter+ 
cells and MDA-MB-231 CFP;Cre25nt cells in a 48-well plate at 
15,000 cells/well. Plate cells at ratios desired, e.g. 1:1, 1:10, 1:100 
reporter+:Cre+ cells. More Cre+ cells over reporter+ cells results 
in higher percentages of eGFP+ reporter+ cells12. Plate reporter+ 
cells-only as negative control.

CRITICAL STEP Take along a reporter-only condition to exclude 
or calculate background recombination, i.e. non-Cre EV-
mediated switching of reporter+ cells.
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II. During the co-culture, cells can be split at a 1:10 ratio or ratio 
appropriate for the cell line of choice and re-seeded in a 48-well 
plate. eGFP+ reporter+ cells are usually observed after 3 days of 
co-culture, but percentages of recombined reporter+ cells are 
more reproducible after approximately 14 days. 

III. The reporter+ cells can be used for further analyses, i.e. 
determining the percentage of reporter+ cells that have taken 
up Cre+ EVs using fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 3C) or FACS.

? TROUBLESHOOTING Reporter+ cells grow faster or slower 
than the Cre+ cells.

? TROUBLESHOOTING No recombination of reporter+ cells.

CRITICAL STEP Check for cell-cell fusion between Cre+ and 
reporter+ cells.

B. Perform a transwell assay to study EV-mediated Cre transfer 

Timing: 2 weeks, hands-on time ~3 h

I. In a 24-well plate, plate 20,000 reporter+ cells. 

II. After cells have attached, add transwell with desired pore size 
of 400 nm or 1000 nm into the well and plate 15,000 Cre+ cells 
in full medium into the transwell. Plate reporter cells-only (so 
without a transwell containing Cre+ cells) or add Cre-negative 
cells to the transwell as a negative control.

CRITICAL STEP Take along a reporter-only condition to exclude 
or calculate background recombination, i.e. non-Cre EV-
mediated switching of reporter+ cells.

III. Splitting of the reporter+ and Cre+ cells. When the MDA-MB-231 
reporter+ cells in the bottom well reach 90% confluency, split 
cells at a 1:10 ratio. When the MDA-MB-231 CFP;Cre25nt cells 
in the transwell reach 90% confluency, cells can be split and re-
seeded at a 1:10 ratio into a new transwell. 

IV. The reporter+ cells can be used for further analyses, i.e. 
determining the percentage of reporter+ cells that have taken 
up Cre+ EVs using fluorescence microscopy or FACS.

? TROUBLESHOOTING No recombination of reporter cells.

CRITICAL STEP Take along a reporter-only condition to exclude 
or calculate background recombination, i.e. exclude non-Cre 
EV-mediated switching of reporter+ cells.
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Steps 44-50: Studying in vivo EV-mediated Cre transfer between tumour cells. 

Timing: 2 months, hands-on time ~3 h

CAUTION All relevant local guidelines and regulations for animal experiments should be 
taken into account.

44. To study functional EV mediated Cre transfer in vivo with the previously generated 
reporter+ and Cre+ cells, perform a local communication experiment (A) or a 
distant communication experiment (B).

A. Local tumour mix to study local EV-mediated Cre transfer.

I. Detach cells as described above at step 1 and wash cell pellet 
once more in PBS to remove residual FBS. Prepare a mix of 
250,000 MDA-MB-231 Cre+ cells and 250,000 MDA-MB-231 
reporter+ cells (ratio 1:1) in 100 μL PBS/mouse and keep on ice 
until ready for injection. 

Optional: If in vitro growth of Cre+ cells is slower than reporter+ 
cells, a higher Cre:reporter ratio can be considered. 

II. Transfer cell suspension to a 1 mL syringe, attach needle and 
inject 100 μL containing 500,000 cells to co-inject the Cre+ and 
reporter+ cells in the fourth mammary fat pad. 

B. Distant tumour mix to study distant EV-mediated Cre transfer.

I. Detach cells as described above at step 1 and wash cells once 
more in PBS to remove residual FBS. Prepare 500,000 MDA-
MB-231 Cre+ cells in 100 μL PBS/mouse and 500,000 MDA-
MB-231 reporter+ cells in 100 μL PBS/mouse. 

Optional: If in vitro growth of Cre+ cells is slower than reporter+ 
cells, a higher Cre:reporter ratio can be considered. 

II. Transfer cell suspensions to a 1 mL syringe, attach needle and 
inject 100 μL reporter+ cells and 100 μL Cre+ cells in opposing 
fourth mammary fat pads.

III. Monitor tumour growth weekly by palpation. The MDA-MB-231 
tumours grow approximately 1-2 mm/week.

45. Harvest mammary tumours from the local tumour mix or the distant tumour mix 
and fix in fixative that maintains fluorescence signals (e.g. in a periodate-lysine-
paraformaldehyde buffer as described in 34) O/N at 4°C. 

CRITICAL STEP Using a fixative that retains fluorescence in the tumours is critical 
for assaying the reporter+ cell fluorophore expression.
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46. Remove fixative and wash tumour twice in PBS.

47. After washing, incubate the tumour in 30% sucrose for 6 h to O/N at 4°C.

48. Fill cryomold with OCT and place tumour in the middle.

49. Place cryomold on dry ice until the OCT is frozen.

50. Transfer to -80°C. Tumours can be sectioned using a cryotome and sections can be 
subsequently used for immunohistochemistry or direct analysis of fluorophore 
expression (Fig. 4B). 

? TROUBLESHOOTING No recombination of reporter cells.

? TROUBLESHOOTING In tumours containing a local mix of Cre+ and reporter+ 
cells, tumours only contain Cre+ cells or reporter+ cells.

Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting advice for the procedures can be found in Table 1.

Table 1 | Troubleshooting table.

Step Problem Possible reason Solution
17 Low percentage of 

fluorescent reporter cells
Low transduction 
efficiency

To the filtered lentivirus-containing 
medium, add polybrene to a final 
concentration of 8 µg/mL

17 Low percentage of 
fluorescent reporter cells

Low transduction 
efficiency

Instead of directly adding virus-
containing supernatant, add lentivirus 
concentrated by ultracentrifugation

17, 19 Background 
recombination

Unstable integration site Perform multiple rounds of FACS to 
exclude reporter+ eGFP+ cells (cells that 
spontaneously recombined)

17, 19 Background 
recombination

Unstable integration site Grow monoclonal reporter+ cell lines and 
select clones that do not recombine in 
the absence of Cre

29 No CFP+ cells present Low transfection
 efficiency

Modify Lipofectamine-2000:DNA ratio for 
your cell line of interest

29 No CFP+ cells present Low transfection 
efficiency

Switch to transfection reagent with 
higher efficiency and/or lower toxicity

29 No CFP+ cells present Cells with the construct 
are overgrown by non-
transfected cells

Add a higher concentration of Zeocin 
to select for cells stably expressing the 
construct

29 All cells die or do not grow 
out on Zeocin selection

Low transfection 
efficiency

Modify Lipofectamine-2000:DNA ratio for 
your cell line of interest

29 All cells die or do not grow 
out on Zeocin selection

Low transfection 
efficiency

Switch to transfection reagent with 
higher efficiency and/or lower toxicity
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29 All cells die or do not grow 
out on Zeocin selection

Zeocin concentration is 
too high

Add a lower concentration of Zeocin. 
It can take up to 2 weeks for non-
transfected cells to die. You can reduce 
this time by placing the cells at 4°C for 2 
hours (see http://tools.lifetechnologies.
com/content/sfs/manuals/zeocin
_man.pdf).

29 All cells die or do not grow 
out on Zeocin selection

The cell line of interest
prefers contact-
dependent growth

Split sparse cells from the T75 flask to 
a smaller culture format to promote 
outgrowth in contact-dependent cell 
lines

36-41 Cells detach from
coverslips during staining 
protocol

Cells detach easily Pre-treat coverslips with 1M HCl to 
roughen the surface and improve cell 
adherence. For example: incubate the 
coverslips in 1M HCl for 4 h, wash 3 times 
with PBS, followed by a wash in 100% 
ethanol. Dry coverslips using whatman 
paper and  store in a clean container.

36-41 Cells detach from 
coverslips during staining 
protocol

Cells detach easily Coat coverslips with poly-L-lysine to 
improve cell adherence

42 Low Cre expression Promoter silenced Select monoclonal cell lines with high 
Cre expression if expression is low in a 
polyclonal Cre+ cell line

42 Low Cre expression Promoter silenced Select a vector with Cre under a different 
promotor which is less likely to get 
silenced in your cell line of choice. 
Optionally, introduce the fluorophore 
and Cre on separate plasmids or lentiviral 
constructs. Preferably use different 
resistance markers if multiple plasmids 
are used to facilitate selection of cells 
stably expressing both constructs.

43, 50 No recombination of 
reporter cells

Low Cre expression Select monoclonal cells with high Cre 
expression

43, 50 No recombination of 
reporter cells

No loading of Cre into EVs 
in your cell line of choice

Check presence of vesicular Cre mRNA by 
RT-PCR

43 No recombination of
reporter cells

Time Perform longer co-cultures (up to several 
weeks)

43, 50 No recombination of 
reporter cells

Inefficient reporter
recombination

Confirm ability to recombine by 
transfecting reporter cells with a Cre-
expressing vector

43 Overgrowth Cre+ or
 reporter+ cells in co-
cultures

Difference in growth rates Use different starting ratios of Cre+ and 
reporter+ cells

43 Overgrowth Cre+ or 
reporter+ cells in co-
cultures

Difference in growth rates If reporter cells overgrow Cre+ cells 
during the co-culture experiment add 
more Cre+ cells when passaging the co-
culture, or switch to a transwell method 
if appropriate. 

50 Overgrowth Cre+  or 
reporter cells in co-
injections

Difference in growth rates Use different starting ratios of Cre+ and 
reporter+ cells. In our experience, cells 
expressing Cre tend to grow slower in 
vivo than the same cell line that does not 
express Cre. 
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Timing

The entire procedure takes 6-14 weeks and depends on the efficiency of generating the 
reporter+ and Cre+ cell lines and subsequent functional assays. The procedure may take 
longer if cell line-specific optimisations need to be made. 

Steps 1-19, establish reporter+ cells: timing 2-4 weeks, hands-on time ~7 h

•	 Seed HEK 293T cells: ~30 minutes
•	 Transfect HEK 293T cells for lentivirus production: ~45 minutes
•	 Replace medium of the HEK 293T cells with medium of your target cell line of 

choice: ~ 5 minutes
•	 First lentiviral transduction round: ~ 30 minutes
•	 Second lentiviral transduction round: ~ 30 minutes
•	 Expand cells while on puromycin selection: ~1 week, ~30 minutes twice a week
•	 Sort DsRed+ eGFP- reporter+ cells using FACS: 2-3 h
•	 Expand reporter cells after FACS: ~1 week, ~30 minutes twice a week

Steps 20-33, establish Cre+ cells: 1-2 months, hands-on time 7-15 h

•	 Seed the target cell line of choice: ~30 minutes
•	 Transfect target cell line: ~45 minutes
•	 Expand cells while on selection: 1-3 weeks, ~30 minutes twice a week

A. Sort CFP+ cells and subsequently plate to grow monoclonal cell lines: 2-3 
h + 1 week

B. Sort CFP+ cells in 1 cell/well in a 96-well plate: 2-3 h
•	 Expand single cells to larger culture flask formats: 2-4 weeks, ~30 minutes twice 

a week

Steps 34-42, stain and image Cre+ cells for high Cre and CFP expression: 2-3 days, hands-on 
time 3-4 h

•	 Seed monoclonal Cre+ cells on coverslips: ~45 minutes
•	 Stain monoclonal cell lines for Cre expression: ~5 h
•	 Image slides to determine relative Cre expression: ~1-2 h

Step 43, studying in vitro EV-mediated Cre transfer between tumour cells

1. Perform a co-culture to study EV-mediated Cre transfer: 2 weeks, hands-on time 
~3h

•	 Plate reporter+ cells and Cre+ cells together in a well-plate: ~1 h
•	 Split co-culture as appropriate: 2x per week ~1 h

2. Perform a transwell assay to study EV-mediated Cre transfer: 2 weeks, hands-on 
time ~3 h

•	 Plate reporter+ cells in the bottom well: ~30 minutes
•	 Plate Cre+ cells in the transwell: ~30 minutes
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Steps 44-50, studying in vivo EV-mediated Cre transfer between tumour cells in a local or 
distant tumour mix: 2 months, hands-on time ~2 h

•	 Detach cells and prepare them for orthotopic injection: ~30 minutes
•	 Transfer cells to syringe and inject orthotopically: ~30 minutes
•	 Isolation of tumour(s) and fixation: ~3 days, hands-on time 1 h

Anticipated results

In this manuscript we describe a detailed protocol for a Cre-LoxP-based method 
to study the exchange of EVs between two experimentally-defined cell populations in vitro 
and/or in vivo12,18. Figure 3 shows typical results that can be obtained with this method. To 
study EV exchange between Cre+ cells that express CFP and reporter+ cells in vitro, these 
populations of cells can be co-cultured in a contact-dependent manner (Fig. 1B and Fig. 
3A) or in contact-independent manner using transwells (Fig. 1C and Fig. 3B). After 10 
days of co-culture, we observed the appearance of eGFP+ reporter+ cells, demonstrating 
Cre+ EV transfer from Cre+ cells to reporter+ cells. Importantly, we didn’t detect eGFP+ cells 
in the negative control conditions where reporter+ cells were cultured in the absence of 
Cre+ cells (Fig. 3A and 3B). The percentage reporter+ cells that report Cre activity can be 
quantified by using fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 3C).

DsR+ reporter+ cells eGFP+ reporter+ cells   Cre+ cells DsR+ reporter+ cells eGFP+ reporter+ cells  

Co-culture assay

Negative control day 14 Co-culture day 14 Negative control day 14

Transwell assay

Transwell day 14

A B

DsR+ reporter+ cells 
eGFP+ reporter+ cells  

Binary image 
green channel

Binary image 
red channel

Step 1: Make tilescan of bottom 
well of the transwell system

Step 2: Split colour channels, smoothen channels and make a 
binary image. Measure mean intensities of individual channels

Step 3: Determine percentage of 
switched reporter cells

Mean intensity 
eGFP

Mean intensity 
eGFP + DsR

C

x100 = % of eGFP 
            reporter+ cells

Figure 3 | Visualization and quantification of in vitro EV transfer. 
(A) Images of MDA-MB-231 reporter+ cells only (left image) or a mix of MDA-MB-231 Cre+ cells and MDA-MB-231 
reporter+ cells (right image) that were (co-)cultured for 10 days. (B) Images of MDA-MB-231 reporter+ cells at the 
bottom well of a transwell in the absence (left image) or presence (right image) of MDA-MB-231 Cre+ cells in 
the upper well after 10 days of culture. All scale bars represent 50 µm. (C) Schematic overview showing how to 
quantify the percentage of eGFP+ reporter+ cells in the transwell system. Scale bar represents 500 µm.
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The Cre-LoxP method can also be used to study EV transfer in vivo. For example, 
we used this technique to investigate within tumours whether metastatic Cre+ tumour 
cells can phenocopy their behaviour to less metastatic reporter+ tumour cells12. To study 
whether less metastatic tumour cells also release EVs that can be taken up by highly 
metastatic tumour cells, we orthotopically co-injected less metastatic CFP-labelled T47D 
Cre+ cells and highly metastatic MDA-MB-231 reporter+ cells in the mammary gland of 
recipient mice (Fig. 4A, left panel). As expected for EV exchange, eGFP+ reporter+ cells 
appeared (2.7 ± 0.3 % of all reporter+ cells) in tumours consisting of T47D Cre+ cells and 
MDA-MB-231 reporter+ cells (Fig. 4B), but not in control tumours that only consisted 
of MDA-MB-231 reporter+ cells. To investigate whether the metastatic behaviour of the 
highly metastatic MDA-MB-231 reporter+ cells gets affected upon uptake of EVs released 
from the less metastatic T47D Cre+ cells, we analysed the in vivo migration and metastatic 
capacity of MDA-MB-231 cells that report (eGFP+) or do not report (DsRed+) the uptake of 
EVs (Fig. 4A, middle and right panels, and Fig. 4C and 4D). 

Intravital imaging allowed us to study in vivo migration over a period of several 
hours. In the resulting movies, we tracked the migration of the eGFP+ reporter+ cells and an 
equal number of randomly selected proximate DsRed+ reporter+ cells (Fig. 4C; upper panels 
show stills of part of a movie collected by intravital imaging, and lower left panel shows 
a rose plot of the cells tracked). To exclude non-EV-mediated microenvironmental effects 
on cell migration, we compared the migration speeds of DsRed+ and eGFP+ reporter+ cells 
present within the same microenvironment (Fig. 4C, lower middle panel. Measurements 
within the same imaging field are connected with a line). In 9 out of 18 imaging fields, 
MDA-MB-231 cells that report the uptake of EVs released by less metastatic tumour cells 
are less migratory than adjacent cells that do not report the uptake of these EVs. However, 
in the other 9 microenvironments, the opposite effect was observed, i.e. eGFP+ cells are 
more migratory than adjacent DsRed+ cells. In line with these observations, we did not 
find a statistically significant difference in the average migration speed of eGFP+ and 
DsRed+ reporter+ cells (Fig. 4C, lower right panel, n = 180 cells in 18 microenvironments in 
3 mice), suggesting that the migration speed of highly metastatic MDA-MB-231 reporter+ 
cells is not influenced upon the uptake of EVs released by less metastatic T47D Cre+ cells.

Next, we examined whether this also holds true for the metastatic capacity 
of MDA-MB-231 reporter+ cells. We isolated primary tumours and lungs of mice that 
developed tumours consisting of T47D Cre+ and MDA-MB-231 reporter+ cells. When the 
capacity to metastasize to the lungs is inhibited by EV uptake in the population of cells 
that report Cre activity (eGFP+), the ratio of eGFP+ over DsRed+ cells that arrive and grow 
out in the lung is expected to be decreased compared to the ratio of these populations 
of cells in the corresponding primary tumour (Fig. 4A, right panel and Fig. 4D). In line 
with the migration data, we found similar ratios of eGFP over DsRed in the lungs and 
corresponding primary tumours (i.e. only a small but not significant decrease in metastatic 
potential is observed; Fig. 4D), indicating that the capacity of highly metastatic MDA-
MB-231 cells to metastasize to the lung is not influenced by the uptake of EVs released 
from less metastatic T47D cells.
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Figure 4 | Studying the functions of in vivo EV transfer. 
(A) Cartoon showing the experimental setup to study the functions of in vivo EV transfer. Step 1: a mixture 
of T47D CFP+ Cre+ cells and MDA-MB-231 reporter+ cells was orthotopically injected in the mammary gland. 
Step 2: when tumours were formed, tumours were intravitally imaged to determine the migratory behaviour 
of individual tumour cells. Step 3: the capacity of tumour cells to metastasize to the lungs was determined. 
(B) Left and middle panels show confocal images of tumours containing only reporter+ cells (negative control) 
and of tumours that contain Cre+ cells and reporter+ cells. Scale bars represent 50 µm. Bar graph shows the 
quantification of percentage eGFP+ cells for the indicated conditions (n = 15 frozen tumour sections from 3 
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mice). Data are represented as mean ± SEM. (C) Mammary tumours containing T47D Cre+ cells and MDA-MB-231
reporter+ cells were intravitally imaged for 3 hours. Upper panels: cell migration of eGFP+ cells and an equal 
amount of DsRed+ cells was tracked (cells that were tracked are outlined). The yellow outlines represent cells that 
migrate, and their migration paths are depicted with a yellow dotted line. Cells that do not migrate are outlined 
with white. Scale bars represent 50 µm. Lower left panel: migration paths are shown in the rose plot (green 
lines represent eGFP+ cells, red lines represent DsRed+ cells). Lower middle panel: the in vivo migration speed 
of MDA-MB-231 eGFP+ and DsRed+ reporter+ cells. Shown are the average values per imaging field. Values for 
eGFP+ and DsRed+ cells in the same imaging field are connected with a line (n = 6 imaging fields per mouse for 
3 independent mice). Lower right panel: the average in vivo migration speed of MDA-MB-231 eGFP+ and DsRed+ 
reporter+ cells (n = 18 imaging fields in 3 mice). Data is represented as mean ± SEM. (D) Representative images 
of frozen sections of the primary tumour and lungs of mice injected with a mixture of T47D Cre+ cells and MDA-
MB-231 reporter+ cells. Scale bars represent 50 µm. Right dot plots show the fold change in metastatic potential. 
Red line shows the median, each symbol represents one cryosection, and different symbols represent different 
mice (n = 4 mice). These experiments were carried out in accordance with the guidelines of the Animal Welfare 
Committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, the Netherlands.
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Supplementary methods

Equipment

•	 T175 flask (Greiner bio-one cat. No. 661-160)
•	 Conical 50 mL tubes (Greiner bio-one cat. No. 227-661) 
•	 Ultra-clear tubes (Beckman Coulter cat. No. 344058).
•	 Ultracentrifuge in combination with a rotor with a swinging bucket that can reach 

100,000 x g. E.g. a Beckman Coulter Optima L-90K ultracentrifuge in combination 
with a Beckman Coulter SW32Ti rotor, swinging bucket.

Procedure

1. Plate Cre+ cell line of interest in 6 T175 flasks with 30 mL full culture medium 
supplemented with 10% EV-depleted FBS each. Plate cells at a ratio as 
appropriate for the Cre+ cell line of interest so that the cells reach approximately 
80% confluency in 3 days. 

CRITICAL STEP Use full medium supplemented with EV depleted FBS. EV-
depleted FBS can be prepared by centrifuging FBS at 100,000 x g for 16 h.

2. Harvest EV conditioned medium 72 h after plating the Cre+ cells. Cells have a 
confluency of ~80%.

3. Centrifuge EV conditioned medium twice at 500 x g for 10 minutes in conical 50 
mL tubes. Transfer EV-containing supernatant after the first centrifugation to a 
new tube and centrifuge once more at 500 x g, use supernatant for step 4.

4. Centrifuge supernatant from step 3 twice at 2,000 x g for 15 minutes in conical 
50 mL tubes. Transfer EV containing-supernatant after the first centrifugation to 
a new tube and centrifuge once more at 2,000 x g, use supernatant for step 5.

5. Transfer supernatant from step 4 to ultra-clear tubes and centrifuge at 16,500 x 
g for 20 minutes. Save supernatant (containing smaller EVs) for step 6 and pool 
pellets (containing larger EVs) in one tube and centrifuge once more at 16,500 x 
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g for 20 minutes to obtain one 16,500 x g pellet. Resuspend pellet in 200 µL PBS, 
which can be used for e.g. a functional uptake assay.

CRITICAL STEP EV pellets can be stored in PBS at -80°C but this may induce 
clustering of EVs and affect EV RNA content, leading to variation in functional EV 
functional uptake assays.

6. Transfer supernatant from step 5 to ultra-clear tubes and centrifuge supernatant 
once more at 16,500 x g for 20 minutes. Discard pellet.

7. Transfer supernatant from step 6 to ultra-clear tubes and centrifuge at 100,000 x 
g for 60 min. Discard supernatant and pool pellets (containing smaller EVs) in one 
tube and centrifuge once more at 100,000 x g for 60 min to obtain one 100,000 x 
g pellet. Resuspend pellet in 200 µL PBS, which can be used for e.g. a functional 
uptake assay.

CRITICAL STEP EV pellets can be stored in PBS at -80°C but this may induce 
clustering of EVs and affect EV RNA content, leading to variation in functional EV 
functional uptake assays.
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Supplementary Figure 1 | Visualizing uptake of in vitro-purified Cre+ EVs.
EVs isolated from Cre+ C26 colorectal carcinoma cells were isolated using differential centrifugation as described 
in the Supplementary Methods. Different amounts of these EVs were added to C26 reporter+ cells and after 72 h 
incubation, eGFP+ cells were scored by fluorescence microscopy ( n = 1).  
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Abstract

Most cancer cells release heterogeneous populations of extracellular vesicles (EVs) 
containing proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids. In vitro experiments showed that 
EV uptake can lead to transfer of functional mRNA and altered cellular behavior. 
However, similar in vivo experiments remain challenging because cells that take 
up EVs cannot be discriminated from non-EV-receiving cells. Here, we used the Cre-
LoxP system to directly identify tumor cells that take up EVs in vivo. We show that 
EVs released by malignant tumor cells are taken up by less malignant tumor cells 
located within the same and within distant tumors and that these EVs carry mRNAs 
involved in migration and metastasis. By intravital imaging, we show that the less 
malignant tumor cells that take up EVs display enhanced migratory behavior and 
metastatic capacity. We postulate that tumor cells locally and systemically share 
molecules carried by EVs in vivo and that this affects cellular behavior.

Introduction

The heterogeneous nature of tumors dramatically complicates the successful 
treatment of cancer (Meacham and Morrison, 2013). Tumors display intratumoral 
heterogeneity as a consequence of genetic differences between individual cells. Together 
with the diverging microenvironment surrounding tumor cells, this leads to intercellular 
differences in epigenetic profiles and, subsequently, to differential cellular behavior 
(Bissell and Hines, 2011; Postovit et al., 2006). The tumor microenvironment consists 
of cells, soluble factors such as growth factors, and nonsoluble factors, including the 
extracellular matrix (Joyce and Pollard, 2009). A growing number of studies suggest that 
extracellular vesicles (EVs) may also be an important microenvironmental factor (Raposo 
and Stoorvogel, 2013) that could potentially affect tumor heterogeneity. Many different 
cell types have been shown to transfer biomolecules, including proteins, lipids, and 
nucleic acids, through the release and uptake of EVs (Raposo and Stoorvogel, 2013). In 
vitro assays showed that EV cargo, such as mRNA, is functional in cells that take up EVs 
(Valadi et al., 2007), leading to behavioral changes of recipient cells (Ratajczak et al., 2006; 
Salomon et al., 2013). Tumor cells also release a wide variety of EVs (Bobrie and Théry, 
2013; Théry et al., 2009), the cargo of which can potentially be used as biomarkers (Balaj 
et al., 2011; D’Souza-Schorey and Clancy, 2012; Skog et al., 2008). The cargo of EVs isolated 
from tumor cell culture media can be bioactive because injection of concentrated tumor-
cell-line-derived EVs educates tumor-supporting cells, such as bone-marrow-derived 
cells, that subsequently prepare sentinel lymph nodes and lungs for metastasis (Hood et 
al., 2011; Peinado et al., 2012). Vice versa, EVs from stromal cells - for example, fibroblasts 
and activated T cells - have been shown to alter the protrusive and migratory behavior of 
tumor cells (Cai et al., 2012; Luga et al., 2012).

EV exchange between tumor cells in heterogeneous tumors could potentially 
dramatically accelerate tumor progression if highly metastatic cells spread their 
malignant behavior to less malignant cells. However, acquiring direct evidence for the 
exchange of active biomolecules between tumor cells in vivo so far remained challenging 
due to many technical limitations (Raposo and Stoorvogel, 2013; Théry, 2011). First, in 
vivo tumor cells are exposed to EVs released by various cell types, making it impossible to 
specifically measure the effect of tumor-derived EVs on other tumor cells. To address this, 
concentrated EV preparations isolated from cancer cell culture supernatants have been 
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injected into animal models. However, this does not reflect the location, concentration, and 
continuous nature of EV release by tumor cells in their in vivo setting. Second, techniques 
have been lacking to directly track and study cells that take up in vivo-released tumor EVs 
and to compare their behavior to counterparts that did not take up tumor-released EVs. 
Therefore, it is unknown whether, in heterogeneous tumors in living mice, cells with high 
metastatic potential can transfer biomaterial to less metastatic cells, thereby influencing 
tumor progression.

Here, we combine high-resolution intravital imaging with a Cre recombinase-
based method to study EV exchange between tumor cells. To show the spread of 
metastatic behavior through EVs in living mice, we directly visualized the release of EVs by 
highly metastatic human MDA-MB-231 mammary tumor cells. Moreover, in living mice, 
we identified and studied the behavior of less malignant human T47D mammary tumor 
cells that take up these in vivo-released EVs by more malignant MDA-MB-231 cells. Our 
study illustrates that tumor heterogeneity contains an additional layer of complexity 
with tumor cells sharing biomolecules through local and systemic transfer of EVs, which 
profoundly affects cell behavior.

Results and discussion

Tumor cells release a heterogeneous population of EVs in vivo

To examine the in vivo release of EVs by highly metastatic tumor cells, we 
orthotopically transplanted MDA-MB-231 cells in the mammary glands of mice, leading 
to the formation of highly metastatic mammary tumors. Next, we examined sections of 
these tumors using confocal microscopy. As expected, we observed EVs with a wide variety 
of sizes (Fig. 1A). Next, to further analyze the in vivo release of these EVs, we intravitally 
imaged similar mammary tumors consisting of differently labeled MDA-MB-231 cells (Fig. 
1B). We observed the release of EVs with a diameter of 2.5 mm and smaller (Fig. 1B and 
Movie S1, S2, and S3). Because the resolution of a multiphoton microscope is one order of 
magnitude smaller than the size of EVs such as exosomes (500 versus 50 nm, respectively), 
the signal of small EVs will be blurred to an area according to the microscope’s point 
spread function (>1 mm diameter). To characterize the heterogeneous mixture of EVs, 
including plasma membrane-shed vesicles and exosomes, we isolated EVs from MDA-
MB-231 tumors as confirmed by electron microscopy (Fig. 1C) and determined the size 
distribution by nanoparticle tracking analysis (NanoSight) (Fig. 1D). Next, to identify 
potentially functional EV cargo, we took the cells and EVs from tumors and isolated their 
mRNA. We identified the differential mRNA profile using gene expression arrays (Fig. 1E) 
and found a significant enrichment of mRNA molecules from >200 genes in EVs compared 
to the cells (red dots Fig. 1E and Table S1). Gene ontology analysis showed that many of 
these enriched mRNA molecules are involved in migration and metastasis (indicated in 
red in Fig. 1F and Table S2), both of which promote tumor progression. Which mRNAs 
carried by EVs are critical for induction of behavioral changes of recipient cells depends on 
the expression profile of the recipient cell. The mRNAs enriched in EVs released by MDA-
MB-231 cells may change the behavior of MDA-MB-231 cells that take up these EVs due 
to the abundance of mRNAs involved in metastasis. However, mRNAs from MDA-MB-231 
cells that are not vesicular enriched but abundantly present may induce behavioral 
changes when the mRNA level of those particular genes is low in other recipient cell types. 
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Figure 1 | In vivo visualization of EV release and characterization of the mRNA EV cargo.
(A) Images of MDA-MB-231 tumor sections. Boxed areas are shown on the right. Arrows point to different EVs. 
Images were gamma adjusted to also show dim and small EVs. Scale bars represent 10 μm (left image) and 1 
μm (middle and right image). (B) Stills from intravital imaging movies (Movies S1, S2, and S3) of MDA-MB-231 
tumors where CFP-marked MDA-MB-231 cells surrounded by DsRed-marked cells release EVs (marked by 
circles). Images are maximum projections of 5 z planes with a total z volume of 25 μm. Scale bars represent 10 
μm. (C) Electron microscopy image of EVs isolated from MDA-MB-231 tumors. Scale bar represents 500 nm. (D) 
NanoSight particle analysis displaying the size distribution of EVs isolated from MDA-MB-231 tumors. Black line 
represents mean of five experiments, SD in gray. (E) mRNA profile of EVs and cells isolated from MDA-MB-231 
tumors. Smoothed color density representation shows RNA levels of whole cells versus RNA derived from EVs. 
Red dots represent genes that are significantly and more than 2-fold enriched in EVs; significance is based 
on replicate experiments (n = 6). (F) These genes in (D) were used as input for WebGestalt analysis (Wang et 
al., 2013). Bar plot representation of p values from a gene ontology enrichment analysis. Biological processes 
involved in cell movement are shown in red. See also Movies S1, S2, and S3 and Tables S1 and S2.

This also holds true for other potentially functional biomolecules loaded in EVs such 
as DNA, (signaling) proteins, lipids, and microRNAs (Raposo and Stoorvogel, 2013). 
Therefore, it is important to realize that our data do not point to individual biomolecules 
that induce phenotypic changes in recipient cells but illustrate that, within the tumor 
microenvironment, a heterogeneous population of EVs is present containing biomolecules, 
among which there are mRNAs that are involved in migration and metastasis.

The Cre-LoxP system can be used to study EV uptake

To study EV exchange in vivo, we utilized the Cre-LoxP system to induce a color 
switch specifically in reporter-expressing cells (reporter+) that take up EVs released from 
cells expressing the Cre recombinase (Cre) (Cre+ cells) (Fig. 2A). This Cre-LoxP system uses 
the reverse approach of rendering donor cells vesiculation-deficient; recipient cells that 
do not take up EVs are marked with DsRed (i.e., unrecombined reporter) and serve as an 
internal control for eGFP-expressing recipient cells that have taken up EVs. Importantly, 
the detection is restricted to uptake of EVs released by Cre+ cells. This enables the analysis 
of biological effects induced by EVs released from an a priori defined tumor cell population 
in vivo.

To study EV exchange using the Cre-LoxP system, we generated a MDA-MB-231 
cell line expressing CFP and Cre. We isolated EVs released from this Cre+ cell line, as 
confirmed by electron microscopy (Fig. 2B), and determined their size distribution (Fig. 
2C). Importantly, tumor cells were able to take up purified and fluorescently labeled EVs 
(Fig. 2D and Movie S4). Next, by western blot analysis, we confirmed that the EVs contained 
the typical EV markers CD63 and Hsp70. Although Cre protein was undetectable (Fig. 2E) 
in EVs, Cre mRNA was readily detected by RT-PCR (Fig. 2F). Thus, Cre mRNA molecules are 
incorporated into EVs that can be taken up by tumor cells.

In order to determine whether Cre from CFP+ Cre+ cells can be functionally 
transferred to reporter+ cells, we co-cultured MDA-MB-231 Cre+ and reporter+ cells for 
1 week. In co-cultures of Cre+ cells and reporter+ cells, converted eGFP+ reporter+ cells 
appeared (Fig. 3A), and the percentage of cells that switched color increased with the ratio 
of Cre+ cells over reporter+ cells (Fig. 3B). Importantly, nearly all eGFP+ cells were negative 
for CFP, excluding the possibility that cell fusion between Cre+ and reporter+ cells, rather 
than EV transfer, causes the appearance of eGFP+ cells (Fig. 3C). To further investigate cell-
cell contact-independent biomolecule transfer as a mechanism of functional Cre transfer, 
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Figure 2 | The Cre-LoxP system to measure EV uptake.
(A) Cartoon showing the Cre-LoxP system used to report the transfer of Cre recombinase (Cre) activity. A red-
to-green color switch is induced in reporter+ cells (right) upon the transfer of Cre activity derived from CFP+ Cre+ 
cells (left). (B) Electron microscopy analysis of EVs isolated from MDA-MB-231 cell cultures. Scale bar represents 
150 nm. (C) NanoSight particle analysis displaying the size distribution of EVs isolated from MDA-MB-231 cell 
cultures. Black line represents mean of five experiments, SD in gray. (D) Confocal images of reporter+ cells that 
have taken up green-labeled MDA-MB-231-isolated EVs 3 hr after addition of these EVs to the culture. The boxed 
area is shown below the image. Arrow points to EVs that are taken up. Scale bars represent 50 μm. (E and F) 
Characterization of EVs isolated from MDA-MB-231 conditioned media (CM) using high-speed centrifugation. 
The supernatant (sup) obtained during this centrifugation procedure was used as negative control in (E) western 
blot analysis of CD63, Hsp70, and Cre protein levels and (F) RT-PCR for Cre mRNA of samples as indicated. See 
also Movie S4.
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Figure 3 | In vitro visualization of transfer of Cre activity.
(A) Images of MDA-MB-231 cultures consisting of reporter+ cells (red) only or a mixture of Cre+ (cyan) and 
reporter+ cells. Note the appearance of eGFP+ reporter+ cells in the presence of Cre+ cells, indicated by asterisks. 
Scale bars represent 50 μm. (B) Quantification of the percentage of eGFP+ MDA-MB-231 cells in several conditions 
with varying ratios of Cre+ and reporter+ cells (n = 5 independent experiments). Data are represented as mean 
± SEM. (C) For 50 cells, the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of eGFP (reporting Cre activity) is plotted against 
the MFI of CFP (Cre+ cells). Intensities of non-fluorescent cells are zero (red dot). In the left plot, cell fusion was 
experimentally simulated by transfecting eGFP+ cells with CFP DNA. In the middle plot, communication was 
experimentally simulated by transfecting reporter+ cells with Cre DNA. The right plot shows the results of the 
experimental co-culture. The blue dotted line outlines cells that show cell fusion, and the green dotted line shows 
eGFP expression derived from cell-cell communication other than fusion. (D) Images of MDA-MB-231 reporter+ 
cells (left), T47D reporter+ cells (middle), or MCF-7 reporter+ cells (right) at the bottom well of a transwell system 
in the absence (upper images) or presence (lower images) of MDA-MB-231 Cre+ cells in the upper well (n = 3 
independent experiments). Bar graphs below show quantifications. Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Scale 
bars represent 50 μm. (E) Quantification of T47D cells (upper graph) and MCF-7 cells (lower graph) that express 
eGFP in several conditions with varying ratios of Cre+ and reporter+ cells (n = 5 independent experiments). Data 
are represented as mean ± SEM.
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we used transwell co-cultures that preclude passage of Cre+ cells but allow passage of 
Cre+ EVs. Indeed, seeding of Cre+ cells in the top well led to the appearance of eGFP+ 
reporter+ cells in the lower well (Fig. 3D, bottom). To study whether malignant MDA-
MB-231 cells can also transfer Cre to other, less malignant, tumor cells, we generated T47D 
and MCF-7 reporter+ cells. Interestingly, Cre was also transferred from malignant to these 
less malignant cells in a cell-cell contact-independent manner (Fig. 3D, middle and right) 
and concentration-dependent manner (Fig. 3E). These data suggest that, in vitro, tumor 
cells with a high metastatic potential can functionally transfer biomolecules (e.g., Cre) to 
less malignant cells that could potentially affect their physiology.

Tumor cells take up tumor-cell-derived Cre+ EVs in vivo

Next, we used the Cre-LoxP system to investigate the in vivo existence of cell-to-
cell transfer of mRNA and other biomolecules in different mammary and melanoma tumor 
models (Fig. 4 and S1). We confirmed that EVs isolated from Cre+ tumors contained Cre 
mRNA (Fig. 4A). Next, we pretreated these EVs with RNase and proteinase K (to degrade 
free-floating Cre RNA and Cre protein) and showed that, upon intratumoral injection, 
reporter+ cells take up these EVs and report Cre activity (Fig. 4B). Thus, cells only report 
vesicular Cre, which is further supported by our observation that cells do not report the 
uptake of free-floating Cre upon injection of recombinant Cre protein (Fig. 4C) or whole-
cell lysate of a Cre+ tumor (Fig. 4D). Interestingly, similar to our in vitro observations, in all 
mammary and melanoma tumor models that we studied, eGFP+ reporter+ cells (negative 
for CFP [Fig. S2]) appeared in tumors consisting of Cre+ cells and reporter+ cells (Fig. 4E 
and see Movie S5 for a 3D reconstruction of a z stack of intravital images). Combined, 
these data suggest that in vivo tumor cells can release and take up EVs and that the 
functional mRNA transfer via EVs can be reported by the Cre-LoxP system.

EV exchange between tumor cells and non-tumor cell types

Our Cre-Lox reporter enables us to study the uptake of EVs released by defined 
populations of cells. Therefore, in our in vivo syngeneic melanoma tumor model, we 
tested whether different types of non-tumor cells take up tumor-released EVs and 
whether tumor cells can take up EVs released from non-tumor cells. We generated Cre-
expressing B16 melanoma cells and injected these cells into mice ubiquitously expressing 
the Cre-LoxP reporter tdTomato (tdTomato B6 mice) (Fig. 5A). Within 2 weeks, these 
mice developed palpable tumors, and we examined various tissues for the presence of 
different types of non-tumor cells that report the uptake of Cre (i.e., tdTomato expression). 
Interestingly, we observed non-tumor cells expressing tdTomato in all examined tissues 
(tumors, lymph nodes, lungs, and spleens) (Fig. 5B). To investigate the nature of these 
cells, we analyzed the expression of different markers, including CD45, which is a general 
immune cell marker. Interestingly, we observed CD45- and CD45+ cells, suggesting that 
both non-immune cells and immune cells have taken up tumor-released EVs (Fig. 5C). By 
immunohistochemistry, we identified various cell types, including Gr1+ cells and F4/80+ 
cells, suggesting the transfer of tumor-released EVs to neutrophils and macrophages (Fig. 
5D). From this, we conclude that not only tumor cells but also multiple non-tumor cell 
types are able to take up tumor cell-released EVs.

To test whether tumor cells can take up EVs released from non-tumor cells, we 
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Figure 4 | The transfer of EVs between tumor cells in living mice.
(A) Cells and EVs were isolated from Cre+ tumors and Cre- tumors. Shown is the RT-PCR of indicated samples. (B) 
EVs isolated from Cre+ MDA-MB-231 cells and pretreated with RNase and proteinase K (protK) were intratumorally 
injected in T47D reporter+ tumors. Shown are representative images of these tumors and quantification of eGFP+ 
cells (n = 3 mice). Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Scale bars represent 50 μm. (C) Recombinant Cre protein 
(110 ng) was intratumorally injected in T47D reporter+ tumors. Shown are representative images of these tumors 
and quantification of eGFP+ cells (n = 4 mice). Data are represented as mean ± SEM. Scale bars represent 50 
μm. (D) Whole-cell lysate of 10% of a Cre+ MDA-MB-231 tumor was intratumorally injected in T47D reporter+ 
tumors. Shown are representative images of these tumors and quantification of eGFP+ cells (n = 4 mice). Data 
are represented as mean ± SEM. Scale bars represent 50 μm. (E) Confocal images of tumors containing only 
reporter+ cells in control animals (negative control) and in tumors that contain Cre+ cells and reporter+ cells. 
MDA-MB-231 mammary tumor (260 ± 67 eGFP+ tumor cells per intravital 620 x 620 x 100 μm z stack, n = 3 mice 
[for 3D reconstruction see Movie S5]), T47D mammary tumor (513 ± 66 eGFP+ tumor cells per 16 μm-thick tumor 
section, n = 3 mice), PyMT mammary tumor (30 ± 13 confetti+ tumor cells per 20 μm-thick tumor section, n = 3 
mice), and B16 melanoma (43 ± 10 eGFP+ tumor cells per 100 μm-thick tumor section, n = 3 mice). For the PyMT 
model, the Cre-confetti-reporter system was used (see Fig. S1B and S1C; all colors are shown in green). Scale 
bars represent 50 μm. See also Movie S5 and Fig. S1 and S2.

generated B16 melanoma cells that express the Cre-LoxP reporter as shown in Figure 2A. 
Next, we injected these reporter cells into B6 mice in which Cre is ubiquitously expressed 
by the ACTB promoter (Fig. 5E). Within 2 weeks, these mice developed palpable tumors 
that we examined for the presence of tumor cells reporting the uptake of EVs released by 
Cre-expressing non-tumor cells. Only occasionally (2 ± 0.7 cells per mm3; n = 3 mice), we 
observed tumor cells that report the uptake of EVs released from non-tumor cells (Fig. 
5F). This observation is in line with the general assumption that non-tumor cells release 
relatively less EVs compared to tumor cells (Balaj et al., 2011; Raposo and Stoorvogel, 
2013). From this, we conclude that, although B16 melanoma cells have the ability to take 
up EVs from healthy cells, this transfer does not seem to happen frequently.

The local and systemic transfer of MDA-MB-231-derived EVs to less malignant T47D cells

Because tumor cells can take up EVs released by other tumor cells, we questioned 
whether less malignant tumor cells can take up EVs derived from malignant tumor cells 
by analyzing tumors of mice injected with a mixture of malignant MDA-MB-231 Cre+ cells 
and less malignant T47D reporter+ cells (Fig. 6A, left). While the T47D cells outcompeted 
the MDA-MB-231 cells to some extent, the percentage of MDA-MB-231 cells in MDA-
MB-231/T47D tumors was sufficient to observe local transfer of Cre activity between 
these cell types (Fig. 6B, left). Next, we tested the possibility of systemic transfer of Cre 
activity by injecting MDA-MB-231 Cre+ cells and T47D reporter+ cells in contralateral 
mammary glands (Fig. 6A, right). We observed that T47D cells reported Cre activity 
derived from MDA-MB-231 Cre+ cells even when injected in contralateral tumors (Fig. 6B, 
right). As expected, systemic transfer of Cre activity was less efficient than local transfer 
(Fig. 6C). However, the observed efficiency in local transfer presumably represents an 
underestimation of the actual transfer because Cre-reporting efficiency depends on the 
ratio of Cre+ over reporter+ cells (Fig. 3B and 3E), which was 20 to 100 times smaller in the 
local communication experiment compared to the distant communication experiment. 
In addition, the observed efficiency in systemic transfer may be slightly over-represented 
by a few Cre cells that have migrated toward this distant area (reseeding) and thereby 
potentially transfer EVs locally (23 ± 10 cells per mm3, n = 3 mice). However, the number 
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are shown on the right. CD45 staining is indicated in yellow, tdTomato is indicated in red, CFP is indicated in cyan, 
and DAPI is indicated in blue. Scale bars represent 25 μm. (D) Confocal images show Gr1+ cells (top images) and 
F4/80+ tdTomato+ (bottom images) cells found in the mice described in (A). Boxed areas are shown on the right. 
Gr1 (top) and F4/80 (bottom) stainings are indicated in yellow, tdTomato is indicated in red, CFP is indicated in 
cyan, and DAPI is indicated in blue. Scale bars represent 25 μm. (E) B16 melanoma reporter+ cells were injected 
subcutaneously in B6 ACTB-Cre mice that express Cre ubiquitously. (F) Tumors were isolated from ACTB-Cre mice 
bearing B16 melanoma reporter+ tumors (n = 3 mice). Representative confocal images show eGFP+ melanoma 
cells (2.5 ± 0.6 cells/mm3). Scale bars represent 50 μm. All numbers represent mean ± SEM.
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Figure 6 | Less malignant T47D cells that take up MDA-MB-231 EVs display enhanced migration.
(A) MDA-MB-231 CFP+ Cre+ cells and T47D reporter+ cells were injected as a mixture in one mammary gland (local 
communication) or separately in contralateral mammary glands (distant communication). (B) Representative 
intravital images of the tumors in mice as indicated. Scale bars represent 50 μm. (C) Quantification of eGFP+ 
cells in the local and distant communication experiments (n=26 frozen tumor sections from 3 mice). Data are 
represented as mean± SEM. (D) Mammary tumors containing MDA-MB-231 Cre+ cells and T47D reporter+ cells 
were intravitally imaged for 3 hr. Shown are migration paths of MDA-MB-231 cells and T47D DsRed+ (left) and 
eGFP+ reporter cells (right) within the same imaging field. In the far right, the migration speed of the same 
cells is plotted. Red lines indicate means (n > 25 cells). (E and F) The in vivo migration speed of T47D eGFP+ and 
DsRed+ reporter+ cells in tumors that report local (E) or distant (F) transfer of Cre from MDA-MB-231 Cre+ cells. 
Shown are the average values per imaging field. Values for eGFP+ and DsRed+ cells in the same imaging field are 
connected with a line (n = 5–6 imaging fields per mouse for 3 independent mice). (G and H) The normalized in 
vivo migration speed of T47D eGFP+ and DsRed+ reporter+ cells in tumors reporting the local (G) or distant (H) 
transfer of Cre from MDA-MB-231 Cre+ cells. Per imaging field, the values are normalized to the migration speed 
of neighboring DsRed+ cells (n = 17–18 imaging fields in 3 mice). Data are represented as mean ± SEM. See also 
Fig. S3, S4, and S5.

of reseeded Cre+ cells is negligible compared to the total number of EV-producing Cre+ 
cells present at the contralateral side. To confirm the distant EV transfer in a less aggressive 
tumor model in which reseeding events are less likely, we analyzed contralateral MCF-7 
Cre+ and T47D reporter+ tumors (Fig. S3). In this model, we did not observe any Cre+ MCF-
7 cells in the contralateral T47D reporter+ tumors (n = 4 mice), whereas T47D reporter+ 
cells report the uptake of EVs released by the MCF-7 cells located at the contralateral side
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(Fig. S3A). Thus, both in in vitro culture models and in living mice, tumor cells release and 
exchange functional biomolecules (e.g., Cre) locally and systemically through EVs.

Migration of T47D cells is enhanced upon uptake of MDA-MB-231-derived EVs

Because we found mRNAs from many genes involved in migration and metastasis 
in MDA-MB-231-isolated EVs (Fig. 1F) and in vitro data have shown that mRNA can be 
functionally transferred to other cells (Valadi et al., 2007) (as we confirmed in vivo for Cre), 
we investigated whether these EVs can affect the migratory behavior of T47D recipient 
cells in vivo. We intravitally imaged T47D cells that reported (eGFP+) or did not report 
(DsRed+) the local or distant transfer of Cre activity (Fig. 6A). We tracked the migration 
of all individual eGFP+ cells and randomly picked proximate DsRed+ cells within the same 
imaging field (Fig. 6D) and measured the average migration speed of these cells per 
imaging field (Fig. 6E, the values of measurements of eGFP+ and DsRed+ cells within the 
same imaging field are connected with a line). In agreement with intravital observations by 
others (Condeelis and Segall, 2003; Joyce and Pollard, 2009; Ellenbroek and van Rheenen, 
2014), migration varied among the different imaging fields and mice, presumably caused 
by diverse microenvironments (Fig. 6E and 6F). The proximate presence of MDA-MB-231 
cells favored a migration-inducing microenvironment for T47D cells because both 
eGFP+ and DsRed+ T47D reporter+ cells migrated faster when MDA-MB-231 were in close 
proximity (local communication; Fig. 6E) than when MDA-MB-231 cells were located in a 
distant tumor (distant communication; Fig. 6F). 

In order to test how the transfer of biomolecules, as reported by our Cre 
reporter, affects migration within one space-confined microenvironment, we compared 
the migration of eGFP+ and DsRed+ cells within one imaging field. Because the eGFP+ 
and DsRed+ cells experience the same microenvironment such as cytokines within one 
imaging field, differential behavior between eGFP+ and DsRed+ cells illustrates the effect 
of EV uptake. In all 18 distinct positions reporting local transfer (n = 3 mice) (Fig. 6E) and 
in 15 of the 17 distinct positions reporting systemic transfer (n = 3 mice) (Fig. 6F), we 
observed that eGFP+ cells are more migratory than neighboring DsRed+ cells. To quantify 
this effect within the various microenvironments, we normalized the migration distance 
of tumor cells to the average migration path of DsRed+ cells that did not report Cre activity 
in each imaging field independently (Fig. 6G and 6H). Over time, we tracked the position 
of more than 360 cells per condition (n = 3 mice) and found that eGFP+ cells migrate 1.57 
± 0.084 (Fig. 6G) and 2.37 ± 0.431 (Fig. 6H) times faster than the DsRed+ cells after local 
and distant communication, respectively. Similar results were found in in vitro studies in 
which we imaged local (co-culture) and distant (transwell) communication (Fig. S4A and 
S4B). The observed effects on migration were not due to the expression of the different 
fluorophores because cells that became eGFP+ upon transfection with a Cre-encoding 
DNA plasmid did not migrate faster than DsRed+ cells (Fig. S4C). Our data suggest that 
tumor cell migration is dependent on non-systemic cues in the local microenvironment 
and that this migration can be significantly enhanced by the uptake of migration-
associated mRNAs through EV transmission.

The correlation between Cre uptake and increased motility is fully consistent 
with the migratory-inducing mRNA cargo that we identified in MDA-MB-231-released EVs, 
unless motile cells are somehow more prone to take up biomolecules than less motile cells. 
Several lines of evidence exclude the latter hypothesis. First, within one cell line (MDA-
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Figure 7 | Uptake of MDA-MB-231-released EVs by T47D cells leads to increased metastatic potential.
(A) MDA-MB-231 CFP+ Cre+ cells and T47D reporter+ cells were injected as a mixture in one mammary gland 
(local communication) or separately in contralateral mammary glands (distant communication). The lungs and 
corresponding primary reporter tumors were analyzed, and the ratio of GFP+/DsRed+ metastases and cells was 
determined. If EV uptake results in an enhanced metastatic potential, the ratio of eGFP+ over DsRed+ cells that 
arrive and grow out in the lung is expected to be higher than the ratio of these populations of cells in the primary 
tumor. (B and C) Representative images of frozen sections of the primary tumor and lungs of mice of local (B) and 
distant communication experiments (C). Right dot plots show the fold increase of metastatic potential (increase 
in eGFP+ over DsRed+ ratio in lungs compared to the ratio in corresponding primary tumors). Red lines show the 
median, each symbol represents one cryosection, and different symbols represent different mice (n = 4 mice per 
condition). Scale bars represent 50 μm. See also Fig. S3 and S6.

MB-231), the fast-migratory cells did not take up more fluorescently labeled EVs than slow-
migratory cells (Fig. S5A). Second, if motile cells would have a higher a priori propensity to 
report Cre activity, then eGFP+ cells would always migrate faster than DsRed+ cells, which 
was not observed when comparing the migration speed of eGFP+ and DsRed+ cells across 
different imaging fields (Fig. 6E and 6F). Third, the percentage of cells that report Cre
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was not increased in imaging fields with migratory-supporting microenvironments where 
faster average migration was observed (Fig. S5B). Fourth, the uptake of EVs produced by 
a less migratory cell line (MCF-7) (Fig. S3B) did not lead to enhanced migration of eGFP+ 
cells; instead, we observed a significant decrease in migration (Fig. S3C). Therefore, our 
data collectively show that migration of T47D cells is enhanced upon the uptake of EVs 
released by MDA-MB-231 cells.

T47D cells that take up MDA-MB-231 EVs become more metastatic

Because activating migration and invasion is one of the hallmarks of cancer 
(Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000, 2011) and key to metastasis (Nguyen et al., 2009), the 
transfer of biomolecules, including mRNAs involved in migration, may affect not only the 
migratory behavior but also the metastatic potential of tumor cells. To investigate this, we 
isolated the lungs of four mice and analyzed in total >1,000 metastases (Fig. 7A). When the 
potential to metastasize to the lungs is enhanced by EV uptake in the population of cells 
that report Cre activity (eGFP+), the ratio of eGFP+ over DsRed+ cells that arrive and grow 
out in the lung is expected to be increased compared to the ratio of these populations of 
cells in the corresponding primary tumor (Fig. 7A). As expected, T47D cells that take up 
EVs released by less migratory MCF-7 cells (Fig. S3B) did not show an increase in metastatic 
potential (Fig. S3D). Strikingly, when we analyzed the lungs and corresponding primary 
tumors of malignant MDA-MB-231 and less malignant T47D cells (Fig. 7B and 7C), we 
observed that T47D cells that take up EVs released by the more malignant MDA-MB-231 
cells showed a 52-fold increase in metastatic potential (i.e., 52-fold increase in the eGFP+ 
over DsRed+ ratio in lungs compared to the ratio in corresponding primary tumors) upon 
local communication (Fig. 7B) and a 7.9-fold increase upon distant communication (Fig. 
7C). In addition to the less malignant T47D cells, MDA-MB-231 themselves also showed 
enhanced migration and metastasis upon uptake of EVs released by MDA-MB-231 cells 
(Fig. S6), which is not surprising because mRNAs involved in metastasis were specifically 
loaded and enriched in EVs, and therefore, cells that take up these EVs are exposed to 
higher levels of mRNAs involved in metastasis. These data combined suggest that the 
uptake of these vesicular mRNA molecules boosts both migration and metastatic potential 
of tumor cells.

Concluding remarks

In this manuscript, we presented a technique to visualize EV transfer between 
tumor cells both in vitro and in living mice based on the Cre-LoxP system and study the 
physiological effects of this transfer. Others have tried to study the functional role of 
EV-mediated cell-cell communication in vivo by inhibiting multivesicular body-related 
EV pathways in order to render cells vesiculation deficient. However, this only led to a 
partial reduction in EV production (Bobrie et al., 2012; Peinado et al., 2012), probably 
because EV shedding from the plasma membrane was unaffected. More importantly, 
manipulating the EV-producing cells, by any means, may not only affect EV production, 
but also EV-independent factors (e.g., the cytokine profile of donor cells as observed for 
osteopontin, PIGF-2, PDGF-AA [Peinado et al., 2012]) with EV-independent effects on 
migration and metastasis of recipients cells. We took an alternative and reverse approach 
by using the Cre-LoxP system where the behavior of eGFP+ tumor cells (i.e., that have 
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taken up tumor-EVs) is compared to the behavior of DsRed+ tumor cells. The observed 
differential behavior illustrates how uptake of EVs released from Cre+ cells affects recipient 
cells without the requirement to manipulate EV-releasing cells. An additional advantage 
of the Cre-LoxP system is that it allows detection of uptake of only the EVs released from 
an a priori defined cell population. Using this method, we showed directional transfer of 
biomolecules between tumor cells and also between tumor and non-tumor cells (Fig. 5). 
The latter observation is in line with previous findings that bone-marrow-derived cells 
that take up EVs can promote metastatic niche formation (Peinado et al., 2012).

As with any technique, the Cre-LoxP system also has downsides. First, a small 
fraction of the Cre exchange that we detected may have occurred via EV-independent 
mechanisms, despite that we excluded cell-cell fusion and Cre transfer through direct 
cell-cell contact and despite that we observed only color switching upon intratumoral 
injection of purified Cre+ EVs and not upon injection of non-vesicular free Cre. Second, 
the functional transfer of Cre does not identify the exact functional biomolecules that are 
transferred. Although we found a set of enriched mRNAs of genes involved in migration 
and metastasis, our Cre-LoxP system only reports EV uptake and does not specify transfer 
of any type of functional biomolecules such as DNA, (signaling) proteins, lipids, and 
microRNAs.

We found the mRNA of >200 genes to be vesicular enriched compared to the 
MDA-MB-231 cells that release these EVs. The enrichment of these biomolecules can be 
explained by specific loading (e.g., Villarroya-Beltri et al., 2013) or by non-specific loading 
of biomolecules located at peripheral cell region in EVs that are released at the edge of 
cells. The transfer of metastatic capacity as reported by our Cre-LoxP system is therefore 
likely to be caused by the transfer of multiple specifically and non-specifically loaded 
functional biomolecules, such as DNA, (signaling) proteins, lipids, microRNAs, and mRNAs 
that concertedly affect the multiple parallel migration and metastasis pathways. The 
molecules responsible for phenotypic switches in recipient cells cannot be generalized; 
different recipient cell types with expression profiles that differ from the EV-producing cells 
may also get affected by biomolecules that are abundantly present but not necessarily 
enriched in EVs. Therefore, the vesicular mRNA from the genes listed in Figure 1F affect 
MDA-MB-231 cells, whereas mRNA from yet another set of genes loaded in the same EVs 
may alter the behavior of other cell types.

Our study provides evidence in the physiological context of heterogeneous 
tumors inside whole organisms that tumor cells take up in-vivo-released tumor EVs. The 
provided proof here for the existence of EV transfer between tumor cells with a role in tumor 
progression is supported by in vitro studies (Al-Nedawi et al., 2008; Demory Beckler et al., 
2013; Higginbotham et al., 2011; O’Brien et al., 2013; Skog et al., 2008). We demonstrate, 
in living mice, that malignant tumor cells, through transfer of EVs, enhance the migratory 
behavior and metastatic capacity of less malignant cells. These data exemplify that tumor 
heterogeneity is much more complex than currently anticipated, which has profound 
consequences for our ideas on the mechanisms of tumor progression and for designing 
optimal treatment strategies. EV-mediated long-range cell-cell communication could 
indicate that metastasized cells may influence the metastatic capacity of less malignant 
tumor cells in the primary tumor and that tumor cells that have acquired resistance to 
chemotherapy may influence the therapy resistance of other tumor cells. However, 
more detailed future studies are required, especially in a clinical setting, before the full 
magnitude and clinical implications of our observations can be revealed.
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Experimental procedures

Intravital imaging

Mice were sedated using isoflurane inhalation anesthesia (1.5% to 2% isoflurane/
O2 mixture). The imaging site was surgically exposed, and the mouse was placed with its 
head in a facemask within a custom-designed imaging box. The isoflurane was introduced 
through the facemask and ventilated by an outlet on the other side of the box. The imaging 
box and microscope were kept at 36.5°C by a climate chamber that surrounds the whole 
stage of the microscope, including the objectives. Imaging was performed on an inverted 
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Leica TCS SP5 AOBS multi-photon microscope (Mannheim, Germany) with a chameleon 
Ti:Sapphire pumped Optical Parametric Oscillator (Coherent Inc.). The microscope is 
equipped with four non-descanned detectors: NDD1 (<455 nm), NDD2 (455-490 nm), 
NDD3 (500-550 nm), and NDD4 (560-650 nm). Different wavelengths between 700 nm and 
1,150 nm were used for excitation; CFP was excited with a wavelength of 840 nm, and GFP 
and DsRed were excited with a wavelength of 960 nm. CFP was detected in NND2, GFP 
was detected in NDD3, and DsRed was detected in NDD4. All images were in 12 bit and 
acquired with a 25x (HCX IRAPO N.A. 0.95 WD 2.5 mm) water objective. All pictures were 
processed using ImageJ software; pictures were converted to an 8 bit RGB, smoothed (if 
necessary), cropped (if necessary), rotated (if necessary), and contrasted linearly.

Tracking migration of tumor cells

The eGFP and DsRed images of tumors were acquired in living mice using our 
multi-photon microscope. Individual DsRed+ and eGFP+ cells can be recognized equally 
well, and migration differences caused by detection differences can thus be excluded. 
Three-dimensional volumes (z stacks) were collected, and the images were stored on the 
hard-disk for analysis. Images were corrected for XYZ-drift using custom-made software. 
Cells were tracked manually with an ImageJ plugin (‘‘Manual Tracking’’ Rasband, W.S., 
ImageJ, U.S. NIH; http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). At the beginning of each movie, a random 
DsRed+ cell close to an eGFP+ cell was selected. The XY position was determined over time, 
and the displacement and track distance were calculated by Excel (Microsoft).

Analyzing metastatic capacity of tumor cells

Cryosections (150 μm thick) of tumors and lungs were prepared and imaged 
as described in the Extended Experimental Procedures section ‘‘Immunostainings and 
Confocal Microscopy of Tissue Sections.’’ The images were coded randomly by one 
investigator, and the images were blinded analyzed by two independent researchers 
that did not know the experimental conditions. Tile scans of tumors were analyzed using 
ImageJ; a binary threshold was set separately for the red and green channels, the number 
of pixels above the threshold (being positive for either red or green) was measured, and 
the ratio eGFP/DsRed was determined. Tile scans of lungs were analyzed in LAS-AF; the 
amount of DsRed+ and eGFP+ metastases was counted manually, and the ratio eGFP/
DsRed was determined. We classified metastases into two categories; metastases that 
were entirely DsRed+ and metastases that were entirely eGFP+. Only a few metastases (< 
2.5%) were multicolored and therefore excluded from our analysis. Metastatic potential is 
calculated by dividing the ratio of eGFP+ over DsRed+ cells that arrive and grow out in the 
lung by the ratio of these populations of cells in the primary tumor.

Gene expression analysis

Total RNA was isolated from cells and EVs using the TRIZOL reagent according 
to the manufacturer’s instructions (Invitrogen) and quantified using a ND1000 
spectrophotometer (Nanodrop Technologies). The quality control, RNA labeling, 
hybridization, and data extraction were performed at ServiceXS B.V. The RNA quality and 
integrity were determined using Lab-on-Chip analysis on the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer 
(Agilent Technologies, Inc.). Biotinylated cRNA was prepared using the Illumina TotalPrep 
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RNA Amplification Kit (Ambion, Inc.) according to the manufacturer’s specifications with 
an input of 200 ng total RNA. Per sample, 750 ng of the obtained biotinylated cRNA 
samples was hybridized onto the Illumina HumanHT-12 v4 (Illumina, Inc.). Each BeadChip 
contains 12 arrays. Hybridization and washing were performed according to the Illumina 
Manual ‘‘Direct Hybridization Assay Guide.’’ Scanning was performed on the Illumina iScan 
(Illumina, Inc.). Image analysis and extraction of raw expression data were performed 
with Illumina GenomeStudio v2011.1 Gene Expression software with default settings 
(no background subtraction and no normalization). Primary gene expression analysis of 
the scanned BeadChip arrays was performed using Illumina’s GenomeStudio v.2011.1 
software with the default settings advised by Illumina. The data were analyzed with the 
R/Bioconductor package limma (Wang et al., 2013). To remove non-linear hybridization 
artifacts, we first performed loess normalization. Next, we combined replicates to 
calculate p values for differential expression. Finally, we took a 2-fold cut-off to select only 
the most strongly enriched RNAs in the vesicles compared to whole-cell RNA. The set 
of enriched genes was analyzed using the WebGestalt tool for functional classification. 
The set of enriched RNAs was used as the input set; the genes present on the array were 
used as a background set. The data discussed in this publication have been deposited 
in NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus (Edgar et al., 2002) and are accessible through GEO 
series accession number GEO: GSE66488 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.
cgi?acc=GSE66488).

Statistical analyses

For all normal distributed measurements, the Student’s t test was used to 
determine whether there was a significant difference between two means (p < 0.05), and 
for all others the Mann-Whitney U test was used. Significance is marked with one asterisk 
when the p value is equal to or smaller than 0.05, and with two asterisks when the p value 
is equal to or smaller than 0.01. 
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Supplemental experimental procedures

Cell culture and generation of stable cell lines

MDA-MB-231 cells (a kind gift from Dr. Jeffrey Segall) and B16 cells were 
cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium + GlutaMAX (DMEM; GIBCO, Invitrogen 
Life Technologies, Paisley, UK) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (Sigma, 
St. Louis, MO, USA), 100 μg/ml streptomycin, and 100 U/ml penicillin (Invitrogen Life 
Technologies, Paisley, UK)(complete culture medium). MCF-7 and T47D cells were 
cultured in DMEM/F12 + GlutaMAX (GIBCO, Invitrogen Life Technologies, Paisley, UK) 
supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum, 100 μg/ml streptomycin, and 100 U/
ml penicillin. Cells were kept at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2. The 
Cre(ERT2) and reporter+ cell lines were generated using a standard lentiviral transduction 
or Lipofectamine 2000tm (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Paisley, UK) protocol. Afterwards, 
cells were sorted by flow cytometry, cultured as a polyclonal population and kept under 
selection using puromycin (Gibco Life Technologies, Paisley, UK) or Zeocin (Invitrogen Life 
Technologies, Paisley, UK).

DNA constructs and stable cell lines

The cDNAs of CreERT2, CFP and floxed-DsRed-floxed-eGFP were cloned into a pLV.
CMV construct. The cDNA of Cre was cloned into a pcDNA3.1 construct. Multiple rounds 
of flow cytometry were performed to obtain floxed-DsRed-floxed-eGFP-expressing cell 
lines that were negative for eGFP. After prolonged culturing of the cells, flow cytometry 
was repeated. 

Tamoxifen treatment of CreERT2 cells and tumors

To activate the tamoxifen-inducible Cre variant (CreERT2), 5 mg tamoxifen (Sigma, 
St. Louis, MO, USA) was injected intraperitoneally twice a week in mice bearing tumors of 
≥ 5 mm3 (Fig. 4E (MDA-MB-231 and PyMT tumors), Fig. S2, and Fig. S6), or for in vitro 
culture experiments cells were treated with 4-OH tamoxifen (3 μM; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, 
USA; Fig. 3A-C and Fig. S6A). For the experiments involving T47D and MCF-7, tamoxifen 
could not be used since these lines require estrogen to grow in vivo. For experiments 
involving these lines, and other experiments that required a direct comparison between 
various lines, the “normal” Cre variant was used that does not require tamoxifen induction 
for activity (Fig. 3D-E, Fig. 4B-D, Fig. 4E (T47D and B16 tumors), Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 
S3, Fig. S4 and Fig. S5).

Co-cultures and transwell experiments

For all co-culture and transwell experiments, complete DMEM culture medium 
was used. MDA-MB-231 Cre+ cells were co-cultured with MCF-7, T47D or MDA-MB-231 
reporter+ cells for one week prior to imaging in a culture dish. All experiments were done 
in parallel. For the transwell experiments, transwells with a pore-size of 400 nm (Greiner 
Bio-one, Frickenhause, Germany) were placed in a culture dish with reporter+ cells for 
one week prior to imaging. The cells in the culture dish were imaged with a Leica AF7000 
microscope (Mannheim, Germany) using a 10x objective. During imaging, cells were kept 
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at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2. A 430/24 nm excitation filter and 
a 470/40 nm emission filter was used for CFP, a 470/40 nm excitation filter and a 520/40 
nm emission filter was used for eGFP, and a 572/35 nm excitation filter and a 640/50 nm 
emission filter was used for DsRed. Every 30 minutes CFP, eGFP and DsRed images were 
acquired for 15 hours, and the images were analyzed in ImageJ (ImageJ, U. S. NIH, Bethesda, 
Maryland, USA, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/, 1997-2011). For 2D migration experiments cells 
were tracked manually with an ImageJ plugin (“Manual Tracking” Rasband, W.S., ImageJ, U. 
S. NIH, Bethesda, Maryland, USA, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/, 1997-2011.). At the beginning 
of each movie, a random DsRed+ cell close to an eGFP+ cell was selected. The XY position 
was determined over time and the migration speed was calculated by Excel (Microsoft).

Mice

MMTV-PyMT (pure FVB background), ACTB-Cre and R26-LoxP-STOP-LoxP(LSL)-
tdTomato (both pure black6 (B6) background) mice were purchased from Jackson 
Laboratory, Sacramento, CA, USA. R26-CreERT2 and R26-Confetti mice were kind gifts 
from respectively the lab of Dr. Jacqueline Deschamps and the lab of Dr. Hans Clevers. 
Crossings to obtain experimental MMTV-PyMT;R26-CreERT2 or MMTV-PyMT;R26-Confetti 
mice were performed on a mixed genetic background. Immune-competent mice were 
housed under standard laboratory conditions and NOD scid gamma (NSG) mice (own 
crossing) were housed under IVC conditions. Mice received food and water ad libitum. 
All experiments were carried out in accordance with the guidelines of the Animal Welfare 
Committee of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, The Netherlands.

Injection of tumor cells

One week before injection of Cre+ and reporter+ tumor cells that included T47D 
and/or MCF-7 tumor cells, mice were ovariectomized and implanted with an estrogen 
pellet (0.72 mg/pellet, 60-day release, Innovative Research of America, Sarasota, FL, USA) 
using a precision trochar, as per the manufacturer’s instructions. For injections that did 
not include T47D and/or MCF-7 tumor cells, mice were not ovariectomized. For tumor 
development, 5 x 105 MDA-MB-231 cells, 1 x 106 T47D/MCF-7 cells, 1 x 105 B16 cells or 
mixtures of 2.5 x 105 MDA-MB-231 cells and 5 x 105 T47D/MCF-7 cells were injected in the 
fourth and/or ninth mammary fat pad of female NSG mice (for the MDA-MB-231, T47D 
and MCF-7 cell lines) or B6 mice (for the B16 melanoma cell lines) of 8-20 weeks old. Prior 
to injection, MDA-MB-231 or B16 cells were resuspended in sterile PBS and T47D or MCF-
7 cells were resuspended in sterile PBS with 50% growth factor-reduced matrigel (BD 
Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA).

Transplantation of tumor pieces

MMTV-PyMT;R26-CreERT2 or MMTV-PyMT;R26-Confetti tumors were dissected 
aseptically from mice, cut into 2-3 mm3 tumor pieces and stored in liquid N2 in 80% 
FBS/20% DMSO until transplantation. Tumor pieces were implanted in the fourth and/or 
ninth mammary fat pad of NSG mice through a small skin incision. The incision was closed 
with a sterile 4-0 prolene suture (Ethicon, San Angelo, Texas, USA). 5 mg tamoxifen (Sigma, 
St. Louis, MO, USA) was injected intraperitoneally twice a week in mice bearing tumors ≥ 5 
mm3. Mice bearing tumors of ~10 mm3 were sacrificed and tumors were removed.
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Tumor and tissue processing

Tumors and tissues were removed from the mice at the end of the experiment 
and fixed in periodate-lysine-paraformaldehyde (PLP) buffer (2.5 ml 4% paraformaldehyde 
(PFA) + 0.0212 g NaIO4 + 3.75 ml L-Lysine + 3.75 ml P-buffer (pH 7.4)) O/N at 4°C. The 
following day, the fixed tumors and tissues were washed twice with P-buffer and placed 
for at least 6 hours in 30% sucrose at 4°C. The tumors and tissues were then embedded 
in tissue freezing medium (Leica Microsystems, Nussloch, Germany) and stored at -80°C 
before cryosectioning.

Immunostainings and confocal microscopy of tissue sections

Tumor or tissue cryosections (15 μm thick when used for subsequent 
immunostainings, 100-150 μm thick for all other experiments) were rehydrated for 10 
min in Tris 0.1 M pH 7.4, when indicated used for immunostainings and embedded in 
Vectashield mounting medium (hard set; Vector Labs, Burlington, Ontario, Canada). 
Immunostainings were performed using the following primary antibodies: rat anti-mouse 
CD45 biotin (eBioscience, San Diego, CA, USA; dilution 1:500), rat anti-mouse Ly-6G (Gr-
1) (eBioscience, San Diego, CA, USA; dilution 1:100) and rat anti-mouse F4/80 biotin (Life 
Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA; dilution 1:400). Streptavidin-647 (Life Technologies, 
Carlsbad, CA, USA; dilution 1:500) and anti-rat Alexa-647 (Invitrogen Life Technologies, 
Paisley, UK; dilution 1:500) were used as secondary antibodies. When indicated, 
cryosections were counterstained with 0.1 μg/ml DAPI (Invitrogen Life Technologies, 
Paisley, UK) to visualize the nuclei. Images were acquired using a Leica SP5 or SP8 AOBS 
confocal microscope (Mannheim, Germany) equipped with 10x NA 0.3 and 20x NA 0.7 dry 
objectives. DAPI and CFP were excited with a UV 405 nm laser, and emission was collected 
at 415-455 nm for DAPI and 455-495 nm for CFP. eGFP and YFP were excited with an argon 
ion laser (at 488 nm and 514 nm respectively) and emission was collected at 490-515 nm 
for eGFP and 520-560 nm for YFP. DsRed and tdTomato were excited with a 561 nm laser 
and emission was collected at 570-620 nm. Alexa-647 was excited with a 639 nm laser 
and emission was collected at 620-675 nm. At least 45 frozen sections per mouse were 
analyzed.

Isolation and injection of EVs

To isolate EVs from cells grown in vitro, cells were cultured in 200 ml medium 
supplemented with EV-free FBS (FBS centrifuged for 1 h at 70,000 g) for 48-72 h. To isolate 
EVs from primary PyMT tumors, tissue was dissociated using Liberase (Roche, Basel, 
Schweiz) without mechanical dissociation (to prevent breakage of cells): tumor pieces 
were incubated for 30 min at 37°C in Liberase (5 Wünsch units/ml)/DNaseI (25 μg/ml; 
Roche, Basel, Schweiz). Cells and cellular debris were removed from the cell culture or 
primary tumor supernatant by differential centrifugation: 2 x 500 g for 10 min, 2 x 2,000 
g for 15 min, and 2 x 16,500 g for 20 min. EVs were pelleted by high-speed centrifugation 
at 70,000 g for 1 h, washed with PBS, and pelleted again by high-speed centrifugation 
at 70,000 g for 1 h. All high-speed centrifugation steps were performed at 4°C using a 
Beckman Avanti J-30I with a JS-24.38 rotor (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA, USA). Finally, 
EVs were resuspended in 200 μl PBS, analyzed by electron microscopy and NanoSight to 
determine purity and size distribution of the EVs and/or used for injection experiments. 
Before the injection of EVs in reporter+ tumors in mice, EVs were treated with 20 μg/ml 
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proteaseK (protK; Promega, Madison, WI, USA) followed by heat inactivation at 60°C for 10 
min and 10 μg/ml RNaseA (Roche, Basel, Schweiz) followed by heat inactivation at 60°C for 
10 min. To exclude that reporter+ tumor cells report random uptake of free nonvesicular-
Cre, we intratumorally injected 110 ng recombinant Cre protein (NEB, Ipswich, MA, USA) 
or 10% lysate of a Cre+ MDA-MB-231 tumor (the tumor was dissociated, cells were pelleted 
and lysed in a 1% Triton lysis buffer without SDS to minimize denaturation of proteins).

PKH67-labeling of EVs

EVs were labelled with PKH67 green fluorescent membrane linker-dye (Sigma, St. 
Louis, MO, USA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Labelled EVs were washed in 30 
ml medium supplemented with EV-free FBS and collected by high-speed centrifugation 
as described above. PKH67-labelled EVs were added to MDA-MB-231 cells seeded in 
glass bottom culture dishes (Greiner Bio-one, Frickenhausen Germany). Internalization 
of EVs was assessed by confocal microscopy at a Leica SP5 AOBS confocal microscope 
(Mannheim, Germany) equipped with a dry 20x N.A. 0.7 objective.

Western blot

Cells or EVs were lysed in 1% SDS buffer and equal amounts of protein were loaded 
onto an SDS/PAGE gel. Antibodies against the following proteins/epitopes were used 
with the sources and dilution ratios indicated in parentheses: Cre (Millipore, Darmstadt, 
Germany; 1:1000, non-reducing conditions), Hsp70 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa 
Cruz, CA, USA; 1:200), CD63 (BD Pharmingen, San Jose, CA, USA; 1:200, non-reducing 
conditions) and Rab27A (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA, USA; 1:250).

Reverse transcriptase PCR

RNA was isolated using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Paisley, UK) 
according to the manufacturer’s protocol and stored at -80°C. The amount and purity of 
isolated RNA was analyzed by the Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Wilmington, DE, USA). 
cDNA was prepared using the Avian Myeloblastosis Virus Reverse Transcriptase kit (Promega, 
Madison, WI, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA was amplified 
using a PCR with Cre-specific primers (forward primer: 5’ GCCTGCATTACCGGTCGATGC 3’; 
reverse primer: 5’ GTGGCAGATGGC GCGGCAACA 3’). Thermal cycle conditions used for all 
reactions were as follows: 5 min at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles consisting of denaturation 
for 30 sec at 95°C, annealing for 30 sec at 58°C, and extension for 1 min at 72°C. PCR 
reactions were concluded with incubation for 10 min at 72°C to complete the extension of 
all synthesized products. PCR products were then visualized on a 1.25% TAE agarose gel.

Electron microscopy and NanoSight particle analysis

EV size distributions were analyzed using a NanoSight LM10 system (NanoSight, 
Amesbury, UK). The system calculates size by tracking the Brownian motion of individual 
nanoparticles detected by scattered laser light as a function of dispersing medium 
viscosity and temperature. Samples were diluted until individual nanoparticles could be 
tracked. Samples were measured five times and analyzed using Nanoparticle Tracking 
Analysis software (NanoSight). For electron microscopy, EVs were fixed with 2% PFA/0.2% 
glutaraldehyde solution, coated on a copper grid and post-stained with uranyl oxale 
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acetate and methylcellulose uranyl acetate. Samples were viewed on a FEI Tecnai T12 
transmission electron microscope (FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon, USA), and images were digitally 
taken using a CCD camera and FEI version 3.2 TEM Imaging and Analysis Software.

Experimental set-up
human mammary xenograft and melanoma allograft tumor model

Experimental set-up
spontaneous MMTV-PyMT tumor model
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Figure S1 | The different mouse models used to study in vivo vesicle transfer, related to Figure 4.
(A) Cartoon of the experimental setup of the human mammary xenograft and melanoma allograft model. 
MDA-MB-231 Cre+ and reporter+ cells were injected orthotopically (in the fourth mammary gland of immune-
deficient mice for the human mammary tumor cells and subcutaneously in B6 mice for the melanoma model). 
When tumors had a diameter of 10 mm, the tumors were analyzed. (B) Cartoon of the experimental setup of the 
PyMT tumor model. Mice in which PyMT is driven by a mammary epithelial-specific promoter were crossed with 
mice expressing either CreERT2 or the confetti reporter construct to create tumor pieces of Cre+ and Confetti-
reporter+ cells respectively. Small tumor pieces were transplanted into immune-deficient mice, which grew out 
to large tumors within 2-4 months. Tumors were isolated once they were 10 mm and examined for the presence 
of fluorescent cells. (C) Cartoon of the Cre+ and reporter+ confetti cells. Upon Cre activity, confetti-reporter+ cells 
express CFP, GFP, YFP or DsRed, which are all shown in green in the images of Fig. 4E.
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Figure S2 | In vivo transfer of Cre activity is not mediated by cell-cell fusion, related to Figure 4.
For 50 cells, the mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) of eGFP (reporter+ cells that received Cre activity) was plotted 
against the MFI of CFP (Cre+ cells). Intensities of non-fluorescent cells were zero (red dot). In the left plot, cell fusion 
was experimentally simulated by transfecting eGFP+ cells with CFP DNA. In the middle plot, communication was 
experimentally simulated by transfecting reporter cells with Cre DNA. The right plot shows the results of the 
experimental in vivo local mixture of MDA-MB-231 Cre+ and reporter+ cells whereby the MFI of CFP and eGFP was 
measured for individual and randomly chosen CFP+ and eGFP+ cells (n = 50 cells in 3 mice). The blue dotted line 
outlines the cells that show cell fusion and the green dotted line shows cell communication.
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Figure S3 | T47D cells that take up less malignant MCF-7 EVs display a decrease in migration, related to 
Figure 6.
(A) Left: cartoon of the experimental setup: MCF-7 CFP+ Cre+ cells and T47D reporter+ cells were injected separately 
in contralateral mammary glands. Middle: confocal images (merge of the blue, green and red channel) of the 
tumors in mice as indicated. Scale bar represents 50 μm. Right: quantification of the % eGFP+ cells in the negative 
control and distant communication experiment (n = 45 frozen tumor sections from 3 mice). Data are represented 
as mean ± SEM. (B) The in vitro migration speed of T47D and MCF-7 cells. The cell migration was tracked over 
15 hr. Experiments include at least 150 cells in five different wells in three independent experiments. Data are 
represented as mean ± SEM. (C) T47D reporter+ tumors in mice described in A were intravitally imaged for three 
hours and the in vivo migration speed of eGFP+ and DsRed+ reporter+ cells was measured. Left: shown are the 
average values per imaging field. Values for eGFP+ and DsRed+ cells in the same imaging field are connected with 
a line (n = 10 imaging fields in 3 mice). Right: the normalized in vivo migration speed of T47D eGFP+ and DsRed+ 
reporter+ cells. Per imaging field, the values are normalized to migration speed of DsRed+ cells (n = 10 imaging
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fields in 3 mice). Data are represented as mean ± SEM. (D) Dot plots shows the fold-increase in metastatic potential 
by plotting the increase in the eGFP+ over DsRed+ ratio in lungs compared to the ratio in corresponding primary 
tumors. The red line shows the median, each symbol represents one cryosection, and the different symbols 
represent different mice (n = 7 mice) showing the variation within one mouse and between different mice. 
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Figure S4 | EV exchange leads to enhanced migration in recipient T47D and MCF-7 cells, related to Figure 
6.
(A) Migration speed of T47D DsRed+ and eGFP+ reporter+ cells that are cultured together with MDA-MB-231 
Cre+ cells in a 1:1 ratio (co-culture; n = 3 independent experiments) or that are cultured with MDA-MB-231 
Cre+ cells seeded on top of a 400 nm transwell membrane (transwell; n = 3 independent experiments). Data 
are represented as mean ± SEM. (B) Migration speed of MCF-7 DsRed+ and eGFP+ reporter+ cells that are 
cultured together with MDA-MB-231 Cre+ cells in a 1:1 ratio (co-culture; n = 3 independent experiments) or 
that are cultured with MDA-MB-231 Cre+ cells seeded on top of a 400 nm transwell membrane (transwell; n = 3 
independent experiments). Data are represented as mean ± SEM. (C) MDA-MB-231, T47D and MCF-7 reporter+ 
cells were transiently transfected with Cre. The in vitro migration of DsRed+ and eGFP+ cells was tracked over 15 
hr. Experiments include at least 150 cells per condition in five different wells in three independent experiments. 
Data are represented as mean ± SEM.
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Figure S5 | Migratory cells do not have a priori higher 
capacity to take up EVs, related to Figure 6.
(A) The in vitro migration ofMDA-MB-231 cells was 
tracked over 6 hr. After the migration experiment, 
PKH67-labeled MDA-MB-231-derived EVs were added 
and the uptake was monitored. The migration speed of 
the cell was measured and plotted against the vesicle 
uptake, expressed as the total PKH67 fluorescence per 
cell (n = 78 cells; trend line shown in gray). The cells that 
did not take up any PKH67 could not be shown in the 
graph and are therefore indicated at the red dashed line. 
Note that the R2 is close to zero indicating that there is 
no correlation between migration speed and EV uptake.
(B) The average in vivo migration speed per imaging 
field and the percentage of T47D eGFP+ reporter cells 
in tumors that report Cre activity from distant MDA-
MB-231 Cre+ cells transplanted in contralateral glands 
(Fig. 6A) (n = 17 imaging fields in 3 mice; trend line 
shown in gray).
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Figure S6 | Biomolecule exchange between MDA-MB-231 cells leads to enhanced metastasis formation, 
related to Figure 7.
(A) Graph shows the migration speed of MDA-MB-231 DsRed+ and eGFP+ reporter+ cells that are cultured with 
MDA-MB-231 Cre+ cells seeded on top of a 400 nm transwell membrane (n = 3 independent experiments). 
Data are represented as mean ± SEM. (B) Left: cartoon of the experimental setup, where a mixture of MDA-
MB-231 CFP+ Cre+ cells and reporter cells were injected in the mammary gland and the subsequent tumors were 
intravitally imaged for three hours. Right: the normalized in vivo migration speed of MDA-MB-231 eGFP+ and 
DsRed+ reporter+ cells. Per imaging field, the values are normalized to migration speed of DsRed+ cells (n = 15 
imaging fields in 3 mice). Data are represented as mean ± SEM. (C) Shown are representative images of frozen 
sections of the primary tumor and lungs of mice injected with a mixture of MDA-MB-231 CFP+ Cre+ and reporter+ 
cells (n = 3 mice). The images of the lung are maximum projection images of a volume of 150 μm. Scale bars 
represent 100 μm. (D) Dot plot shows the fold increase of metastatic potential by plotting the increase in the 
eGFP+ over DsRed+ ratio in lungs compared to the ratio in corresponding primary tumors. The red line shows 
the median, each symbol represents one cryosection, and the different symbols represent different mice (n = 3 
mice) showing the variation within one mouse and between different mice. The P-values were calculated using 
Mann-Whitney U-test using the mouse as comparative unit.
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Most tumors consist of a heterogeneous mixture of genetically1,2 and 
epigenetically3,4 distinct tumor cells. In addition, tumors display regional differences in 
the tumor microenvironment comprising non-transformed cell types such as immune 
cells and non-cellular factors including growth factors and the extracellular matrix5. As 
a consequence of this intra-tumor heterogeneity, individual tumor cells may differ in a 
variety of features such as metastatic behavior6,7 and sensitivity to cytotoxic drugs5. 
Complications after metastatic spread and relapse after therapy are the major cause of 
cancer-related deaths, but the precise contribution of intra-tumor heterogeneity to these 
clinical problems is still not fully understood.   

To investigate the complexity of heterogeneous tumors, until recently, most 
studies relied on the use of relatively large numbers of cells, for example for genome-wide 
sequencing or proteomics8-16. However, the presence of rare but biologically relevant cells 
is difficult to resolve from these data, and thus these methods may not completely reveal 
the full spectrum of heterogeneity. While techniques such as histochemistry or single cell 
sequencing significantly contributed to a more detailed understanding of intra-tumor 
heterogeneity on a single cell level17-21, these methods only provide a static view and 
do not assess the adaptive properties and functional role of individual cells present in 
living organisms. To study in vivo dynamics of single cells within heterogeneous tumors, 
in the studies described in this thesis we make use of fluorescent mouse models and 
intravital microscopy, a technique by which individual cells inside a living organism can 
be visualized.

Healthy epithelial stem cells and heterogeneity: what can we learn from it?

Dissection of normal epithelial development and homeostasis is fundamental 
to a better understanding of tumor heterogeneity. Like tumors, epithelia are extremely 
heterogeneous and consist of multiple cell types22. Transplantation and lineage tracing 
studies indicate that different epithelia, including the epithelia of the intestine, lung, 
epidermis and mammary gland, are organized in a hierarchical manner (reviewed in 22). 
Rapidly cycling but replicative mortal cells, also called progenitor cells, are responsible 
for building tissue mass23. However, since these cells can only undergo a limited number 
of cell divisions, they only fuel short-term tissue growth. To fuel growth on the long-term, 
progenitor cells are replenished by cells that are replicative immortal, often referred to as 
stem cells23. 

In chapter 2 we investigate the fate of mammary stem cells (MaSCs) and 
their progeny during pubertal mammary gland development, the process in which a 
rudimentary ductal tree expands into a large branched epithelial network. We used 
lineage tracing in transgenic mice to study the outgrowth of the ductal network under 
physiological conditions, as opposed to transplantation studies which have been 
criticized to not reflect the true behavior of stem cells since cells may adopt properties that 
they would not exhibit in intact tissues24,25. Moreover, since specific mammary stem cell 
markers are currently lacking, we used an unbiased approach by inducing lineage tracing 
from a ubiquitous instead of a cell type-specific promoter. This enabled us to study the 
contribution of different cell types throughout the hierarchy, including more-committed 
cells and MaSCs, to ductal outgrowth. Based on the results presented in chapter 2, we 
propose that multiple MaSCs located in terminal end buds (TEBs), the growing tips of 
elongating ducts, alternately fuel ductal elongation by replenishing replicative mortal 
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progenitor cells that only fuel a short burst of proliferation. In addition, our data indicate 
that during TEB bifurcation, the process in which a duct separates into two daughter 
ducts, MaSCs are randomly distributed over the two new TEBs and that loss of MaSCs in 
the TEBs is compensated by symmetric MaSC divisions. 

The relationship between healthy epithelial hierarchy under developmental or 
homeostatic conditions and intra-tumor heterogeneity is still heavily investigated. Tissue 
stem cells are conceived as likely targets of oncogenic transformation because these cells 
are long-lived and may therefore be at increased risk for stepwise acquiring mutations 
and to develop into the cancer cell-of-origin compared to terminally differentiated 
cells26,27. For example, it was shown that Apc deletion in Lgr5+ intestinal stem cells leads to 
the formation of adenomas, whereas the deletion in more-committed intestinal cells only 
rarely results in the formation of benign tumors28,29. 

For most types of breast cancer the cell-of-origin is still unknown. It is clear that 
the identification of markers for normal epithelial mammary stem cells is a prerequisite to 
study their potential to act as cell-of-origin in cancer. The knowledge on the localization 
of mammary stem cells, acquired in chapter 2, offers the potential to isolate stem cells 
using microsurgery and apply single cell sequencing for the identification of definitive 
mammary stem cell markers. Genetic lineage tracing experiments that allow the 
expression of oncogenes and/or the deletion of tumor suppressor genes in these stem 
cells will unequivocally show whether mammary stem cells are able to form tumors. 
As it has been suggested that the epigenetic/transcriptional state of a cell determines 
the effect of oncogene expression30, it would be interesting to study whether a given 
epigenetic profile influences a stem cell’s tumor-initiation and differentiation potential. 
Hypothetically, one specified stem cell could be the cell-of-origin for all different subtypes 
of breast cancer if, for example, the lineage choice of the cell-of-origin is directed by 
multiple interdependent factors, including the type of mutation(s), the epigenetic state 
and microenvironmental factors.

Plasticity of cancer stem cells contributes to temporal intra-tumor heterogeneity

  The cancer stem cell (CSC) hypothesis has been put forward to describe the 
establishment and maintenance of heterogeneity within tumors31. It has been suggested 
that, similar to epithelial tissues, tumors are organized in a hierarchical manner where only 
a small subset of cells with stem cell properties drive tumor growth32-34. The ability of these 
CSCs to produce all ‘differentiated’ cell types in the tumor has been thought to generate 
intra-tumor heterogeneity35. Notably, a CSC, a cell that is able to provide tumor growth, 
does not need to be identical to the cell-of-origin, the normal cell that acquires the initial 
mutation eventually leading to tumor growth. 

At the time of preparation of the manuscript described in chapter 3, evidence 
for the presence of CSCs in breast tumors was provided by transplantation studies, 
making use of an assay that may not reflect the true potential of tumor cells to provide 
growth in unperturbed tumors32-34. To study the capacity of tumor cells to contribute to 
growth in intact mammary tumors we performed genetic lineage tracing experiments 
in transgenic mice. Since no conclusive CSC marker has been identified yet, we took an 
unbiased lineage tracing approach by using a ubiquitous promoter to initiate multi-
color lineage tracing. In this way, in all tumor cells throughout a potential hierarchy 
present within heterogeneous tumors the confetti color randomizer can be stochastically 
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induced, enabling us to investigate whether all tumor cells or only those tumor cells that 
possess stem cell properties provide lineage tracing and thus contribute to tumor growth. 
Using this approach, we showed that both early-stage breast adenomas and later-stage 
carcinomas are organized in a hierarchical manner where growth is provided by only a 
minor population of tumor cells with CSC properties. These results are in accordance with 
lineage tracing results obtained in other tumor models, including squamous skin tumors36 
and intestinal adenomas37, which also demonstrate the presence of CSCs. 

It has been suggested that tumor cells may only temporarily adopt CSC 
properties38,39. For example, dedifferentiation of non-CSCs, triggered by signals from the 
inflammatory microenvironment, may lead to the generation of CSCs38,39. However, static 
lineage tracing studies, only assessing one single time point at the end of the tracing 
period, do not have the potential to analyze dynamic processes such as the gain or loss of 
CSC properties. Therefore, in chapter 3 we used longitudinal repetitive intravital imaging 
that allows tracking the fate of individual tumor cells over multiple weeks. We found that 
CSC properties can be acquired or lost over a relatively short period of time (in the range 
of days), indicating that tumors are not only heterogeneous on a spatial level but also on 
a temporal level. 

Tumor cell plasticity may have important clinical implications. First, several 
studies suggest that epithelial/mesenchymal plasticity is important for the formation 
of metastases40-47. However, studies investigating the importance of epithelial-to-
mesenchymal transition (EMT) and mesenchymal-epithelial transition (MET) are based 
on forced overexpression and/or downregulation of epithelial/mesenchymal proteins, 
thus not allowing temporarily and reversible changes in cell properties. The true role of 
EMT and MET in the formation of metastases can only be studied when tumor cells can 
spontaneously switch between epithelial and mesenchymal states and are not artificially 
kept in one of these states continuously. Although there is no definitive proof available 
yet, it is conceivable that metastasizing tumor cells adopt a migratory state during the first 
stages of metastasis in order to escape from the primary tumor, and once they arrive at a 
distant site that they adopt a stem cell state to provide metastatic outgrowth.        

Second, our data may be relevant in the context of anti-cancer therapies such as 
strategies aiming at the eradication of CSCs. According to our findings we speculate that 
CSCs could easily be replenished by tumor cells that gain or reactivate CSC properties, 
although this hypothesis has to be tested in future intravital lineage tracing studies. 
In addition it would be valuable to gain insights into the mechanisms that induce 
tumor cells to behave as CSCs. For pancreatic cancer it has been shown that under 
inflammatory conditions, tumor growth can be initiated by otherwise refractory cell 
types48-50. Identification of the immune components that are responsible for triggering 
the dedifferentiation of non-CSCs into CSCs may be valuable for the development of 
novel treatment strategies that combine targeting tumor cells and microenvironmental 
components. 

Intercellular communication through the transfer of extracellular vesicles

Tumor progression depends on the communication between tumor cells and 
non-transformed cells such as immune cells, and between tumor cells themselves. For 
example, it has been shown that cooperation between (epi)genetically distinct tumor cell 
subsets can enhance tumor growth51,52 or invasion53. The exchange of signals between 
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cells is usually ascribed to the binding of specific biomolecules such as secreted proteins 
to their corresponding cognate receptors, resulting in intracellular signaling and changes 
in cellular behavior54. In recent years it became increasingly clear, however, that cells also 
communicate through the exchange of membrane-bound extracellular vesicles (EVs), 
comprising a heterogeneous population of plasma membrane-shed microvesicles and 
multivesicular body-derived exosomes55. These vesicles have been shown to transfer 
biomolecules, including DNA, small RNAs, messenger (m)RNAs, proteins and lipids, 
between many different cell types56-66. In vitro assays showed that the vesicular content 
can be transferred in a functional manner, such that vesicular RNA can be translated into 
protein after entering another cell57. 

EVs isolated from cell culture supernatants or from diverse body fluids such 
as blood and ascites have been extensively used in in vitro and in vivo assays to study 
behavioral changes in recipient cells upon EV uptake55. However, the addition or injection 
of isolated EVs under no circumstances reflects the location, concentration and continuous 
nature of EV release in an in vivo setting67,68. To study the relevance and functions of in vivo 
EV transfer without the requirement to artificially expose cells to isolated and concentrated 
pools of EVs, we developed a method based on the Cre-LoxP system (as described in 
chapter 4). More specifically, reporter-expressing cells (reporter+) switch from DsRed to 
eGFP expression upon the uptake of EVs released by Cre recombinase (Cre)-expressing 
cells (Cre+ cells). This technique allows to directly track and study cells that take up EVs 
released in vivo by a defined population of cells and to compare their behavior to cells that 
did not take up these EVs. 

In chapter 5 we combined the Cre-LoxP system with high resolution intravital 
microscopy to study EV exchange in heterogeneous tumors in living mice, between tumor 
cells with differing metastatic capacities. We showed that highly metastatic breast tumor 
cells release EVs that are taken up by less metastatic cells located within the same and 
within distant tumors, providing evidence for the existence of EV transfer in a physiological 
context inside whole organisms. Uptake of EVs released by metastatic cells enhanced 
the migratory and metastatic behavior of recipient tumor cells, showing that behavioral 
properties can be shared through the transfer of EVs. These results add another layer of 
complexity to the role of intra-tumor heterogeneity in tumor progression. Presumably, 
the ultimate behavior that an individual tumor cell displays is not only dependent on 
the advantage that a mutation or epigenetic state confers in a given microenvironment, 
but is also influenced by the transfer of EVs between the different cell types present in 
heterogeneous tumors. For example, next to EV-mediated communication between 
tumor cells, we detected local and systemic EV transfer between tumor cells to non-
transformed cells, including immune cells (as described in chapter 5). These observations 
are supported by in vitro studies showing that transfer of tumor EVs to immune cells 
inhibits anti-tumor immunity69-74. 

A vast amount of literature suggests that complex and bi-directional interactions 
occur between the primary tumor and metastatic foci75-77. In the view of the results 
described in chapter 5 it is well possible that part of the communication between 
metastasized and primary tumor cells occurs through systemic transfer of EVs. Recent 
evidence indeed shows that EVs released by primary tumor cells influence the early 
stages of metastasis formation by instructing bone marrow-derived cells to create a pre-
metastatic niche60,61. Future experiments need to determine whether EVs are also involved 
in later stages of metastasis formation. Metastasized cells may increase the metastatic 
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capacity of tumor cells in the primary tumor through the transfer of EVs, thereby creating 
a feed-forward loop reinforcing metastasis formation. Conversely, EVs released by less-
malignant primary tumor cells may slow down metastatic outgrowth, thereby explaining 
clinical observations that report an acceleration of metastatic outgrowth upon removal 
of the primary tumor75-77. Our experiments described in chapter 5, showing that less-
malignant tumor cells release EVs that decrease the migration of more-metastatic 
recipient tumor cells, indeed suggest that behavior can be phenocopied from primary 
tumor cells to metastatic tumor cells. 

Recent studies indicate that EV-mediated communication in tumors also 
influences the response to anti-cancer treatments. In vitro experiments have shown 
that chemoresistant cells can confer resistance on chemosensitive cells by stimulating 
multidrug efflux transporter P-glycoprotein production upon the uptake of EVs released by 
chemoresistant cells78. Alternatively, stromal cells present in the tumor microenvironment 
can promote tumor cell survival after radiation or chemotherapy through the transfer of 
EVs from stromal cells to tumor cells65. An interesting question remains however, whether 
apoptotic bodies released from cells that die upon therapy also take part in the crosstalk 
between the many different cell types in tumors. In vitro experiments showed that tumor 
cells can functionally transfer DNA through apoptotic bodies79, but detailed in vivo studies 
are essential to investigate the physiological relevance of transfer of apoptotic bodies in 
tumor progression. 

In conclusion, the findings described in chapter 5 contribute to understanding 
the complex communication mechanisms that take place in heterogeneous tumors, but 
also emphasize the request for future studies, especially in a clinical setting, to reveal the 
full magnitude and clinical implications of EV transfer.  

Concluding remarks

The studies presented in this thesis suggest that the biology of tumor progression 
is even more complex than currently anticipated. Future research should determine 
how the dynamic behavior of individual cells in tumors relates to their molecular 
characteristics, and how this is influenced under therapeutic conditions. Such experiments 
may be accomplished by combining high-resolution intravital microscopy with in situ 
single cell transcriptome sequencing. Intravital microscopy can be used to study and 
mark cells of interest80 and subsequent in situ single cell sequencing can then examine 
the transcriptome of individual cells that were marked in vivo. Since in situ single cell 
sequencing is performed in a native environmental context, the gene expression profile 
of distinct cell types present in heterogeneous tumors can be determined in relation to 
the cell’s microenvironment. Unraveling the molecular properties that lay the basis for 
differential behavior of individual cells will increase our knowledge on the causes and 
consequences of intra-tumor heterogeneity, and will aid in understanding major clinical 
problems including the formation of metastases and therapy resistance.
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Nederlandse samenvatting

Kanker ontstaat door een opeenstapeling van fouten in de erfelijke 
eigenschappen (DNA) van cellen. Door deze fouten trekken de cellen ze zich niets 
meer aan van de signalen die groei en rust van gezonde cellen regelen en gaan cellen 
ongecontroleerd delen. Dit leidt uiteindelijk tot de groei van een tumor waarin het 
reparatiemechanisme van de cellen niet meer goed werkt en tumorcellen steeds meer 
fouten oplopen. De meeste tumoren bestaan uit een mix van verschillende tumorcellen. 
De verschillen kunnen optreden doordat tumorcellen een verschillende genetische 
code hebben (genetische niveau) of doordat ze anders met de genetische informatie 
omgaan (epigenetisch niveau). Daarnaast bevatten tumoren ook niet-kankercellen zoals 
immuuncellen en endotheelcellen die bloedvaten vormen, en niet-cellulaire factoren 
zoals groeifactoren en eiwitdraden die steun geven aan het weefsel. Kortom, ieder 
gebied in de tumor is anders en dus kunnen tumoren eigenlijk worden gezien als een 
soort complexe organen. Deze complexiteit zorgt ervoor dat individuele tumorcellen 
verschillende eigenschappen hebben. De ene tumorcel is bijvoorbeeld beter in staat om 
uit te zaaien dan een andere tumorcel, of de ene cel is gevoeliger voor therapie dan de 
andere. Dit kan natuurlijk problemen voor patiënten veroorzaken. De kans op overleving 
is kleiner wanneer er uitzaaiingen gedetecteerd zijn en wanneer een tumor teruggroeit 
nadat de patiënt behandeld is met bijvoorbeeld chemotherapie. Vooralsnog is het 
echter niet bekend hoe de hierboven beschreven complexiteit in tumoren bijdraagt aan 
uitzaaiingen of resistentie tegen therapie.

De meeste studies die de complexiteit van tumoren onderzoeken, gooien een 
grote groep cellen op één hoop om bijvoorbeeld de gemiddelde hoeveelheid van een 
bepaald eiwit te bepalen. Maar op deze manier gaat het signaal verloren van bijvoorbeeld 
die ene zeldzame tumorcel die in staat is om uit te zaaien. Er zijn wel andere methoden 
waarbij je individuele cellen in hun originele context kunt bestuderen, bijvoorbeeld als 
je een dun plakje weefsel bekijkt, maar hierbij wordt het weefsel eerst uit de patiënt 
genomen en gefixeerd. Met deze techniek mis je dus de dynamische eigenschappen 
van cellen (bijvoorbeeld beweging). Om het gedrag van individuele tumorcellen in een 
levend organisme te volgen gebruiken we in de studies beschreven in dit proefschrift 
een techniek genaamd intravitale microscopie (microscopie in levende organismen). We 
combineren deze methode met fluorescente muismodellen waarin verschillende cellen 
gelabeld zijn met kleurtjes. In dit proefschrift gebruik ik deze techniek om te bestuderen 
hoe tumoren precies groeien en hoe ze kunnen uitzaaien. 

Om beter te begrijpen hoe tumoren functioneren is kennis van de gezonde 
situatie essentieel. Inzichten in normale borstklierontwikkeling kunnen bijvoorbeeld 
leiden tot het beter snappen van borsttumorontwikkeling en behandeling. De meeste 
weefsels in ons lichaam zijn hiërarchisch opgebouwd: aan de top van de hiërarchie 
staan zogenaamde stamcellen, hieronder staan de meer-gedifferentieerde cellen en 
onderaan de hiërarchie staan de uitontwikkelde (gedifferentieerde) cellen. De meer-
gedifferentieerde cellen zijn snel-delend en zijn verantwoordelijk voor snelle opbouw en 
groei. Echter, deze cellen kunnen niet oneindig vaak delen en gaan uiteindelijk dood. Om 
weefsels over een langere periode te onderhouden zijn stamcellen nodig. Deze stamcellen 
kunnen oneindig vaak delen en nieuwe meer-gedifferentieerde cellen maken, en worden 
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dus gezien als de drijvende motor die verantwoordelijk is voor lange-termijn groei. 
In hoofdstuk 2 onderzoek we de fate van stamcellen en cellen die geproduceerd 

worden door deze stamcellen gedurende de ontwikkeling van de borstklier in de 
puberteit. Dit is een proces waarbij de melkgangen zich vermenigvuldigen en splitsen 
om uiteindelijk een complex netwerk van gangen te vormen die uitmonden in de tepel. 
We labelen de cellen in de borstklier aan het begin van de puberteit met een willekeurige 
kleur (rood, geel, groen of blauw) die bij elke celdeling wordt doorgegeven aan de 
dochtercel. Door vervolgens aan het einde van de puberteit de uitgegroeide borstklier 
te bestuderen, kun je precies zien welke cellen verantwoordelijk zijn voor de groei van de 
borstklier. Op deze manier hebben we ontdekt dat de borstklierstamcellen zich bevinden 
in zogenaamde ‘terminal end buds’, structuren aan het uiteinde van elke melkgang, en 
dat de groei van het complete netwerk veroorzaakt wordt door deze stamcellen. Bij 
het splitsen van een melkgang in twee melkgangen worden de stamcellen willekeurig 
verdeeld en het verlies aan stamcellen in elke nieuwe melkgang wordt opgevangen door 
zogenaamde symmetrische stamcel-delingen, waarbij één stamcel deelt in twee nieuwe 
stamcellen. 

Wat precies de relatie is tussen de normale borstkklierontwikkeling en 
borstkanker wordt nog onderzocht. Het zou kunnen dat stamcellen (in sommige 
gevallen) gevoeliger zijn voor het oplopen van fouten in hun genetische code omdat ze 
langer leven dan gedifferentieerde cellen. Deze fouten zouden de eerste stap kunnen zijn 
richting ongeremde celdeling en het ontstaan van kanker. Nu we de lokalisatie van de 
borstklierstamcellen weten, kunnen we proberen deze cellen te isoleren en karakteriseren. 
Kennis van deze stamcellen kan leiden tot de ontwikkeling van nieuwe muismodellen 
waarin de bovenstaande hypothese getest kan worden. 

Het wordt gedacht dat er in tumoren, net als in gezonde weefsels, sprake 
is van een hiërarchische structuur. Dit idee wordt beschreven door de zogenaamde 
kankerstamcelhypothese: een klein aantal cellen met stamcel-eigenschappen is 
verantwoordelijk voor de lange-termijn groei van tumoren. Om deze hypothese te 
onderzoeken hebben we in hoofdstuk 3 gebruik gemaakt van een muismodel dat 
spontaan borsttumoren ontwikkelt. De tumorcellen kunnen gelabeld worden met een 
willekeurige kleur en wij kunnen zelf bepalen wanneer dit gebeurt. Belangrijk is dat de 
kleur doorgegeven wordt aan de dochtercellen wanneer een cel deelt. Dus gekleurde 
tumorcellen die bijdragen aan de groei van de tumor, zullen over tijd een spoor van die 
bepaalde kleur achterlaten. Wij hebben nu in levende muizen bestudeerd hoe een tumor 
over tijd uitgroeit. Omdat je niet direct met de microscoop door de huid van de muis heen 
kunt kijken, hebben we een klein glazen raamwerkje, een imaging window, in de huid 
van de muis boven de tumor geplaatst. In een volledig gevormde borsttumor hebben 
we de tumorcellen hun willekeurige kleur gegeven en daarna hebben we elke dag door 
het raamwerkje de kleurendistributie bepaald.  Vlak na labelen van de tumorcellen waren 
er veel individueel gekleurde tumorcellen (rood, geel, groen of blauw), maar al na een 
paar dagen zagen we de meeste individuele tumorcellen verdwijnen en grote plekken 
van één kleur ontstaan. Dit suggereert dat lang niet alle cellen bijdragen aan de groei 
van borsttumoren, maar dat maar enkele cellen (kankerstamcellen) dit kunnen. Verder 
ontdekten we dat de groei erg dynamisch is: niet alle plekken van één kleur bleven 
doorgroeien. Sommige verdwenen over de tijd, waar anderen pas later uit begonnen 
te groeien. Dit impliceert dat er plasticiteit is in kankerstamcel eigenschappen: cellen 
kunnen deze eigenschappen in een relatief korte periode verliezen maar ook verwerven. 
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Het verwerven van kankerstamceleigenschappen zou veroorzaakt kunnen worden door 
zogenaamde dedifferentiatie, het proces waarbij gedifferentieerde cellen veranderen in 
stamcellen. Voor de patiënt is dit soort kennis belangrijk: het is niet genoeg om alleen 
kankerstamcellen uit te roeien als ze kunnen worden vervangen door gedifferentieerde 
tumorcellen. Meer onderzoek is nodig om te bepalen hoe we de bron van de tumorgroei 
het beste kunnen aanpakken. Eén mogelijkheid zou gericht kunnen zijn op de omgeving 
van tumorcellen aangezien er aanwijzingen zijn dat dit de dedifferentiatie van 
gedifferentieerde cellen in kankerstamcellen kan bevorderen.

Communicatie tussen de verschillende typen cellen in tumoren kan tumorgroei 
en het vormen van uitzaaiingen beïnvloeden. Meestal wordt de uitwisseling van signalen 
tussen cellen toegeschreven aan de binding van uitgescheiden eiwitten van de ene cel 
aan corresponderende receptoren op de andere cel. De laatste decennia werd het echter 
duidelijk dat cellen ook met elkaar communiceren via uitgescheiden blaasjes. Deze 
blaasjes bevatten functionele biomoleculen zoals DNA, RNA, eiwitten en vetten en kunnen 
worden overgebracht naar andere cellen. Om het effect van de overdracht van blaasjes op 
ontvangercellen te bestuderen, is er veel gebruik gemaakt van blaasjes die geïsoleerd zijn 
uit bijvoorbeeld bloed of uit tumorcelkweken.  Echter, de eenmalige toevoeging of injectie 
van een grote hoeveelheid blaasjes is anders dan een continue uitscheiding van blaasjes 
zoals dit plaatsvindt in een groeiende tumor. Om de fysiologische rol van de overdracht 
van blaasjes tussen cellen te bestuderen hebben we een nieuwe methode ontwikkeld die 
beschreven wordt in hoofdstuk 4. Deze techniek maakt gebruik van het zogenaamde Cre-
LoxP systeem: reporter cellen die blaasjes opnemen die uitgescheiden worden door Cre-
positieve cellen ondergaan een kleurverandering van rood naar groen. Op deze manier 
kunnen cellen die geen blaasjes hebben opgenomen (rood) onderscheiden worden 
van cellen die wel blaasjes opnemen (groen) en kan het effect van blaasjesoverdracht 
bestudeerd worden. 

  In hoofdstuk 5 hebben we de Cre-LoxP methode gebruikt om te onderzoeken 
of er blaasjesoverdracht is in tumoren die bestaan uit tumorcellen die een verschillende 
capaciteit hebben om uit te zaaien. We ontdekten dat erg agressieve tumorcellen blaasjes 
uitscheiden met daarin moleculen die betrokken zijn bij het uitzaaien van cellen, en 
dat deze blaasjes opgenomen worden door minder agressieve tumorcellen. Vervolgens 
volgden we het gedrag van de rode (geen blaasjes opgenomen) en groene tumorcellen 
(wel blaasjes opgenomen) door middel van microscopie van de tumor in levende muizen 
en ontdekten we dat de cellen die blaasjes opnemen afkomstig van de agressieve 
tumorcellen zich ook agressiever gaan gedragen: ze bewegen meer en veroorzaken meer 
uitzaaiingen. De gevaarlijke blaasjes kunnen ook via het bloed naar cellen op andere 
plekken in het lichaam reizen, en kunnen ook daar het gedrag van de ontvangercellen 
beïnvloeden.

Deze studie is van groot belang voor het beter begrijpen van tumorontwikkeling 
en behandeling. Het is zeer goed mogelijk dat primaire tumoren en uitzaaiingen met 
elkaar communiceren via de wederzijdse overdracht van blaasjes. Ook is het aannemelijk 
dat de transmissie van blaasjes effect heeft op de uitkomst van therapie. Het is denkbaar 
dat resistente tumorcellen hun gedrag kopiëren naar niet-resistente tumorcellen en op 
deze manier resistentie veroorzaken.  Of dit gebeurt en wat het netto-eindeffect hiervan 
is zal moeten worden onderzocht in vervolgstudies.

Samengevat suggereren de resultaten in dit proefschrift dat tumoren complexer 
en dynamischer zijn dan eerder gedacht. Om beter te begrijpen hoe dit dynamische 
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gedrag tot stand komt, zullen intravitale microscopie resultaten gelinkt moeten worden 
aan studies die het moleculaire profiel van individuele tumorcellen kunnen bepalen. De 
komst van nieuwe technieken zoals in situ single cell transcriptome sequencing maken 
dit soort experimenten mogelijk. Met intravitale microscopie kan eerst het gedrag van 
tumorcellen in een levend organisme bekeken worden, vervolgens kunnen interessante 
gebieden gemarkeerd worden, en latere analyses kunnen op moleculair niveau bepalen 
wat er zo speciaal is aan bepaalde cellen. Dit soort onderzoeken leiden hopelijk tot het 
beter begrijpen van tumorgroei, het vormen van uitzaaiingen en het bestrijden van 
tumoren. 
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Dankwoord

 Bijna klaar, eindelijk mag ik het dankwoord schrijven; het moment dat altijd zo 
eindeloos ver weg leek. Toch vind ik dit gedeelte niet het gemakkelijkste om te schrijven: 
ik wil graag iedereen bedanken die de laatste jaren belangrijk voor me is geweest en ik 
hoop dat ik niemand vergeet. 

Lab-life 

 Jacco, Professor van Rheenen ;-), iets meer dan vijf jaar geleden begon ik in je 
lab en wat is er ondertussen veel veranderd! Ik was je derde PhD student, en samen Lai, 
Eve, Anko en Tom waren we een klein maar hecht team. Inmiddels bestaat je groep uit 9 
PhD studenten, (binnenkort) 5 postdocs en 2 technicians. Ik vind het heel erg knap dat 
je dit in zo’n relatief korte tijd hebt opgebouwd. En ik vind het nog knapper hoe je het 
lab weet te managen: hoe druk je ook bent, je hebt (of eigenlijk maakt!) altijd tijd voor 
iedereen die advies nodig heeft. En hoe je dit werkende leven runt naast je family-life. 
Je gedrevenheid in alles, of het nu de wetenschap, sport of socializen is, is denk ik een 
voorbeeld voor velen, in ieder geval voor mij. Ik heb ontzettend veel van je geleerd de 
afgelopen vijf jaar, mede dankzij de tijd die je altijd nam om mij de fijne kneepjes van het 
schrijven, presenteren en reviewen bij te brengen. Dankjewel voor alles! Ook voor het 
leren niet altijd zomaar blind iedereen te vertrouwen (1 van mijn eerste weken: “Anoek, 
moet je eens aan deze slagroomtaart ruiken, hij ruikt een beetje raar”. Resultaat: gezicht 
onder de slagroom). Enne, nu kun je eigenlijk ook niet meer om het plannen van een 
datum voor je oratie heen hè? ;-)
 Mijn allereerste collega’s in Jacco’s groep: Lai, Eve, Anko en Tom, dankjulliewel voor 
jullie warme welkom, ik voelde me direct thuis. Lai, voor mij ben jij een typisch voorbeeld 
van een ‘mooi mens’: recht door zee, super-sociaal, jezelf niet altijd even serieus nemen en 
om jezelf kunnen lachen. Wat ik weet ik nog goed de momenten dat de hele kantine naar 
onze groep keek als jij het weer ‘s uitgilde van het lachen. Bovendien ben je ook nog ‘s een 
erg goede wetenschapper. Je bent alweer bijna klaar om de volgende uitdaging aan te 
gaan. Succes daarmee; ik weet zeker dat je hierin gaat slagen! Ik hoop dat we elkaar nog 
vaak (op congressen) zullen tegenkomen. Een biertje zoals in Dublin zouden we vaker 
moeten doen, alleen dan misschien zonder vreemd gezelschap. ;-) Eve, bedankt voor het 
3,5-jaar lange noaberschap (zoals we in Twente zouden zeggen :-p) op kantoor. Altijd in 
voor een kletsje, met of zonder ccl, en altijd een luisterend oor. Ook zal ik de gezellige 
etentjes, feestjes en vakantiefoto-kijkavonden nooit vergeten. Inmiddels woon je samen 
met Peter in een echt grote mensenhuis (we bedachten laatst dat dit waarschijnlijk het 
grootste huis van de groep is) en ik wens jullie heel veel geluk toe voor de toekomst. 
Ook hoop ik dat je snel op dezelfde plek als ik binnenkort in het Academiegebouw staat. 
:-) Anko alias “microman-to-the-rescue”: bedankt voor alle microscopie-wijsheid die je 
me hebt bijgebracht en voor de momenten waarop je me direct kwam helpen als de 
microscoop weer ‘s niet werkte (lees: in 9 van de 10 gevallen ik vergeten was een knopje 
ergens in de drukken). Ook bedankt voor je leuke verhalen over de natuur, de excursie en 
de Natuurwerkdag. Tom, dank voor alle praktische hulp tijdens mijn eerste tijd in Jacco’s 
lab. 
   Sas, jij bent ook alweer een ‘eeuwigheid’ (een positieve ‘eeuwigheid’ ;-)) in Jacco’s 
lab. Ontzettend knap hoe snel je jezelf een relatief nieuw onderwerp hebt eigen gemaakt! 
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Je hebt overzicht over alle projecten in het lab en denkt altijd met ieder zijn onderzoek 
mee. Deze eigenschappen zijn ook opgepikt door de ‘buitenwereld’ en recentelijk heb 
je een Veni binnengehaald. Ik ben nog steeds ontzettend trots op je!! Naast de drukte 
op het werk krijg jij het ook nog ‘s voor elkaar om altijd voor iedereen klaar te staan, een 
mooie eigenschap (maar vergeet nooit om ook voor jezelf klaar te blijven staan!). Alle 
geluk gewenst voor de toekomst! Nien, ook al zo’n mooi mens! Ook jij weet wetenschap 
en personal life perfect te combineren. Inmiddels heb je je eigen groepje en ik hoop dat 
je alle leuke wetenschappelijke plannen die je hebt kunt uitvoeren met het aantal paar 
handen dat je tot je beschikking hebt. Ik weet zeker dat jouw manier van wetenschap 
bedrijven (meer samenwerken in plaats van de wat meer individualistische approach) 
op de lange termijn ook heel veel (en misschien nog wel meer) vruchten afwerpt. Alleen 
moeten meer mensen dat even gaan zien... Verder ook heel veel geluk gewenst samen 
met Percy. :-) Maria, astonishing how fast you adapted to the Dutch culture with your 
Russian-Spanish roots. Thanks for all the nice chit chats in the lab, during the borrels and 
the retreats. Wish you all the luck for the future! Arianna alias Ari (haha, I couldn’t get 
used to that abbreviation ;-)), also you are completely adapted to the Dutch culture now 
and (even) your athletics coach is talking Dutch to you (whether you like it or not :-p). 
But, of course, the Italian roots can still be found within you: your ideal breakfast consists 
of cookies and your lunch consists of a salad with Italian olive oil. And you can still not 
handle the Dutch weather very well: haha, I saw you too often arriving at the Hubrecht 
in a bad mood when it was raining again. I wish you all the luck with finishing your PhD: 
although it may sometimes appear as an endless road, I can assure that it comes to an 
end. You’re a very hard worker and your project is extremely interesting, so I’m sure you’ll 
be successful! Daan, we begonnen tegelijk op het Hubrecht, jij destijds nog als student 
van Eve. Je moest eerst ‘even’ je artsendiploma halen voordat je hier je PhD kon beginnen. 
Maar inmiddels ben je al een aardig eind op weg en ik twijfel er niet aan dat je succesvol 
gaat zijn in het combineren van onderzoek met de geneeskunde. Succes met alles! 
Sander, m’n vesicle-buddy! :-p Wat was ik blij dat er naast mij nog iemand anders op het 
EV-project ging werken. En ik vind het leuk om dat met jou te doen. Ik weet zeker dat je nu 
een aardig eind op weg bent en dat de laatste resultaten je een aardig eind in de goede 
richting brengen. Dit gaat een mooie verhaal worden; go for it! Colinda, Cootje, ook met 
jouw komst in het lab was ik erg blij! Eindelijk konden de projecten waar ik geen tijd meer 
voor had weer onder het stof vandaan gehaald worden. En wat ging het snel vooruit 
toen jij er eenmaal aan werkte. Dit jaar nog je eerste artikel weg? En dan ook nog de BIF 
beurs binnengehaald (maar ik had ook bijna niet anders verwacht ;-)). Nu nog even aan ze 
laten zien dat ze helemaal gelijk hadden. :-) Carrie, I’m so proud of you! You did your first 
internship in the lab under my “supervision”. Yes, supervision with inverted commas since 
already after several weeks you worked very independently. You significantly contributed 
to my research and this led to very well-deserved co-authorships on the Cell paper and 
on the recently submitted protocols paper. Thanks for all the hard work! And thanks for 
all the times you made me laugh when you were so happy about something so little and 
jumping around in the office. :-) Lotte, half Hubrechter/half UMCer, knap hoe je dat zo 
goed managed. Je bent slim, een ontzettend harde werker, gezellig en altijd in voor ‘n 
praatje. Jij komt er wel, succes! Pim alias Toilet Paper Toonen alias Pleepapier Pim, de 
nieuwste “aanwinst” van het lab.  Gezellig dat je er bent! Ik weet zeker dat je erg nuttig 
gaat zijn voor het lab met je Cuppen-achtergrond. 
 In de vijf jaar die ik aan m’n PhD gewerkt heb, hebben ook al twee mensen het 
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lab verlaten. Ronny, thanks for helping me with many experiments for the Cell paper. 
Every time that I needed an extra pair of hands, you helped me out.  Now you’re back in 
Germany, in Berlin: I hope your lab over there is as nice as our lab. :-p I wish you all the luck 
with Katrin and Julius. See you at our next retreat when we go camping in your backyard. 
;-)
Rinske, ook jij bedankt voor de hulp met kloneren en het analyseren van data voor de 
paper. Ik vind het erg knap dat je je eigen weg bent ingeslagen en je gevoel hebt gevolgd. 
Heel veel succes en de toekomst voor jou en je gezinnetje. 
 Natuurlijk ook bedankt voor alle studenten die hard hebben gewerkt aan het EV-
project. Marion, ik was nog maar een paar maanden bezig en toen kwam jij mij al helpen. 
Dank voor het helpen opstarten van alles! Alwin, veel werk was niet genoeg: vaak vroeg 
je om meer. Ook heb je allerlei databases voor me opgezet waar ik nu nog bijna dagelijks 
gebruik van maak. Thanks! Heel erg veel succes gewenst met je eigen PhD! Josje, bedankt 
voor het meehelpen aan mijn onderzoek terwijl je daarnaast ook nog experimenten voor 
Ronny en Laila deed. Succes met het afronden van je Master! Annaloes, je hebt niet heel 
erg veel geluk gehad met de experimenten die je deed (tja, de betekenis van “negatief 
resultaat” heb je maar al te goed leren kennen), maar toch heb je je tot het einde ingezet 
om te proberen alles werkende te krijgen. Heel erg bedankt daarvoor!
 I also want to thank all collaborators on the EV paper: everyone was always 
willing to help when there was again an experiment to do. Special thanks to Michiel, Tom, 
Frederik, Monique and Jordi: thanks for reminding me so often that the project is super-
awesome and that I was doing a good job. It was great to have some mental support in 
the 2.5 years that it took to get the paper published. Ook alle MMM-ers, Rosalie, Hugo, 
Koen en Yasmin bedankt voor de wetenschappelijke input tijdens de maandelijkse 
meetings/werkbesprekingen en retreats. En natuurlijk de Johan de Rooij-groep voor alle 
hulp tijdens onze gezamenlijke werkbesprekingen het eerste jaar van m’n PhD. Ik vond 
het altijd erg gezellig met jullie, toch jammer dat we geen gezamenlijke retreats en BBQs 
meer hebben! 
 Ook buiten de wetenschap om heb ik een geweldige tijd op het Hubrecht gehad! 
Er waren altijd genoeg mensen in voor een praatje, borreltje of een hardlooprondje. The 
Bakkers lab: Anne, Emily, Silja, Federico, Ina, Fabian and Melanie, it was great sharing 
offices and the lab with you! I enjoyed the chit chats, left-over cookies ;-) and every now and 
then an afternoon office beer. Good luck on the second floor! Dan m’n hardloopmatties 
van het Hubrecht: Paul en Maaike, wat was het fijn om af en toe in de lunchpauze of 
na het werk naar het Panbos of naar de Krommerijn te rennen. Of course also thanks to 
Joppe, Roel, Silja, Manda and Wensi for joining the PV with me. I really liked organizing 
the borrels, BBQ, LSD and X-mas party with you. And I’ll never forget the after parties I had 
with some of you and of course the legendary “Cow” PV-weekend (the last PV-weekend 
at that accommodation :-o). It was a great weekend, also together with the old-PV-
members Tamara, Lai, Eve, Paul, Maaike, Britta, Paula, Petra, Maartje L, Dan, Jeroen 
P., Yuva, thanks for the great time! Dan waren er nog de regelmatig terugkerende BBQs 
aan de Pieter Bernagiestraat waar op de één of andere manier altijd wel één of meerdere 
Hubrechters wonen. Paul, AJ and FP, ik vond het altijd erg gezellig! Also thanks to Eirinn 
and Rowena, who hosted also many parties. I wish you all the luck in London. :-) Flore en 
Niels, het was leuk jullie te bezoeken in Glasgow: het was echt een gezellig weekendje 
met Loch Lomond, whiskey’s proeven en Indiaas eten. En ik vond het ook heel leuk om 
bij jullie bruiloft aanwezig te zijn; heel veel geluk toegewenst samen! Gita and Siddarth, 
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thanks for the great Indian/Dutch fusion kitchen evenings ;-). I hope more of those dinners 
will follow. :-) Lastly, to all the people that I didn’t address personally: thanks for the chit 
chats in the cell culture, during borrels etc. 

My life outside the lab (I’m afraid the paragraph will be significantly shorter :-o)

 Allereerst wil ik Lucia en Nynke bedanken: wat is het geweldig om jullie als 
vriendinnen te hebben. Luc, je staat letterlijk altijd voor me klaar, in goede en slechte 
tijden. Bedankt voor alle wandelingen, borrels, etentjes, schaatsmiddagen, ski-vakanties 
enzovoorts. Ik hoop dat we dit nog lang blijven doen! Heel veel geluk gewenst samen met 
Yannick. Geniet er nog even van met z’n tweeën in de States, voordat je het weet is alles 
weer “huisje, boompje, beestje”. ;-) Nyn, ik ken niemand die zo attent is als jij. Een geweldig 
zelfgemaakt dagboek toen ik voor een half jaar naar Noorwegen ging, een bos bloemen 
op het werk bezorgd toen m’n eerste artikel gepubliceerd was, een verrassingsmiddagje 
high-tea en trouwjurken passen. Ik vind het dan ook heel leuk dat je straks naast mij staat 
als paranimf. En een half jaar later ceremoniemeester bent op onze bruiloft. :-) Dankjewel 
alvast! Heel veel geluk samen met Stephan in je eerste eigen huisje!  
 Joppe, thanks voor alle gezelligheid de afgelopen jaren! Ik keek altijd uit naar 
onze klim- en boulderavondjes. Ook de spelletjes-avonden en gezamenlijke etentjes 
waren erg gezellig. Heel veel succes met je postdoc in Uppsala. Ik kom je zeker opzoeken; 
zoek maar vast een klimhal uit.
 Tijdens het eerste jaar van m’n PhD was ik nog onderdeel van de leiding van de 
scoutinggroep de Blauwe Reigers. Helaas moest ik dit door de drukte en de reisafstand na 
een tijdje opgeven. Ik mis het nog steeds. Iedereen, zowel de leiding als leden: bedankt 
voor de geweldige tijd die ik bij jullie heb gehad. In het bijzonder wil ik Bas, Marleen, 
Virgenie, Pien, Marlies en Mieke bedanken. Bas, Basje, we kennen elkaar nu een jaar of 
tien. Twee weken voordat ik je voor het eerst ontmoette hoorde ik dat ik, voordat ik echt 
mocht aansluiten bij de leiding van de BE, eerst “goedgekeurd” moest worden door jou. 
Gelukkig is dat goedgekomen. ;-) En meer dan dat: je bent inmiddels een erg goede vriend. 
Je weet zo’n beetje alles van me, leest me met één blik én hebt me whiskey leren drinken. 
;-) Thanks voor alle gezellige etentjes, concertjes en het samen meedoen aan de Halve van 
Egmond. En dat je zo oneindig veel vaker naar Utrecht bent gereden in plaats van ik naar 
Enschede als ik weer ‘s te druk was. Marleen, Leentje: gelukkig zien we elkaar zo af en toe 
nog voor een wandeling, de Parade, klimmen etc. Het is niet vaak, maar we moeten dit 
zeker blijven doen!!! Virgenie, nog steeds ben ik je dankbaar voor de kerstworkshop in het 
Hilton. Ik nam Léon mee en aan het einde van de dag waren we vriendje en vriendinnetje. 
:-) René, jou leerde ik indirect ook via de BE (via Marleen) kennen. Sindsdien hebben we 
vele crossjes, hardloop-wedstrijden en -weekendjes, wandelingen en zelfs een C1-cursus 
in  Oostenrijk samengedaan. Ik vind het jammer dat we elkaar door de reisafstand niet zo 
vaak meer zien, maar wie weet, als ik ooit weer in Twente woon... :-)  
 Annelies, we leerden elkaar kennen tijdens de Bachelor en sindsdien zijn we 
vriendinnen. Haha, als je samen de vierdaagse van Nijmegen overleeft zit dat wel goed. 
Gelukkig zien we elkaar in ieder geval een paar keer per jaar voor een (NS-)wandeling, 
voor een hapje en drankje of voor een middagje schaatsen. Binnenkort ga je trouwen met 
Gerwin, superleuk! Jullie gaan voor ons, dus wellicht kunnen we nog van jullie leren. :-p
 Tatiana, Tatz, mijn enige vriendin nog van de middelbare school. Inmiddels 
hebben we een heel ander leven: jij een gezinnetje met drie kinderen en ik zit nog steeds 
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in een appartementje van 55 m2.. ;-) Haha, volgens mij snap jij soms maar de helft van mijn 
leven, maar dat maakt niks uit, want het zit gewoon goed tussen ons. Als ik je zie is het 
altijd weer zoals “vroegah”. :-) Ik hoop dat dit altijd zo blijft! 
 Essie, de beste vriendin van Léon: thanks voor de gezellige etenjes, borrels, 
golfmiddag en wielrentochtjes. En heel erg leuk dat je onze ceremoniemeester bent. 
Bedankt alvast! Mac en Miranda, thanks voor de gezellige eetavondjes en Pinkpop. Ik 
hoop dat we dit nog veel vaker zullen doen! Lars en Niké, H...’s!!! :-p Dank voor de (horror-)
filmavonden en etentjes. Op naar de volgende! 
 Dan natuurlijk mijn familie: papa en mama, bedankt voor jullie onvoorwaardelijke 
steun. Jullie zijn er altijd voor me, en ik vind het altijd heel erg fijn om weer thuis te komen. 
Jullie zijn altijd zo ontzettend lief en denken overal over na: als ik een nachtje blijf logeren 
staat m’n oude knuffel Petertje weer klaar op m’n bed, liggen de zeepjes en maskertjes 
klaar om in ‘t bad te gaan en op zondagochtend zijn er altijd warme broodjes. Bedankt 
voor deze warmte! Ook zijn jullie altijd heel erg geïnteresseerd in m’n werk, al is het soms 
lastig uitleggen wat ik nu precies doe. Wat ik erg fijn vind is dat jullie me altijd helpen te 
relativeren en laten zien hoe waardevol het leven ook is buiten het werk om. Bedankt voor 
alle afleiding en leuke dagjes en weekendje weg! Ik hou van jullie! Broertje Bart, door mij 
vaak uitgesproken als Bat, door Bart vaak uitgesproken als Barrrrrt. Het eerste dat in me 
opkomt is: wat ben je toch een klier. Maar wel een hele lieve klier! Je bent altijd betrokken 
en ontzettend lief! Ik vind het dan ook heel leuk dat je mijn paranimf bent. Ik wens je heel 
veel geluk samen met Nadina in je eerste eigen huisje! Nadina, wat ben jij een ontzettend 
lief en attent meisje. Met een heel grappige soort humor. Haha, ik kan je hier nog horen 
lachen als je weer ‘s dubbel ligt om een te flauwe grap van Léon. Soms denk ik wel eens 
dat het best lastig moet zijn geweest om te integreren in ons gezin met z’n platte humor 
en directheid. Maar volgens mij is dat redelijk snel gelukt. ;-) Ik wens je heel veel geluk en 
liefde toe samen met Bart. Oma, ook u bedankt voor de gezellige middagen en avonden 
bij papa en mama. En voor de avondjes visite bij u thuis, wanneer de soep klaarstond als 
we vanuit Utrecht uit ons werk nog even op bezoek kwamen. Ik hoop dat we dit nog lang 
kunnen doen!
 Ook de familie van Léon bedankt: Marlies en Johan, Anneke, Arjan en Mick.
Ik vind het altijd erg gezellig om bij jullie te zijn. Iedereen is gewoon lekker zichzelf en 
erg betrokken met elkaar. Bedankt ook voor de gezellige weekendjes Center Parcs en het 
weekje Turkije!
 Léon, lief. Mijn eerste (en laatste :-p) grote labliefde! :-p Wat ben ik gelukkig 
samen met jou! Je bent ontzettend lief en zorgzaam en kent me beter dan ik mezelf ken. 
Hoe vaak heb je me wel niet helpen relativeren als ik dacht dat ik het allemaal niet kon of 
erop aangestuurd dat ik even een stapje terug moest doen? We hebben ontzettend leuke 
dingen gedaan samen: van mooie vakanties en weekendjes weg tot lekker samen koken 
en eten en op de bank filmpjes kijken. Nu gaan we op naar het volgende avontuur: eerst 
in mei 2016 trouwen en dan samen een paar jaar in het buitenland werken. En wie weet 
wat er nog meer op ons pad komt... I love you!!!

Anoek

- A friend is one that knows you who you are, understands where you have been, 
accepts what you have become, and still, gently allows you to grow -

     


